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Introduction
Through the process of performing data collection and analysis, we
collected a significant volume of data from a large number of sources.

At

every step along the way, we attempted not to make assumptions and to rely
on the facts to tell the story.

However, we understand that sometimes

mistakes are made, and wrong assumptions can discredit even the most wellintentioned report.

Therefore, in addition to our high-level findings and

analysis presented in the first two volumes of this report, we are providing
access to the raw data used to produce those findings to anyone interested.
The reason for this is twofold. First, as technical experts in the cybersecurity
space, it drives us crazy when we see marketing-oriented reports released in
our industry that are very light on technical details, and we want to buck that
trend.

We are not afraid of releasing the data and having someone

challenge our assumptions because this is how we learn and grow as a
community.
Second, we are hopeful that by releasing the data at this level of detail,
perhaps it will encourage other research or ideas. We certainly did not have
time to run down every rabbit hold in this study, and it is very likely that we
missed some obvious conclusions.

So perhaps, if you are reading this

section to challenge our assumptions, sharpen your pencil and let us have it!
Finally, we designed the following pages so that the section on each device
can stand on its own. We apologize ahead of time for some of the repetition
in those sections, but there is a method behind the madness.
So, without further delay, enjoy the details!
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Why We Did This Study
The Dark Cubed team is passionate about all things cybersecurity, but even more so about
helping companies of all sizes protect themselves from cyber security threats. The Internet of
Things (“IoT”) space is a fascinating area of study given the explosive growth in the number of
products. Well, explosive may not even be a big enough word here. If anyone does not
believe that the safety and security of these devices is one of our most pressing challenges as
a security community, it is time to wake up.
While we typically focus on protecting small and midsized companies with enterprise-grade
security capabilities, we have seen increasing evidence that IoT devices create risk for our
customers. Both from an exposure perspective (e.g. the risk of placing an untrusted,
untested device on your network) and from a threat perspective (e.g. we are seeing IoT
devices being used in botnet-style attacks on unsuspecting businesses).
One of the key things that drove us to undertake this effort was a single Tweet by
@rayjwatson on August 28th, 2017 (Note: He has since moved his Twitter Account to the
handle @RayRedacted).

Figure 1: The Twitter posting that inspired us to look into IoT devices

Ray posted a link to a file on Pastebin that had approximately 33K default user credentials for
IoT devices. Deduplicating by IP addresses, this data set represented about 8,000 unique IP
addresses. When we took a glance at our customers, we were shocked to see that Dark
Cubed customers had seen about 13% (a little over a thousand) of those IP addresses! What
was so shocking was that we represent a small sample size of the Internet, meaning these IoT
devices had been VERY busy. Upon further analysis, we found that these devices were mostly
on residential and business networks in China, Taiwan, Turkey, and a number of other
countries. The graph below shows the country of origin and the organization with which
these devices were associated.
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Figure 2:Countries of origin for the IoT devices we saw targeting our customers

We have been presenting on this analysis at a number of conferences and events, but the
issue of IoT device security has been gnawing at us ever since we conducted this analysis.
So, we decided to get serious and take a look at a number of IoT devices and the security
implications resulting from their use. We hope you enjoy this report and look forward to
hearing your feedback!

The Dark Cubed Technology
This report was made possible due to the technology we have developed here at Dark
Cubed. We have designed an easy-to-deploy, easy-to-use cyber security platform that is
delivered as a software as a service platform (SaaS). Dark Cubed makes monitoring and
protecting a network as simple as making a few configuration changes on your firewall. With
Dark Cubed, our customers are provided with enterprise-grade cyber security at a fraction of
the cost and complexity of other cyber security solutions. We are the first cyber security
platform designed from the ground up to be usable by the office manager in a doctor’s office
or the IT manager for a law firm in a way that actually provides real, tangible value to both.
Dark Cubed also provides lightweight hardware sensors which can be used to extend
functionality as necessary. For this analysis, we deployed a Dark Cubed sensor with the
ability to feed data to our SaaS infrastructure, send netflow data to a system for additional
data collection (ELK Stack), and the ability to perform full packet capture for future analysis.
We also used the sensor to perform man-in-the-middle attacks on the devices to get a better
view into the security of the devices.
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Devices Reviewed
The devices were purchased from a number of standard retail locations to include Walmart,
Amazon™, and MicroCenter™. The goal was to pick a representative sample of devices that
could be pulled off the shelf by a typical consumer with no prejudice to the brand. The table
below lists the devices we picked for this analysis.
Manufacturer

Model

Model Number

iHome

SmartPlug

ISP6WC

Merkury

Smart WiFi Outdoor Plug

MI-OW101-101W

Merkury

Smart WiFi Plug

MI-WW105-199W

Merkury

Smart WiFi LED Bulb

MI-BW902-999W

Merkury

Smart WiFi Camera

MI-CW007-199W

Momentum

Axel

MOCAM-720-01

Oco

Oco 1 WiFi Camera

CO-14US

Practecol

Guardzilla Security System

GZ502B

TP-Link

Kasa HS105

HS105

Vivitar

Smart Security Camera

IPC113-WHT

Wyze

WyzeCam

WYZECP1

Zmodo

Mini WiFi Camera

ZM-SH75D001-WA

Table 1: List of the devices we reviewed

As shown above, we had a nice selection of cameras with a few smart outlets and even a
smart light bulb. Each of these devices was installed and configured in a quarantined
environment with characteristics to a typical household.

Test Environment
We felt that it was important to replicate a real "home" environment for these devices to
understand real-world performance. As a result, we created a private, standalone network off
of an existing home network. This network was created using a consumer-grade Asus
Wireless Router (RT-AC88U). For the connection between the Asus device and the parent
network, we used a wired connection with a Dark Cubed sensor installed to monitor all
inbound and outbound traffic. This Dark Cubed sensor serves the purpose of capturing
network flows and securely sending them to the Dark Cubed SaaS analytics
infrastructure. The Dark Cubed sensor was also configured to collect full packet capture
(pcap) data, which was stored locally on the sensor using a 1TB SSD drive. This network is
represented visually below.
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Figure 3: The layout of the test network

All interaction with the devices from a configuration and user perspective was accomplished
using a dedicated Android phone. This phone was wiped prior to this analysis and all
unnecessary applications were removed. A new Gmail account was created to use on this
device and this device did not have a SIM card for any external forms of communication. This
allowed us to ensure that all communications related to the devices in this study were
captured by the Dark Cubed sensor.

IoT Device Installation and Configuration
It is good to start with an understanding of how most of these IoT devices are configured and
connected to a network. The first requirement is that a user must have installed the custom
application from the manufacturer on their phone or tablet. This application provides an
interface for configuring the IoT device and then managing the functionality once installation
is complete. The graphic below visually represents this process.
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Figure 4: The installation process for an IoT light bulb

As shown above, during the setup process, the tablet or phone connects directly to the IoT
device using a WiFi signal broadcast by the device itself. This connection enables the IoT
device to receive configuration information related to the user's wireless network. Once this
information is sent to the IoT device, the installation application then disconnects from the
IoT device and reconnects to the wireless network. At this time both the IoT device and the
phone should be connected to the same wireless network and the user can start interacting
with IoT Application. Also, once connected to the user's wireless network, the IoT device
begins communication with any associated cloud services for configuration, management,
updates, etc.
There is one variation on this theme to note. Two of the devices, the Wyze camera, and the
Oco camera both were configured using a QR code generated on the Android app. This QR
code contained the network name and password, which were then utilized by the device to
connect to the wireless network.

A Complex Network
Once the light bulb is installed and you can turn it on and off with your mobile phone, you
may never give a thought to what is going on behind the scenes to make this all work. But
understanding the network is key to knowing if you are actually putting your family at risk by
installing the bulb in the lamp on your bedside table.
The graph below shows a very simplified version of the relationship graph related to the
Merkury Smart Light Bulb we reviewed. This graph shows some of the communications
to/from the light bulb and the associated Android application.
THESTATEOFIOTSECURITY.COM
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Figure 5: Representation of the myriad of network connections made b y the Merkury Smart Light Bulb

Yes, that is probably too small to read in detail, but it shows that this is not just a normal
everyday light bulb. This light bulb comes with its own complex network and communications
infrastructure. This device, in particular, is interesting as it talks to a number of unexpected
domain names related to organizations such as Alibaba and Taobao. We will explore this at
length later, but it is clear that by installing a simple light bulb or smart outlet, you may be
getting more than you bargained for. It is even worse with the more “intelligent” devices like
cameras and security systems. The bottom line here is that more investigation is required to
under why and even if we should care about this or if it is just noise.

Approach
As we approached this study, we did not want this to be another sensational penetration test
of some devices with shocking vulnerabilities. Really, who cares if someone can take apart a
smart light bulb and get it to flash in rhythm with Desposito. Rather, we wanted to
understand the real risk that a typical home or small business user would face by dropping
one of these devices on their network. In support of this goal, we performed a number of
tests and analysis of these devices, to include the following:
•

•

•

•

Network Traffic Analysis: The most basic analysis focused on where the data is

flowing to and from these devices. This analysis helped us gain a perspective on the
infrastructure that was used to support the devices and to make assumptions about
how day-to-day functionality is provided.
Port Communications Profile: Using the Dark Cubed data, we were able to profile
each device based on the ports and protocols observed to be used for
communications. This analysis helps us understand the functionality of each device.
Nmap Scan: Nmap is a great tool for identifying open ports on servers and devices.
We performed a scan on each device and each server to better understand the
infrastructures involved.
Man-In-The-Middle Assessment: Many of these devices use encrypted
communications between the device and their respective cloud infrastructures. We
THESTATEOFIOTSECURITY.COM
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•

•

•

tested what would happen if we got in between the secure connection and tried to
trick the devices into revealing their secrets without having to break the encryption.
Infrastructure Port Review: We performed Nmap scans on all the infrastructure
the devices communicated with to understand what that infrastructure looked like
from an exposure perspective.
Android Application Analysis: We performed a lightweight assessment of the
Android applications associated with each device. We didn’t focus on a full
vulnerability analysis for the applications, rather, we ran some searches, automated,
and manual code reviews to identify potential weaknesses and to gain additional
visibility into the device communications.
Privacy Policy Review: Finally, we reviewed the privacy policies for each of the
companies to better understand how well-written the policies are and how they claim
to protect personal information and other data collected.
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Momentum Dual Band WiFi Security Camera (MOCAM-72001)
Overview
We tested one device with the brand Momentum: a
WiFi security camera. This device is available off-theshelf at Walmart among other places. This device
required the Momentum smartphone application
developed by Apollo Tech USA, Inc.

Momentum Dual Band WiFI Security Camera
Name
Axel
Brand
Momentum
Model Number
MOCAM-720-01
IP Address
10.10.86.202
Device Type
Camera
Hangzhou Hikvision Digital
Manufacturer
Technology Co.,Ltd.
Android App Name
Momentum
Android App Developer
Apollo Tech USA, Inc.

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the Momentum camera hardware is manufactured
by Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology Co., Ltd.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 6: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see, this device communicates with a significant number of unique IP addresses,
however, most of those IPs are related to Amazon’s S3 service. The T-Mobile and Comcast
blocks that show up are related to our test environment, while the traffic labeled Level 3
Communications is related to Amazon.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 7: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 8: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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As we can see, this device was by far the noisiest of all of the devices. Upon further analysis,
we discovered most of this noise is related to a design decision by the company to have the
camera send very small thumbnail images on a routine basis to Amazon S3 and then load
those images in the Android application on the phone so that the user has up-to-date images
on activity.
We can see the impact of these communications within Dark Cubed by looking at one of the
most active IP addresses associated with this device.

We can see the volume of activity over time with this IP and the amount of data uploaded and
downloaded from the camera as being in the range of 204MB and 49MB respectively over
the course of just a couple weeks. Given this volume we would recommend the company
reconsider the approach to this data flow or at least to give the consumer some control over
this activity. However, this is more of a functionality issue and not necessarily a security issue.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
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53

Port

Protocol
udp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS

123

udp

Network Time Protocol / NTP

443

tcp

Secure Web / HTTPS

444

udp

3478,
24646,
28709,
29941, +25
other ports

udp

Simple Network Paging Protocol
(SNPP)
Unknown

Notes
Normal functionality for resolving
domain names to IP addresses
Normal functionality for keeping time
synchronized
Normal functionality for encrypted web
communications
Appears to be associated with a TURN
server infrastructure
Appears to be associated with STUN
communications for traversing networks
that are not publicly routable (e.g. NAT
Traversal)

Ports 53 (DNS), 123 (NTP), and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections. Port 444 is
typically used for the Simple Network Paging Protocol (SNPP), but its use here appears to be
related to services used for sending data in and out of networks that are not publicly
routable, like a typical home network.
The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the ports associated with those
communications.

Figure 9: Communications by port number and external hosts
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As we can seem, have the traffic associated with DNS to Google and the NTP traffic on port
123. This device pretty heavily uses ports 443 and 444 for communications.
Here is one example of such a communication to a service related to OZVision on port 444
which appears to be STUN related traffic. STUN is used for maintaining access to a device
through a network path that normally could not be traversed due to a process called Network
Address Translation (NAT). By creating this connection, the Momentum servers can maintain
communications directly with this device on an ongoing basis.

Not being experts in STUN protocols, this is where we stopped, but perhaps others will find
this as a stepping off point.
Further, we also see communications with an IP within Amazon AWS, making it difficult to
determine ownership, but Shodan.io shows traffic on 443 is indeed likely related to a TURN
server, which is another method for traversing networks that utilize NAT.
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Citrix-3.2.2.910 'Marshal West'
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 125
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>TURN Server</title>
</head>
<body>
TURN Server
</body>
</html>
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The rest of the ports are not necessarily expected, but that doesn't mean they're not
necessary (or malicious), however we did inspect this traffic further due to time constraints.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only two open ports on this device, port 554 for RTSP and port 8000
identified as an alternate web port.

The detailed results of the scan are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.202
Host is up (0.0084s latency).
Not shown: 998 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
554/tcp open rtsp
Hikvision 7513 POE IP camera rtspd
8000/tcp open http-alt?
MAC Address: 64:DB:8B:C8:53:E1 (Unknown)
Device type: general purpose
Running: Linux 2.6.X|3.X
OS CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:2.6 cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:3
OS details: Linux 2.6.32 - 3.10

The rtsp service identified by Nmap is the Real-Time Streaming Protocol, which allows media
players and video recorders to directly connect to and stream video from the camera. Based
on additional research, Dark Cubed identified a penetration test report published by Locklin
Networks, LLC on April 23rd, 2018. This report identified a username and password that was
known to work with the rtsp service on this device. We attempted to use this username and
password, but it appears that either the company changed the credentials following the
publication of that pentest report or the credentials are not standard across all devices.
The http-alt service identified by Nmap is an insecure web server running directly on the
camera, listening on port 8000 (instead of the standard port 80 for HTTP). We were unable
to interact with device on this port, so it must be protected in some form or fashion, or a
traditional web server is not actively running on the port.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by a Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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The servers within the Momentum infrastructure appear to be relatively limited with respect
to open ports. We also see most servers have ports 80, 443, and 53 open, utilized for
unencrypted web traffic, encrypted web traffic, and DNS respectively. We also see some
activity associated with port 22 on five different servers, which is used for SSH. Finally, we see
a curious open port 55555. The scan identified this port as related to Nginx, which is a web
server. A follow up Nmap scan to confirm the results revealed that the port had been closed.
We are not sure what happened between the date of the original scan and the follow-up
scan.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
The Momentum device is validating SSL traffic, preventing the capture using a man-in-themiddle attack.
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Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Momentum Application is identified as com.pepper.momentum and we reviewed build
number 6.0-2704002. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture some high-level
information about the application, the results are shown below.

Figure 10: Results from VirusTotal On Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed in the table
below.
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Application

Permission

Google Classification

Momentum

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Momentum

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Momentum

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

Momentum

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE

Normal Permission

Momentum

GET_ACCOUNTS

Dangerous Permission

Momentum

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Momentum

MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Momentum

READ_PHONE_STATE

Dangerous Permission

Momentum

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Momentum

VIBRATE

Normal Permission

Momentum

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Momentum

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

For a description of what each type of permission means, see the table below as described
by the Android developer site.

Dangerous Permissions

Dangerous permissions cover areas where the app wants data or resources that involve the user's private information, or could
potentially affect the user's stored data or the operation of other apps. For example, the ability to read the user's contacts is a
dangerous permission. If an app declares that it needs a dangerous permission, the user has to explicitly grant the permission to
the app. Until the user approves the permission, your app cannot provide functionality that depends on that permission.

Signature permissions

The system grants these app permissions at install time, but only when the app that attempts to use a permission is signed by the
same certificate as the app that defines the permission.

Normal permissions

Normal permissions cover areas where your app needs to access data or resources outside the app's sandbox, but where there's
very little risk to the user's privacy or the operation of other apps. For example, permission to set the time zone is a normal
permission

Special permissions

There are a couple of permissions that don't behave like normal and dangerous permissions. SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW and
WRITE_SETTINGS are particularly sensitive, so most apps should not use them. If an app needs one of these permissions, it must
declare the permission in the manifest, and send an intent requesting the user's authorization. The system responds to the intent
by showing a detailed management screen to the user.
SOURCE: https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Momentum application communicates with in some form or
fashion.
URL
http://plus.google.com/
http://schemas.android.com/apk/lib/com.google.android.gms.plus
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://www.apptentive.com/?source=%s
http://www.apptentive.com/privacy/?source=%s
http://www.example.com
http://www.google-analytics.com
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http://www.google.com
https://%s.api.appsee.com
https://accounts.google.com
https://api.apptentive.com
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://csi.gstatic.com/csi
https://goo.gl/FZRIUV
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_banner.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_expanded_banner.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_interstitial.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/sdk-core-v40.html
https://mobilecrashreporting.googleapis.com/v1/crashes:batchCreate?key=
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://ssl.google-analytics.com
https://www.facebook.com
https://www.google-analytics.com
https://www.google.com/dfp/debugSignals
https://www.google.com/dfp/inAppPreview
https://www.google.com/dfp/linkDevice
https://www.google.com/dfp/sendDebugData
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.appdata
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.apps
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.activity.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.activity.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.blood_glucose.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.blood_glucose.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.blood_pressure.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.blood_pressure.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.body.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.body.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.body_temperature.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.body_temperature.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.location.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.location.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.nutrition.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.nutrition.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.oxygen_saturation.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.oxygen_saturation.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.reproductive_health.read
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/fitness.reproductive_health.write
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games.firstparty
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/plus.login
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/plus.me
https://www.googletagmanager.com

Based on the URLs observed, we so no significant indication of unexpected communications.
It is clear that the Momentum uses third party services such as Google Analytics, AppTentive,
App-Measurement, and AppSee to track application performance and quality. In addition,
links to Facebook and Accounts.Google.Com could be utilized for authentication purposes.
Finally, we see links to DoubleClick, which indicates some connection to advertising.
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Interestingly enough, we also see a number of references to googleapis.com around fitness
functionality. We assume that these functions are leftovers from another application or a
template that was used by Momentum.

Privacy Policy Review
Company

Momentum

Location

https://momentumcam.com/pages/online-privacy-policy

Named Companies

Apollo Tech USA Inc.

Types of Information
They Collect

To help us serve you more efficiently, we may ask for your name, email address, mailing address,
phone number or other details

How They Use It

We use PII to help us serve you better and process your transactions
We collect your e-mail address to:
- Send information, respond to inquiries, and/or other requests or questions;
- Process orders and to send information and updates pertaining to orders;
- We may also send you additional information related to your product and/or service; and
- Market to our mailing list or continue to send emails to our customers after the original transaction
has occurred.

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

We honor “do not track” signals and do not track, plant cookies or use advertising when a Do Not
Track (DNT) browser mechanism is in place.

Who They Share
With

We do not sell, trade or otherwise share your PII. We do not allow third party behavioral tracking.
Additionally, we do not include or offer third party products or services on our website.

How They Protect
Your Information

Our website is regularly scanned for security holes, malware and other vulnerabilities. Your PII is
contained within secured networks and is only viewable by a limited number of persons who have
special access to these networks. These people are required to keep PII confidential. All sensitive
information, including credit information, is encrypted. All transactions are processed through a
gateway provider and are not stored on our servers.

Data Breach
Notification

In order to be in line with Fair Information Practices, should a data breach occur, we will notify users
via email within seven (7) business days. We also agree to the individual redress principle, which
requires that individuals have a right to pursue legally enforceable rights against data collectors and
processors who fail to adhere to the law. This principle requires not only that individuals have
enforceable rights against data users, but also that individuals have recourse to courts or a
government agency to investigate and/or prosecute non-compliance by data processors.

The privacy policy for Momentum is very straightforward and clear. We really like their clear
statements around the fact that they “do not sell, trade or otherwise share your PII.” However,
they clearly state, ”we do not allow third party behavioral tracking.” Given the fact that we did
see links to sites like Apptentive, App-see, Google Analytics, and App-measurement.com, we
would like to get a little more information about how they are complying with their privacy
policy while using these third-party services.
One other thing to note is that Momentum is the only company reviewed that included
language related to data breach notifications. This is a very good sign and an indicator that
they at least consider security and privacy to be important to their customers.
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Summary
In summary, the Momentum Camera and the associated Android application present no
significant items of concern. The key findings for this device are as follows:
1) Very chatty from a network perspective. The most interesting thing about this
device was the large number of communications between the device and the Android
application to Amazon S3. We found that these communications were the result of a
design decision to have a small thumbnail uploaded at a regular frequency from the
camera to update the thumbnail in the Android application, regardless of whether the
user was accessing the device or not.
2) Limited communications from the device and Android application. The device
itself appears to be well managed with no abnormal communications channels. We
found no evidence of strange communications with servers outside of the company’s
AWS infrastructure.
3) Limited permissions and third-party links in the Android application. The
application appears to be well developed with a limited number of third-party data
interactions.
4) No success on the man-in-the-middle attack. Neither the Android application nor
the camera itself were susceptible to the man-in-the-middle attack.
5) Clear privacy policy. The review of the privacy policy also indicates that this company
has considered security and privacy more seriously than the other products reviewed.
6) Potentially Complicated Corporate Structure. From a corporate perspective, we
see links to other companies such as Pepper, OZVision, and Apollo Tech USA, Inc.,
but we do not see any direct connections to Chinese companies in network
communications or within links in the Android application. More research would be
required to fully understand the nature of the relationships and if there is a Chinese
company within the mix here.
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Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera (MI-CW007199W)
Overview
We tested four (4) Merkury Innovations devices. This
device was the Smart Wi-Fi Camera. This device is
available off-the-shelf at Walmart among other places.
All four Merkury devices required the same Geeni
smartphone application developed by Merkury
Innovations.

Merkury Smart WI-Fi Camera
Name
Smart Wi-Fi Camera
Brand
Merkury
Model Number
MI-CW007-199W
IP Address
10.10.86.214
Device Type
Camera
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Shenzhen Bilian Electronic Co. LTD
Android App Name
Geeni
Android App Developer
Merkury Innovations

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of this device, it was manufactured by Espressif Inc.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 11: Overview of network traffic from this device

As we can see, this device communicates with a significant number of unique IP addresses.
Most interesting is that unlike the other Merkury devices, we see communications are split
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between Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Hangzhou Alibaba Advertising Co., Ltd, a
Chinese-based company. Given this volume of traffic to Chinese-owned infrastructure, it is
worth further analysis on the communications to these servers.
Looking within Dark Cubed at one of these IP addresses, we see a pretty significant volume
of data (36MB) going to this IP from both the camera and the Android device on a large
variety of ports, but a relatively small number of unique communications (53).

Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 12: Count of communications from this device over test period

As we can see, when compared to other devices on the network, communications from this
device were relatively limited.
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To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 13: Count of communications from all devices over test period

In addition to looking at traffic patterns, we were able to observe communications occurring
over port 80, representing unencrypted web traffic. These communications were related to a
firmware update that was downloaded. The content of this communication is included
below.
GET /airtake-public-data/smart/firmware/upgrade/201807/1530687241-ppstrong-c4-tuya2-geeni-1.10.2.bin
HTTP/1.1
Host: s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Range: bytes=0-6913883
HTTP/1.1 206 Partial Content
x-amz-id-2: IrbvKuwr2WszEpViyufkl/pSjnS9L0MS0DRNvegwpS2H+6/afiAygkuf22XWhYqkRJ77lB/wKTI=
x-amz-request-id: 65DE7918F3ACD8BF
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 03:57:57 GMT
Last-Modified: Wed, 04 Jul 2018 06:54:07 GMT
ETag: "da469d01291dc2eefb004e806ec59e7b"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Range: bytes 0-6913883/6913884
Content-Type: application/octet-stream
Content-Length: 6913884
Server: AmazonS3
[DATE REMOVED]

While we removed the actual content of the firmware update, we can see that this update
occurred over unencrypted web communications meaning an attacker could both (A)
compromise the firmware as it is being downloaded or (B) download and reverse engineer
the firmware for other malicious uses. Further, we can see a connection to a third-party
service provider Airtake, which happens to be related to Tuya, Inc, which is also referenced in
the filename of the firmware update.
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Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified the Merkury
camera communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80
443
1883
10001,
10014,
+15 other
ports

Protocol
udp
tcp
tcp
tcp
udp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS
Unencrypted Web Traffic / HTTP
Encrypted Web Traffic / HTTPS
MQTT
Unknown

Notes
Expected
Expected
Expected
Expected
Unknown Activity

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS), and 1883 (MQTT) are expected outbound
connections. The rest of the high numbered UDP ports the camera was seen communicating
with are not expected, but that doesn't mean they're not necessary (or malicious). The chart
below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the ports
associated with those communications.

Figure 14: Communications by port number and external hosts
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As opposed to the other Merkury Devices, we see a number of additional high numbered
ports being utilized. This is expected as this device is a camera with more functionality.
Looking at packet capture data acquired by the Dark Cubed platform for these high
numbered UDP ports results in packets that look similar to the following:
Follow: udp,hex
Filter: udp.stream eq 0
Node 0: 10.10.86.214:37403
Node 1: 52.11.1.254:10014
00000000 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1
00000010 7a 4d de fe 16 13
00000020 0e 8b 8d 2c 96 d0
00000030 7c 7e 9d ac 43 f1
00000040 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000050 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000060 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000070 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000080 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000090 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000A0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000B0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000C0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000D0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000E0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000F0 d5 bb 8b 6c 98 d0
00000100 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000110 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000000 7e 2a 9d ec 40 d0
00000010 7a 4d de fe 16 13
00000020 fa ed 97 0c 70 d1
00000030 7c 7e 9d ac 43 f1
00000040 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000050 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000060 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000070 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000080 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000090 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000A0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000B0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000C0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000D0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000E0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000F0 d5 bb 8b 6c 98 d0
00000100 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000110 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0

40
c4
40
61
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
c0
40
40
40
40
c4
40
61
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
c0
40
40
40

ca
2e
ca
72
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
2e
ca
72
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca

2d
08
3e
2d
37
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
34
2d
2d
3d
08
3e
2d
37
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
34
2d
2d

2d
bd
7f
6d
ed
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
fd
6d
6d
2d
bd
7f
6d
ed
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
fd
6d
6d

68
0c
3b
28
bc
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
a5
28
28
68
0c
3b
28
bc
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
a5
28
28

2d
79
1f
0c
cf
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0d
0c
0c
2d
79
1f
0c
cf
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0d
0c
0c

40
73
40
60
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
5a
40
40
40
73
60
60
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
5a
40
40

e7
b1
a4
e4
d4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e5
b1
a4
e4
d4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4
e4

ca
9f
73
ca
cb
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
8b
ca
ca
ca
9f
73
ca
cb
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
8b
ca
ca

c8
8d
d9
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
c8
8d
d9
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8
d8

&gt;/..@.@. --h-@...
zM...... ...ys...
...,..@. &gt;.;.@.s.
|~..C.ar -m(....
n...@.@. 7...@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@... -m(.@...
...l..@. 4...Z...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
~*..@.@. =-h-@...
zM...... ...ys...
....p.@. &gt;.;..s.
|~..C.ar -m(....
n...@.@. 7...@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@... -m(.@...
...l..@. 4...Z...
n...@.@. -m(.@...
n...@.@. -m(.@...

We also ran this data through the CyberChef tool provided by the U.K.’s GHCQ
(https://gchq.github.io/CyberChef/) and were unable to learn more about the
communications. The hex decode version of this data is shown below.
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This is another area where some smart reverse engineer may know exactly what is going on
here, but we did not have the time to run this one down.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed two ports open on this device: tcp port 80 and tcp port 6668.

Port 80 is an unencrypted web port. While Nmap identifies the open port (6668/tcp) as
being used for an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) service running on the devices, it's much more
likely the devices are running an IoT application provided by the Tuya platform. This was not
confirmed, but our confidence is high based on additional research.
Dropping the IP address into our browser, we receive a login window as shown below.
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The first username and password we tried was ‘admin’ and ‘admin’ and it worked, revealing a
management screen with a simple menu as shown below.

From here it is clear that we can use this menu to upgrade or reboot the device. Clicking on
the ‘view device information’ reveals the following data.
{
"sn":
"056723291",
"factory_code": 0,
"factory_code_str":
"",
"model": "Mini 7C",
"tp":
"000000000",
"p2p_uuid":
"clhkiFfF6HBl7CbdBBB0B",
"ip":
"10.10.86.214",
"mask": "255.255.255.0",
"gw":
"10.10.86.1",
"pid": "CP0FNINGS9gbkP6O",
"mac": "10:a4:be:69:5a:d9",
"interface":
"wlan0",
"version":
"1.10.2",
"server_type": "unkown"
}

We note the spelling mistake under server_type as an indicator of quality control. While
being able to access this screen does not necessarily put the user at risk, it does open up a
whole host of concerns around the ability of a malicious actor that has access to the network
being able to upload modified firmware. Further, the use of admin:admin as the default
password is not a good indicator of a security-focused mindset, although unfortunate, it does
seem par for the course on many consumer devices.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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In addition to the normal ports 53, 80, and 443 for DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and
encrypted web traffic respectfully, we see a few other ports open. The 10001 port
corresponds to the traffic we observed from the device and ports 8000 and 8080 are likely
also web server ports.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
Unlike the other Merkury devices, this camera was utilizing encrypted web traffic, however it
was not validating all server certificates, so we were able to inspect traffic it was sending over
port 443 (HTTPS). Examples of such traffic is below.
IPC JSON
POST
/ipc.json?a=tuya.device.update&devId=eb730f6aba96039dbf5jvb&t=1533009557&v=4.0&sign=5ddb85891254ea90f33966
7611abdcaa HTTP/1.1
Host: a1.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 85
data={"softVer":"1.10.2","protocolVer":"2.1","baselineVer":"11.13","mcuVer":"1.10.2"}HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 03:59:19 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 32
Connection: keep-alive
{"t":1533009559,"success":true}
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Time Get
POST
/ipc.json?a=tuya.p.time.get&devId=eb730f6aba96039dbf5jvb&t=28&v=1.0&sign=2aff99532b7d8207eee6a9c885aed71d
HTTP/1.1
Host: a1.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 0
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 04:00:20 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 78
Connection: keep-alive
{"result":{"validTime":1800,"time":1533009621},"t":1533009621,"success":true}

Now, while neither of these communications reveal shocking information, the fact that we
were able to capture encrypted web traffic so easily from this device due to the lack of SSL
certificate validation is concerning.

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is even more important than the security of the IoT device itself
since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Geeni Application is identified as com.merkuryinnovations.geeni. The AndroidManifest
file did not contain a version or build number. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to
capture some high-level information about the application, the results are shown below.
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Figure 15: Results from VirusTotal On Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed on the table
below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Geenie

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Geenie

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Geenie

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Geenie

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Geenie

CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Geenie

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Geenie

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Geenie

MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Geenie

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Geenie

READ_PHONE_STATE

Dangerous Permission

Geenie

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Geenie

SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW

Special Permission

Geenie

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Geenie

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission
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This set of permissions is concerning as the application is able to access the user’s exact
location, record audio, and a number of other activities that are more broad than other
devices reviewed.
For a description of what each type of permission means, see the table below as described
by the Android developer site.

Dangerous Permissions

Dangerous permissions cover areas where the app wants data or resources that involve the user's private information, or could
potentially affect the user's stored data or the operation of other apps. For example, the ability to read the user's contacts is a
dangerous permission. If an app declares that it needs a dangerous permission, the user has to explicitly grant the permission to
the app. Until the user approves the permission, your app cannot provide functionality that depends on that permission.

Signature permissions

The system grants these app permissions at install time, but only when the app that attempts to use a permission is signed by the
same certificate as the app that defines the permission.

Normal permissions

Normal permissions cover areas where your app needs to access data or resources outside the app's sandbox, but where there's
very little risk to the user's privacy or the operation of other apps. For example, permission to set the time zone is a normal
permission

Special permissions

There are a couple of permissions that don't behave like normal and dangerous permissions. SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW and
WRITE_SETTINGS are particularly sensitive, so most apps should not use them. If an app needs one of these permissions, it must
declare the permission in the manifest, and send an intent requesting the user's authorization. The system responds to the intent
by showing a detailed management screen to the user.
SOURCE: https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The following URLs were
identified as being related to the application.
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As evidenced from the graph, the Geeni application talks to the largest number of domain
names out of all of the applications reviewed. Further analysis would be required to
understand the communications with each domain, however this is enough to cause a high
level of concern with respect to where data is flowing from the application.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://100.69.165.28/agoo/report
http://100.69.168.33/agoo/report
http://127.0.0.1/devices/record/search_by_week
http://127.0.0.1/devices/storage
http://127.0.0.1/devices/timezone
http://127.0.0.1/tuya/config
http://127.0.0.1/wvcache/photo.jpg?_wvcrc=1&t=
http://203.107.1.1:80/
http://a.airtakeapp.com/h5.json
http://a.cn.wgine.com/h5.json
http://a.daily.wgine.com/h5.json
http://a.getairtake.com/h5.json
http://a.gw.airtakeapp.com/gw.json
http://a.gw.cn.wgine.com/gw.json
http://a.gw.getairtake.com/gw.json
http://a.gw.us.wgine.com/gw.json
http://a.m.taobao.com/i
http://a.us.wgine.com/h5.json
http://abroad.apilocate.amap.com/mobile/binary
http://adash.man.aliyuncs.com:80/man/api?ak=23356390&s=
http://agoodm.m.taobao.com/agoo/report
http://agoodm.wapa.taobao.com/agoo/report
http://alog.umeng.com/app_logs
http://alog.umengcloud.com/app_logs
http://api.weibo.cn/2/client/common_config
http://api.weibo.com/oauth2/sms_authorize/send
http://api.weibo.com/oauth2/sms_authorize/submit
http://apiinit.amap.com/v3/log/init
http://apilocate.amap.com/mobile/binary
http://app.sina.cn/appdetail.php?appID=84560
http://appsupport.qq.com/cgi-bin/appstage/mstats_batch_report
http://appsupport.qq.com/cgi-bin/qzapps/mapp_addapp.cgi
http://c.isdspeed.qq.com/code.cgi
http://cgi.connect.qq.com/qqconnectopen/openapi/policy_conf
http://cgicol.amap.com/collection/writedata?ver=v1.0_ali&
http://da.mmarket.com/mmsdk/mmsdk?func=mmsdk:postactlog
http://da.mmarket.com/mmsdk/mmsdk?func=mmsdk:posterrlog
http://da.mmarket.com/mmsdk/mmsdk?func=mmsdk:posteventlog
http://da.mmarket.com/mmsdk/mmsdk?func=mmsdk:postsyslog
http://da.mmarket.com/mmsdk/mmsdk?func=mmsdk:specposteventlog
http://data.openspeech.cn/index.php/clientrequest/clientcollect/isCollect
http://dev.voicecloud.cn/msc/help.html
http://fav.m.taobao.com/my_collect_list.htm
http://fusion.qq.com/cgi-bin/qzapps/unified_jump?appid=%1$s&from=%2$s&isOpenAppID=1
http://gdown.baidu.com/data/wisegame/6f9153d4a8d1f7d8/QQ.apk
http://google.com/
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http://grid.amap.com/grid/%d/%d/%d?dpiType=%s&lang=%s
http://h5.m.taobao.com/awp/base/cart.htm
http://h5.m.taobao.com/trade/paySuccess.html?bizOrderId=$OrderId$&
http://hxqd.openspeech.cn/launchconfig
http://hydra.alibaba.com/
http://imfv.openspeech.cn/msp.do
http://iss.openspeech.cn/v?
http://iws.openspeech.cn/online_param/config_update.php
http://log.umsns.com/share/api/
http://login.m.taobao.com/login.htm
http://logs.amap.com/ws/log/upload?product=%s&type=%s&platform=%s&channel=%s&sign=%s
http://m.alipay.com/?action=h5quit
http://m.weibo.cn/reg/privacyagreement?from=h5&wm=3349&lang=
http://m5.amap.com/ws/mapapi/shortaddress/transform
http://mcgw.alipay.com/sdklog.do
http://metadata.google.internal
http://metadata/computeMetadata/v1/instance/service-accounts/default/token
http://mobilegw-1-64.test.alipay.net/mgw.htm
http://mobilegw.aaa.alipay.net/mgw.htm
http://mobilegw.alipay.com/mgw.htm
http://mobilegw.stable.alipay.net/mgw.htm
http://msg.umengcloud.com/admsg/v1/
http://mst0%d.is.autonavi.com
http://mt%d.google.cn/vt/lyrs=m
http://my.m.taobao.com/deliver/wap_deliver_address_list.htm
http://my.m.taobao.com/myTaobao.htm
http://openapi.openspeech.cn/webapi/wfr.do
http://openmobile.qq.com/oauth2.0/m_authorize?
http://openmobile.qq.com/oauth2.0/m_jump_by_version?
http://pingma.qq.com:80/mstat/report
http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.facebook.orca
http://plus.google.com/
http://qzs.qq.com
http://qzs.qq.com/open/mobile/invite/sdk_invite.html?
http://qzs.qq.com/open/mobile/login/qzsjump.html?
http://qzs.qq.com/open/mobile/request/sdk_request.html?
http://qzs.qq.com/open/mobile/sendstory/sdk_sendstory_v1.3.html?
http://restapi.amap.com
http://restapi.amap.com/v3
http://s.m.taobao.com/search.htm?q=
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://scs.openspeech.cn/scs
http://service.weibo.com/share/mobilesdk_uppic.php
http://service.weibo.com/share/mobilesdk.php
http://shop.m.taobao.com/shop/shop_index.htm?shop_id=
http://shop.m.taobao.com/shop/shop_index.htm?user_id=
http://tm.amap.com
http://trade.taobao.com/trade/itemlist/list_bought_items.htm
http://twitter4j.org/
http://twitter4j.org/en/twitter4jhttp://wap.amap.com/
http://wb.amap.com/?n=%f
http://wb.amap.com/?p=%s
http://wb.amap.com/?q=%f
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http://wb.amap.com/?r=%f
http://weibo.cn/dpool/ttt/h5/regagreement.php?from=h5&lang=
http://weibo.cn/dpool/ttt/maps.php?xy=%s
http://widget.weibo.com/distribution/socail_comments_sdk.php
http://widget.weibo.com/invitation/app.php?
http://widget.weibo.com/invitation/appinfo.php?
http://widget.weibo.com/relationship/followsdk.php
http://wspeed.qq.com/w.cgi
http://www.android.com/
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/features.html#indent-output
http://yuntuapi.amap.com
https://a1.mb.airtakeapp.com/api.json
https://a1.mb.cn.wgine.com/api.json
https://a1.mb.getairtake.com/api.json
https://a1.mb.us.wgine.com/api.json
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/revoke
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/token
https://api.twitter.com/1.1/
https://api.twitter.com/oauth/access_token
https://api.twitter.com/oauth/authenticate
https://api.twitter.com/oauth/authorize
https://api.twitter.com/oauth/request_token
https://api.twitter.com/oauth2/invalidate_token
https://api.twitter.com/oauth2/token
https://api.weibo.com/2/friendships/show.json
https://api.weibo.com/2/proxy/darwin/graph/game/
https://api.weibo.com/2/statuses/repost.json
https://api.weibo.com/2/statuses/update.json
https://api.weibo.com/2/statuses/upload.json
https://api.weibo.com/oauth2/access_token
https://api.weibo.com/oauth2/getaid.json
https://cmnsguider.yunos.com:443/genDeviceToken
https://developers.google.com/accounts/docs/application-default-credentials
https://facebook.com
https://graph-video.%s
https://graph.%s
https://long.open.weixin.qq.com/connect/l/qrconnect?f=json&uuid=%s
https://mclient.alipay.com/home/exterfaceAssign.htm?
https://mobilegw.alipay.com/mgw.htm
https://mobilegw.alipaydev.com/mgw.htm
https://offline.aps.amap.com/LoadOfflineData/getData
https://open.weibo.cn/oauth2/authorize?
https://open.weixin.qq.com/connect/sdk/qrconnect?appid=%s&noncestr=%s&timestamp=%s&scope=%s&signature=%s
https://openmobile.qq.com/
https://openmobile.qq.com/user/user_login_statis
https://openmobile.qq.com/v3/user/get_info
https://restapi.amap.com/v3
https://restapi.amap.com/v3/config/resource?
https://restapi.amap.com/v3/iasdkauth
https://sitestream.twitter.com/1.1/
https://smart.tuya.com/private?Title=
https://smart.tuya.com/reset
https://smartapp.tuya.com/customapp/echo/
https://smartapp.tuya.com/customapp/ifttt/
https://smartapp.tuya.com/customapp/nest/
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https://smartapp.tuya.com/faq/mesh2
https://smartapp.tuya.com/tuyasmart/help
https://smartapp.tuya.com/tuyasmart/help?Title=
https://smartapp.wgine.com/customapp/echo/
https://smartapp.wgine.com/customapp/ifttt/
https://smartapp.wgine.com/customapp/nest/
https://stream.twitter.com/1.1/
https://uop.umeng.com
https://upload.twitter.com/1.1/
https://userstream.twitter.com/1.1/
https://wappaygw.alipay.com/home/exterfaceAssign.htm?
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/cloud-platform
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/plus.me
https://www.meari.com.cn/ppstrongs/
https://www.tuya.com
https://yuntuapi.amap.com

The number of third-party sites referenced in the Geeni application is staggering and far
exceeds the number seen in the other applications reviewed. This should cause a sense of
alarm for what is being done with the data captured by the application. There may be a clear
explanation for this volume, but we do not know what that would be.
What is even more concerning are the number of Chinese websites associated with the
application. There are a number of domains embedded in the Android application that are
Chinese-related, to include: QQ, Baidu, Tuya, Alipay, Weibo, OpenSpeech.cn, Taobao,
MMarket.com, and Wgine. The purpose of these connections is unknown at this time, but
very concerning. This app is highly unique amongst those reviewed with respect to the
volume and variety of connection to infrastructure in China through the Android Application.
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Privacy Policy Review
Company

Merkury Innovations

Policy Location

https://merkuryinnovations.com/privacy/

Named Companies

Merkury Innovations LLC

Types of
Information They
Collect

- Personal data that are collected for creating a Geeni Account may include your email address or
mobile phone number, device related information (e.g. IMEI number) and various location related
information (e.g. location area code, mobile network and country codes).
- When you activate the Geeni device, we may collect your age, height, weight and gender. We may
also collect other details you provide as part of your profile such as your birthday, picture and
signature.
- When you share content or send information to family and friends, we may collect personal
information of those people, such as their names, email addresses, telephone numbers, and mailing
addresses (if we need to send a product to them). You hereby represent and warrant that you have
obtained necessary consent for use of third parties’ personal data if you choose to provide them to us.
When you share content or invite users to use Geeni device or services, please note that other users
may see personal data you share.
- In providing the above services, we may also collect data in relation to your device, including your
Geeni device ID, firmware version, device OS version, model and system, and visiting IP and time.

How They Use It

- To provide you with our products and services, processing your orders, performing contractual
obligations between you and us, to ensure the functions and safety of our products, to verify your
identity, to prevent and trace fraudulent or inappropriate usage
- To develop our products and services, together with general and statistical information
- To communicate with you, including providing you with notifications on products and services that
are updated or launched
- To provide marketing and promotional materials to you on our products and services (please note
that you may unsubscribe at anytime)
- To personalize product design and to provide you with services tailored for you, for example,
recommending and displaying information and advertisements regarding products suited to you, and
to invite you to participate in surveys relating to your use of your Geeni device.
- To conduct investigations regarding our products and services
- If you participate in a sweepstakes, contest or other promotions, we may use your personal data to
manage such activities
- To provide maintenance services, monitor software licenses, to improve our products or analyze the
efficiency of our operations

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

You may withdraw your consent for the collection, use and/or disclosure of your personal data in our
possession or control by submitting a request. This may be done by accessing your Geeni Account
management center at Email: support@merkuryinnovations.com . We will process your request within
a reasonable time from when the request was made, and thereafter not collect, use and/or disclose
your personal data as per your request.
Please recognize that your withdrawal of consent could result in certain legal consequences.
Depending on the extent of your withdrawal of consent for us to process your personal data, it may
mean that you will not be able to enjoy Geeni’s products and services.
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- Unless we tell you in this privacy policy, we will keep your personal information confidential.
- We may disclose your personal data on occasion to third parties in order to provide the products or
services that you have requested.
- Some of these third parties may be located outside your home country.
- In order to conduct business operations smoothly, the Geeni entity which collects your personal data
may disclose your personal data from time to time to other Merkury Innovations group companies (in
communications, social media, technology or cloud business), or our third party service providers
which are our mailing houses, delivery service providers, telecommunications companies, data
centers, data storage facilities, and customer service providers, agents, related corporations, and/or
other third parties (together “Third Party Service Providers”).
- Personal data will only be shared by Geeni to provide or improve our products or services and will
not be shared for use for marketing purposes.

Who They Share
With

Geeni may disclose your personal data without further consent if required or permitted by law in the
following cases:
- cases in which the disclosure is required or authorized based on the applicable laws and/or
regulations;
- cases in which the disclosure is necessary to respond to an emergency that threatens the life, health
or safety of the individual or another individual;
- cases in which the disclosure is necessary for the prevention of crime or legal proceedings;
- cases in which the purpose of such disclosure is clearly in the individual’s interests, and if consent
cannot be obtained in a timely way;
- cases in which the disclosure is necessary for any investigation or proceedings;
- cases in which the disclosure is to any officer of a prescribed law enforcement agency upon
production of written authorization signed by the head or director of that law enforcement agency, or
a person of a similar rank, certifying that the personal data is necessary for the purposes of the
functions or duties of the officer; and/or
- cases in which the disclosure is to a public agency and such disclosure is necessary in the public
interest.

How They Protect
Your Information

Your personal data is stored on secure servers that are protected in controlled facilities.
All data saved in the back-end is classified into different levels based on the importance and sensitivity
of the data, e.g. whether the data contains personal data.
In the data centers, clusters that contain sensitive data are grouped together in the network topology,
and will be placed in rooms with additional physical security protection.
Data exchanged between Geeni devices and servers are encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer
(“SSL”).
There is an optional two-step verification process when users access their Geeni Account.
There is regular review of information collection, storage and processing practices, including physical
security measures, to guard against unauthorized access to systems.
Access is restricted to Geeni employees and Third Party Service Providers who need to know that the
information in order to process it, and who are subject to strict contractual confidentiality obligations
and may be disciplined or terminated if they fail to meet such obligations.
There are also access controls for all server clusters used for cloud-based data storage and process.
Most data used for Geeni’s products and/or services is stored in a storage system. By using column
family based access control mechanism, Geeni and Third Party employees are only allowed access to
the data column families they are granted access to.
Please note also that for the above, Geeni may use overseas facilities operated and controlled by
Geeni or Third Parties to process or back up your personal data. Currently, Geeni’s Third Party Service
Providers have data centers in USA, China, and Singapore. As a result, we may transfer to and store
your personal data at our overseas facilities. However, this does not change any of our commitments
to safeguard your personal data in accordance with this Privacy Policy.
Information safety is very important to us. We will take all practicable steps to safeguard your personal
data. Through our protective measures above, especially encrypted storage and transmission, your
data is as secure as it can be. Certain details of encrypted data cannot be accessed by anyone except
by you.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent
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The Merkury privacy statement is certainly broad and complex and appears to be well
written. However, we have a few concerns with what we see given our findings.
•

•

•

They openly claim to have data centers in the USA, China, and Singapore. Regardless
of how the protect this information, any information stored in data centers in China is
at risk. You only have to look at the number of U.S. corporations that refuse to place a
data center in China to understand this is certainly the case.
They state clearly that “Data exchanged between Geeni devices and servers are
encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer (“SSL”)” However, we did not observe the smart
outlets or the lightbulb using ANY secure communications. Further, we were able to
successfully use a man-in-the-middle attack against the Merkury Camera to capture
limited information. This causes us to take their claims less seriously.
Finally, we see some very broad language with respect to sharing. They state that
they may disclose to third parties in order to provide “products or services you have
requested” which is fuzzy to say the least and they also tell us that “some of these third
parties may be located outside of your home country.” Further, they then include a
very broad statement that reads, “In order to conduct business operations smoothly,
the Geeni entity which collects your personal data may disclose your personal data
from time to time to other Merkury Innovations group companies (in communications,
social media, technology or cloud business), or our third party service providers which
are our mailing houses, delivery service providers, telecommunications companies,
data centers, data storage facilities, and customer service providers, agents, related
corporations, and/or other third parties (together “Third Party Service Providers”).
Having no visibility into who they define as “Merkury Innovations group companies” is
the first issue here. The second is that our read of this statement says that they may
disclose personal data to anyone, as defined by this language, “…Geeni…may
disclose your personal data from time to time to… our third party service providers
which are our mailing houses, delivery service providers, telecommunications
companies, data centers, data storage facilities, and customer service providers,
agents, related corporations, and/or other third parties.”

Summary
This device was one of four Merkury devices reviewed in this study. We have a number of
concerns related specifically to this device as well as with the Android application.
1) There are communications to Chinese-based companies. We see communications
from this device to IP infrastructure owned by Alibaba, however while these
communications are not occurring over encrypted HTTPS communications channels,
the content of the communications is encrypted, so we do not know what is being
communicated to decide if this is concerning or not.
2) Several encrypted communications were able to be intercepted. We found that a
few of the communications occurring over secure web connections were not
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3)

4)

5)

6)

implemented in a secure manner, allowing us to intercept those communications.
This is a good indicator that this device has likely not gone through a security review.
The Android application has a frightening number of third-party connections. We
found a shocking number of third-party URLs in the Android application, much greater
than we saw in any other Android application. This finding is concerning to us due to
the potential leakage of personal information and the intentions of the company from
an advertising perspective.
The Android application has concerning permissions. The Android application
requests access to a number of very concerning permissions to include fine location
detail, recording audio, accessing external storage, and utilizes what Google calls a
“special permission” access to a system alert window, which should not be used by
third party developers. In combination with the other findings, this makes us very
concerned about what could be done with the application if a third-party had the
ability to access the infrastructure controlling it.
The privacy policy is comprehensive and broad, but also worries us. Based on our
non-legal review of the privacy policy, it seems like Merkury will protect personal
information, but given how broad the statements are, it seems to us that they could
basically share with anyone without notifying their customers. Further, they openly
admit to sending personal data to data centers in China, which is very concerning.
There are significant ties to Chinese companies. We found that the Merkury
devices are all using a platform known as Tuya, which is a Chinese-based startup.
Combining that connection with the third-party application links in the Android
application, we see this device as having very strong ties to China.
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Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug (MI-OW101101W)
Overview
We tested four (4) Merkury Innovations devices. This
device was the Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug. This device is
available off-the-shelf at Walmart among other places. All
four Merkury devices required the same Geeni smartphone
application developed by Merkury Innovations.

Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug
Name
Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug
Brand
Merkury
Model Number
MI-OW101-101W
IP Address
10.10.86.205
Device Type
Smart Outlet
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Espressif Inc.
Android App Name
Geeni
Android App Developer
Merkury Innovations

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI) lookup
on the MAC address of this device, it was manufactured by Espressif Inc.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 16: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see, this device communicates with a moderate number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The Level 3
Communications and Merit Network blocks are AWS IP addresses.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 17: Count of communications from this device over test period

As shown above, the volume of traffic over the test period was extremely low. As this device
is an outlet, this graph looks as we expected. The spike of activity in the beginning appears
to be related to firmware updates for the device.

Figure 18: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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The traffic associated with this device is relatively limited, as expected, due to the fact that this
is simply an outlet. There is no need for streaming data or other communications. What is
necessary for functionality though is the ability for this device to know when the user wants
the device to be turned on or off. This is accomplished using MQTT.
Looking at one of the IP addresses, 35.160.165.49 within the Dark Cubed user interface
shows just how minimal those communications are.

As we can also see from the Dark Cubed connection details screen, this IP is also in
communication with a number of other devices, which happen to be the Android device, the
Merkury indoor outlet, and the Merkury smart light bulb all on port 1883, which is used for
MQTT.
While it is not necessary to go into the details of how MQTT works, we did feel it was
beneficial to show a few of the communications observed within the packet capture data to
characterize what we can see in these communications within the tool WireShark. As shown in
the image below we see a number of commands, to include connects and publishes.

In one communication, coming from the Android application, we see a registration message
being published to the server as follows:
{"clientId":"com.merkuryinnovations.geeni_mb_az15321282384251F6HBwbO33cde8a0b02103d376fcd6a3087f0e98c","de
viceType":"ANDROID","message":"","userName":"az15321282384251F6HBwbO33cde8a0b02103d376fcd6a3087f0e98c"}

We also see this outlet (represented as 10.10.86.205) issue a connect command.
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Given this information, we ran a small proof of concept to see if we could use the information
captured from this traffic to actually subscribe to a topic and get information. We wrote up a
small script in python as follows using credentials (which have been removed from the code
of course) and server addresses found in the packet capture.
#!/usr/bin/python
import paho.mqtt.subscribe as subscribe
topics = ['smart/mb/in/********']
m = subscribe.simple(topics, hostname="52.38.217.134", retained=False, msg_count=2,
auth={'username':"****", 'password':"*****"})
for a in m:
print(str(a.topic))
print(str(a.payload))

The topic we subscribed to was from the Android application packet capture, so we didn’t
know what the topic was related to. So, we turned all three of the Merkury devices on and
off. When we turned the light bulb off, we received the following output.
smart/mb/in/05200641dc4f223cdd56
2.18dd6164735d27256FM8ZNWO0m6VG4Zl8Qis7o2tB7jWyXBZ3quJcbOxFArV16oIaSdkbOxWB2GlwIKFxmwswzUgGTeTz0qPS9CjjRry
ATVvoRV/Kk890WXHPdaNCRXi502wDeM+06Ai9tc7V
smart/mb/in/05200641dc4f223cdd56
2.12c5de17f6b3141e0FM8ZNWO0m6VG4Zl8Qis7o7cr6ys+5Ca6LbXh/YZBwVt16oIaSdkbOxWB2GlwIKFxmwswzUgGTeTz0qPS9CjjRuX
KZL7admEBDLYqPkzVwmyF4UaPJaZ1bT4VpLVOzIte

While we could probably move forward with trying to decode this content, we have now
confirmed that the MQTT communications are occurring over an unencrypted connection
and the credentials can easily be captured. These communications are coming from both the
Android device and the IoT devices, so it would be trivial for someone to at a minimum have
visibility into actions being taken to turn these devices on and off remotely.
In addition to those communications, we were able to observe a number of unencrypted
communications between this device and the hostname a.tuyaus.com. These
communications could potentially reveal more information about the user and the device as
well as create additional risk for manipulation of the device since they are sent over port 80,
representing unencrypted traffic. Not the content language of each communication is set as
zh-CN, which is the code for Chinese language from mainland China with simplified
characters. We did not spend time trying to reverse engineer these communications.
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Device Upgrade
POST
/gw.json?a=tuya.device.upgrade.silent.get&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=1532988362&v=4.1&sign=60abb4b5dcce32
0870b6bca8ca7af780 HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 37
data=176C55DCD00E0B7BC4F3B141462A0462HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 22:06:03 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 42
Connection: keep-alive
{"t":1532988363,"e":false,"success":true}

Dynamic Config Get
POST
/gw.json?a=tuya.device.dynamic.config.get&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=1533074742&v=1.0&sign=4778e950f4d0fc
1dd54b849ca4490955 HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 0
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 22:05:42 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 100
Connection: keep-alive
{"result":{"validTime":1800,"time":1533074743,"config":{}},"t":1533074743,"e":false,"success":true}

Device Log Report
POST
/gw.json?a=tuya.device.log.report&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=1532981218&v=1.0&sign=8c364ca968f2ad550749ca
c41435a1d2 HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 165
data=5930114364785B9803C4C02D058EC9B68DD1577B2E8E9B2C70510EB4D20FED5647EC765B89CC04FCE7F81B5EEB138728CCC70
B6B1545439A7BBA2827EB2507A736A6EEB76B907E86550176988AF5E1DAHTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 20:06:58 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 56
Connection: keep-alive
{"result":true,"t":1532981219,"e":false,"success":true}
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Dev Timer Count
POST
/gw.json?a=s.gw.dev.timer.count&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=1532980803&sign=9fc05322043cb93694a908af022c50
91 HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 133
data=3AC059D3C2EA80EA9F084758D70E17724C69664705AE9609B8178CC2D567AABBDB7582C3ECD0AF28CB7D92FB7C4B381CA904E
0F8ABEA57A67D2F6519CCE96359HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 20:00:03 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 112
Connection: keep-alive
{"result":{"devId":"05200285dc4f22c47128","count":0,"lastFetchTime":0},"t":1532980804,"e":false,"success":
true}

Online Debug Log
POST
/gw.json?a=atop.online.debug.log&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=5575&sign=dea1c2a5913006a7930741d3293f73d3
HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 229
data=0544B3BCFE06F6ECCE854B240BF1D8BCF50C36FA80BD2A8EBA62E2E5C076B195AE90BABC92C93419F3E997A31048427352CBD
AB9CC68BC66173805B343C8F1A7004AE1EB2375C8C02727A85FA17356A6957FFDB92AFBAD154E12BD9230761908E045E160D120F41
591C3F10A2A9DEAAFHTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 19:59:53 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 56
Connection: keep-alive
{"result":true,"t":1532980793,"e":false,"success":true}

GW Reset
POST /gw.json?a=s.gw.reset&gwId=05200285dc4f22c47128&t=7&sign=5bcc8df0d3ab327fa39455888848b81d HTTP/1.1
Host: a.tuyaus.com
TY-UA: HW
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 0
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Language: zh-CN
Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 27 Jul 2018 18:09:55 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Length: 42
Connection: keep-alive
{"t":1532714995,"e":false,"success":true}
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Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified the Merkury
smart outlet communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS
Unencrypted Web Traffic / HTTP

1883

tcp

MQTT

Notes
Expected
Expected, but concerned about
unencrypted traffic
Related to a pub/sub infrastructure
for device communications

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), and 1883 (MQTT) are expected outbound connections for a
device of this type. The chart below shows the top communications from this device with
external hosts and the ports associated with those communications.

Figure 19: Communications by port number and external hosts

As we can see, most communication associated with this device was related to DNS traffic to
Google’s DNS servers.
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With respect to the traffic on port 1883, this is related to MQTT which was previously
discussed.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap scan revealed only one open port on this device, port 6668.

The detailed results of the scan are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.205
Host is up (0.0036s latency).
Not shown: 999 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE VERSION
6668/tcp open irc?
|_irc-info: Unable to open connection
MAC Address: BC:DD:C2:EB:4F:F4 (Unknown)

This port is typically reserved for IRC and a telnet connection was able to be made to the
port, yet we were not able to interact with the port.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the only open ports
being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and encrypted web
traffic respectively.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
As we did not observe any communications utilizing encryption, this section is not relevant.

Android Application Analysis
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.

Privacy Policy Review
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.

Summary
This device was one of four Merkury devices reviewed in this study. We have a number of
concerns related specifically to this device as well as with the Android application.
1) This device relies on a communications protocol that is implemented in an
insecure way. Based on our analysis, we found that this device communicates with
the Android application using a very insecure implementation of MQTT. This means
that anyone could capture network traffic from either the Android device or the
hardware device and gain visibility into every action taken on this device remotely.
2) There are communications to Chinese-based companies. We see communications
from this device to IP infrastructure owned by Alibaba, however while these
communications are not occurring over encrypted HTTPS communications channels,
the content of the communications is encrypted, so we do not know what is being
communicated to decide if this is concerning or not.
3) Several encrypted communications were able to be intercepted. We found that a
few of the communications occurring over secure web connections were not
implemented in a secure manner, allowing us to intercept those communications.
This is a good indicator that this device has likely not gone through a security review.
4) The Android application has a frightening number of third-party connections. We
found a shocking number of third-party URLs in the Android application, much greater
than we saw in any other Android application. This finding is concerning to us due to
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the potential leakage of personal information and the intentions of the company from
an advertising perspective.
5) The Android application has concerning permissions. The Android application
requests access to a number of very concerning permissions to include fine location
detail, recording audio, accessing external storage, and utilizes what Google calls a
“special permission” access to a system alert window, which should not be used by
third party developers. In combination with the other findings, this makes us very
concerned about what could be done with the application if a third-party had the
ability to access the infrastructure controlling it.
6) The privacy policy is comprehensive and broad, but also worries us. Based on our
non-legal review of the privacy policy, it seems like Merkury will protect personal
information, but given how broad the statements are, it seems to us that they could
basically share with anyone without notifying their customers. Further, they openly
admit to sending personal data to data centers in China, which is very concerning.
7) There are significant ties to Chinese companies. We found that the Merkury
devices are all using a platform known as Tuya, which is a Chinese-based startup.
Combining that connection with the third-party application links in the Android
application, we see this device as having very strong ties to China.
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Merkury Innovations Smart Plug (MI-WW105-199W)
Overview
We tested four (4) Merkury Innovations devices. This
device was the Smart Wi-Fi Plug. This
device is available off-the-shelf at Walmart among other
places. All four Merkury devices required the same Geeni
smartphone application developed by Merkury
Innovations.

Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Plug
Name
Smart Wi-Fi Plug
Brand
Merkury
Model Number
MI-WW105-199W
IP Address
10.10.86.206
Device Type
Smart Outlet
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Espressif Inc.
Android App Name
Geeni
Android App Developer
Merkury Innovations

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI) lookup on the MAC address of this
device, it was manufactured by Espressif Inc.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 20: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see, this device communicates with a moderate number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The Level 3
Communications and Merit Network blocks are AWS IP addresses.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 21: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 22: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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As we can see, the communications associated with this device were minimal, especially
when compared with other devices on the network. This is as would be expected given this is
just a “smart outlet.”
NOTE: We did see evidence of other sensitive communications occurring within the clear,
however these results are highly similar in nature to those found within the analysis of the
Merkury Smart Outdoor Plug and therefore are not repeated here.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS
Unencrypted Web Traffic / HTTP

1883

tcp

MQTT

Notes
Expected
Expected, but concerned about
unencrypted traffic
Related to a pub/sub infrastructure
for device communications

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), and 1883 (MQTT) are expected outbound connections for a
device of this type. The chart below shows the top communications from this device with
external hosts and the ports associated with those communications.
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Figure 23: Communications by port number and external hosts

Interestingly enough, we expected this device to have a very similar communications profile
to the Merkury Outdoor Smart Plug, but here we see a much heavier influence of port 80
traffic to a couple of key IP addresses. We will look into this activity within the traffic analysis
section.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one port open for this device, tcp port 6668. While Nmap
identifies the open port (6668/tcp) as being used for an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) service
running on the devices, it's much more likely the devices are running an IoT application
provided by the *Tuya* platform. This was not confirmed, but our confidence is high based
on additional research.

The detailed results are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.206
Host is up (0.0046s latency).
Not shown: 999 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE VERSION
6668/tcp open irc?
|_irc-info: Unable to open connection
MAC Address: DC:4F:22:C4:71:28 (Espressif)
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Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.

The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the only open ports
being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and encrypted web
traffic respectively.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device. As we did not observe any communications utilizing
encryption, this section is not relevant.

Android Application Analysis
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.

Privacy Policy Review
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.
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Summary
This device was one of four Merkury devices reviewed in this study. We have a number of
concerns related specifically to this device as well as with the Android application.
1) This device relies on a communications protocol that is implemented in an
insecure way. Based on our analysis, we found that this device communicates with
the Android application using a very insecure implementation of MQTT. This means
that anyone could capture network traffic from either the Android device or the
hardware device and gain visibility into every action taken on this device remotely.
2) There are communications to Chinese-based companies. We see communications
from this device to IP infrastructure owned by Alibaba, however while these
communications are not occurring over encrypted HTTPS communications channels,
the content of the communications is encrypted, so we do not know what is being
communicated to decide if this is concerning or not.
3) Several encrypted communications were able to be intercepted. We found that a
few of the communications occurring over secure web connections were not
implemented in a secure manner, allowing us to intercept those communications.
This is a good indicator that this device has likely not gone through a security review.
4) The Android application has a frightening number of third-party connections. We
found a shocking number of third-party URLs in the Android application, much greater
than we saw in any other Android application. This finding is concerning to us due to
the potential leakage of personal information and the intentions of the company from
an advertising perspective.
5) The Android application has concerning permissions. The Android application
requests access to a number of very concerning permissions to include fine location
detail, recording audio, accessing external storage, and utilizes what Google calls a
“special permission” access to a system alert window, which should not be used by
third party developers. In combination with the other findings, this makes us very
concerned about what could be done with the application if a third-party had the
ability to access the infrastructure controlling it.
6) The privacy policy is comprehensive and broad, but also worries us. Based on our
non-legal review of the privacy policy, it seems like Merkury will protect personal
information, but given how broad the statements are, it seems to us that they could
basically share with anyone without notifying their customers. Further, they openly
admit to sending personal data to data centers in China, which is very concerning.
7) There are significant ties to Chinese companies. We found that the Merkury
devices are all using a platform known as Tuya, which is a Chinese-based startup.
Combining that connection with the third-party application links in the Android
application, we see this device as having very strong ties to China.
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Merkury Innovations Dimmable White Smart A19 Light
Bulb, 60W Equivalent (MI-BW902-999W)
Overview
We tested four (4) Merkury Innovations devices.
This device was the Smart Light Bulb. This device
is available off-the-shelf at Walmart among other
places. All four Merkury devices required the
same Geeni smartphone application developed by
Merkury Innovations.

Merkury Innovations Dimmable White Smart Bulb
Name
Dimmable White Smart Bulb
Brand
Merkury
Model Number
MI-BW902-999W
IP Address
10.10.86.207
Device Type
Smart Bulb
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Espressif Inc.
Android App Name
Geeni
Android App Developer
Merkury Innovations

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier
(OUI) lookup on the MAC address of this device, it was manufactured by Espressif Inc.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 24: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see, this device communicates with a moderate number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The Merit Network
and Level 3 Communications IP addresses are actually AWS-related as well.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 25: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 26: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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As we can see, the communications associated with this device were minimal, especially
when compared with other devices on the network. This is as would be expected given this is
just a “smart bulb.”
NOTE: We did see evidence of other sensitive communications occurring within the clear,
however these results are highly similar in nature to those found within the analysis of the
Merkury Smart Outdoor Plug and therefore are not repeated here.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified the this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS
Unencrypted Web Traffic / HTTP

1883

tcp

MQTT

Notes
Expected
Expected, but concerned about
unencrypted traffic
Related to a pub/sub infrastructure
for device communications

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), and 1883 (MQTT) are expected outbound connections for a
device of this type. The chart below shows the top communications from this device with
external hosts and the ports associated with those communications.
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Figure 27: Communications by port number and external hosts

As with the Merkury Indoor Outlet, we see a significant amount of Port 80 traffic that is worth
investigating. The DNS traffic on port 80 and the MQTT traffic on port 1883 appear to be
similar to the other Merkury device as well.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one port open for this device, tcp port 6668. While Nmap
identifies the open port (6668/tcp) as being used for an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) service
running on the devices, it's much more likely the devices are running an IoT application
provided by the *Tuya* platform. This was not confirmed, but our confidence is high based
on additional research.

The detailed results are as follows.
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Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.207
Host is up (0.0066s latency).
Not shown: 999 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE VERSION
6668/tcp open irc?
|_irc-info: Unable to open connection
MAC Address: DC:4F:22:3C:DD:56 (Espressif)

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.

The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the only open ports
being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and encrypted web
traffic respectively.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
As we did not observe any communications utilizing encryption, this section is not relevant.
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Android Application Analysis
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.

Privacy Policy Review
See the analysis located within the review for the Merkury Innovations Smart Wi-Fi Camera.

Summary
This device was one of four Merkury devices reviewed in this study. We have a number of
concerning findings related specifically to this device as well as with the Android application.
1) This device relies on a communications protocol that is implemented in an
insecure way. Based on our analysis, we found that this device communicates with
the Android application using a very insecure implementation of MQTT. This means
that anyone could capture network traffic from either the Android device or the
hardware device and gain visibility into every action taken on this device remotely.
2) There are communications to Chinese-based companies. We see communications
from this device to IP infrastructure owned by Alibaba, however while these
communications are not occurring over encrypted HTTPS communications channels,
the content of the communications is encrypted, so we do not know what is being
communicated to decide if this is concerning or not.
3) Several encrypted communications were able to be intercepted. We found that a
few of the communications occurring over secure web connections were not
implemented in a secure manner, allowing us to intercept those communications.
This is a good indicator that this device has likely not gone through a security review.
4) The Android application has a frightening number of third-party connections. We
found a shocking number of third-party URLs in the Android application, much greater
than we saw in any other Android application. This finding is concerning to us due to
the potential leakage of personal information and the intentions of the company from
an advertising perspective.
5) The Android application has concerning permissions. The Android application
requests access to a number of very concerning permissions to include fine location
detail, recording audio, accessing external storage, and utilizes what Google calls a
“special permission” access to a system alert window, which should not be used by
third party developers. In combination with the other findings, this makes us very
concerned about what could be done with the application if a third-party had the
ability to access the infrastructure controlling it.
6) The privacy policy is comprehensive and broad, but also worries us. Based on our
non-legal review of the privacy policy, it seems like Merkury will protect personal
information, but given how broad the statements are, it seems to us that they could
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basically share with anyone without notifying their customers. Further, they openly
admit to sending personal data to data centers in China, which is very concerning.
7) There are significant ties to Chinese companies. We found that the Merkury
devices are all using a platform known as Tuya, which is a Chinese-based startup.
Combining that connection with the third-party application links in the Android
application, we see this device as having very strong ties to China.
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Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini by TP-Link (HS105)
Overview
We tested one (1) TP-Link device: an outlet. This device
required the Kasa for Mobile
smartphone application developed by TP-Link Research
America.
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the Wyze
camera hardware is TP-Link Technologies Co., LTD.

Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug Mini
Name
Kasa Smart Wi-Fi Plug
Brand
TP-Link
Model Number
HS105
IP Address
10.10.86.211
Device Type
Smart Plug
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
TP-Link Technologies Co., LTD.
Android App Name
Kasa for Mobile
Android App Developer
TP-Link Research America

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 28: Overview of network traffic from this device

As we can see, this device communicates with a moderate number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The Merit Network IP
addresses and Level 3 Communications networks are AWS related as well.
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Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 29: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 30: Count of communications from all devices over test period

As we can see, this device had periods of high levels of communications but for the most part
was relatively quiet on the network.
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Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
123
443

Protocol
udp
ucp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System / DNS
Network Time Protocol / NTP
Encrypted Web Traffic / HTTPS

Notes
Expected
Expected
Expected

Ports 53 (DNS), 123 (NTP) and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections. The chart
below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the ports
associated with those communications.

Figure 31: Communications by port number and external hosts

Here we can see the significant amount of 443 traffic to a single IP address and then more
distributed traffic to a few others. We also see the limited DNS traffic on port 53 and NTP
traffic on port 123.
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Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one port open on this device: TCP 9999. The abyss service
identified by Nmap is an embedded web server commonly used on IoT devices to provide a
remote management interface.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.

The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the main open ports
being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and encrypted web
traffic respectively. We also see the port 60443 open on four of the servers. A follow up scan
did not show these ports open and we are not sure why at this time.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
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device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
The TP-Link outlet was validating server certificates for all communications except for one.
This communication was with the host assets.tplinkra.com and represented a download of
country codes from their server for use in the application.
GET /datasets/country-codes.json HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 8.1.0; Nexus 5X Build/OPM4.171019.016.A1)
Host: assets.tplinkra.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 10832
Connection: keep-alive
Date: Sat, 21 Jul 2018 17:14:57 GMT
Last-Modified: Wed, 18 Jul 2018 23:22:18 GMT
ETag: "7026d21c2ae7d9dfc726b7d0ccdc1576"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Server: AmazonS3
Age: 75145
X-Cache: Hit from cloudfront
Via: 1.1 d06fda6fd534830cffddb026cd65d045.cloudfront.net (CloudFront)
X-Amz-Cf-Id: eF9khW_VdqGu2etd7A1DvzlN_fkPqHNG2Tn9nEeC8DIOs8vYi2BgpQ==
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"Afghanistan", "code": "AF" },
"Åland Islands", "code": "AX" },
"Albania", "code": "AL", "eea":true },
"Algeria", "code": "DZ" },
"American Samoa", "code": "AS" },
"Andorra", "code": "AD" },
"Angola", "code": "AO" },
"Anguilla", "code": "AI" },
"Antarctica", "code": "AQ" },
"Antigua and Barbuda", "code": "AG" },
"Argentina", "code": "AR" },
"Armenia", "code": "AM" },
"Aruba", "code": "AW" },
"Australia", "code": "AU" },
"Austria", "code": "AT" },
"Azerbaijan", "code": "AZ" },
"Bahamas", "code": "BS" },
"Bahrain", "code": "BH" },
"Bangladesh", "code": "BD" },
"Barbados", "code": "BB" },
"Belarus", "code": "BY" },
"Belgium", "code": "BE", "eea":true },
"Belize", "code": "BZ" },
"Benin", "code": "BJ" },
"Bermuda", "code": "BM" },
"Bhutan", "code": "BT" },
"Bolivia", "code": "BO" },
"Bosnia and Herzegovina", "code": "BA", "eea":true },
"Botswana", "code": "BW" },
"Bouvet Island", "code": "BV" },
"Brazil", "code": "BR" },
"British Indian Ocean Territory", "code": "IO" },
"Brunei Darussalam", "code": "BN" },
"Bulgaria", "code": "BG", "eea":true },
"Burkina Faso", "code": "BF" },
"Burundi", "code": "BI" },
"Cambodia", "code": "KH" },
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"Cameroon", "code": "CM" },
"Canada", "code": "CA" },
"Cape Verde", "code": "CV" },
"Cayman Islands", "code": "KY" },
"Central African Republic", "code": "CF" },
"Chad", "code": "TD" },
"Chile", "code": "CL" },
"China", "code": "CN" },
"Christmas Island", "code": "CX" },
"Cocos (Keeling) Islands", "code": "CC" },
"Colombia", "code": "CO" },
"Comoros", "code": "KM" },
"Congo", "code": "CG" },
"Congo, The Democratic Republic of the", "code": "CD" },
"Cook Islands", "code": "CK" },
"Costa Rica", "code": "CR" },
"Cote D'Ivoire", "code": "CI" },
"Croatia", "code": "HR", "eea":true },
"Cuba", "code": "CU" },
"Cyprus", "code": "CY", "eea":true },
"Czech Republic", "code": "CZ", "eea":true },
"Denmark", "code": "DK", "eea":true },
"Djibouti", "code": "DJ" },
"Dominica", "code": "DM" },
"Dominican Republic", "code": "DO" },
"Ecuador", "code": "EC" },
"Egypt", "code": "EG" },
"El Salvador", "code": "SV" },
"Equatorial Guinea", "code": "GQ" },
"Eritrea", "code": "ER" },
"Estonia", "code": "EE" },
"Ethiopia", "code": "ET" },
"Falkland Islands (Malvinas)", "code": "FK" },
"Faroe Islands", "code": "FO" },
"Fiji", "code": "FJ" },
"Finland", "code": "FI", "eea":true },
"France", "code": "FR", "eea":true },
"French Guiana", "code": "GF" },
"French Polynesia", "code": "PF" },
"French Southern Territories", "code": "TF" },
"Gabon", "code": "GA" },
"Gambia", "code": "GM" },
"Georgia", "code": "GE" },
"Germany", "code": "DE", "eea":true },
"Ghana", "code": "GH" },
"Gibraltar", "code": "GI" },
"Greece", "code": "GR", "eea":true },
"Greenland", "code": "GL" },
"Grenada", "code": "GD" },
"Guadeloupe", "code": "GP" },
"Guam", "code": "GU" },
"Guatemala", "code": "GT" },
"Guernsey", "code": "GG" },
"Guinea", "code": "GN" },
"Guinea-Bissau", "code": "GW" },
"Guyana", "code": "GY" },
"Haiti", "code": "HT" },
"Heard Island and Mcdonald Islands", "code": "HM" },
"Holy See (Vatican City State)", "code": "VA" },
"Honduras", "code": "HN" },
"Hong Kong", "code": "HK" },
"Hungary", "code": "HU", "eea":true },
"Iceland", "code": "IS" },
"India", "code": "IN" },
"Indonesia", "code": "ID" },
"Iran, Islamic Republic Of", "code": "IR" },
"Iraq", "code": "IQ" },
"Ireland", "code": "IE" },
"Isle of Man", "code": "IM" },
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"Israel", "code": "IL" },
"Italy", "code": "IT", "eea":true },
"Jamaica", "code": "JM" },
"Japan", "code": "JP" },
"Jersey", "code": "JE" },
"Jordan", "code": "JO" },
"Kazakhstan", "code": "KZ" },
"Kenya", "code": "KE" },
"Kiribati", "code": "KI" },
"Democratic People's Republic of Korea", "code": "KP" },
"Korea, Republic of", "code": "KR" },
"Kosovo", "code": "XK" },
"Kuwait", "code": "KW" },
"Kyrgyzstan", "code": "KG" },
"Lao People's Democratic Republic", "code": "LA" },
"Latvia", "code": "LV", "eea":true },
"Lebanon", "code": "LB" },
"Lesotho", "code": "LS" },
"Liberia", "code": "LR" },
"Libyan Arab Jamahiriya", "code": "LY" },
"Liechtenstein", "code": "LI" },
"Lithuania", "code": "LT", "eea":true },
"Luxembourg", "code": "LU" },
"Macao", "code": "MO" },
"Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of", "code": "MK" },
"Madagascar", "code": "MG" },
"Malawi", "code": "MW" },
"Malaysia", "code": "MY" },
"Maldives", "code": "MV" },
"Mali", "code": "ML" },
"Malta", "code": "MT", "eea":true },
"Marshall Islands", "code": "MH" },
"Martinique", "code": "MQ" },
"Mauritania", "code": "MR" },
"Mauritius", "code": "MU" },
"Mayotte", "code": "YT" },
"Mexico", "code": "MX" },
"Micronesia, Federated States of", "code": "FM" },
"Moldova, Republic of", "code": "MD" },
"Monaco", "code": "MC" },
"Mongolia", "code": "MN" },
"Montenegro", "code": "ME" },
"Montserrat", "code": "MS" },
"Morocco", "code": "MA" },
"Mozambique", "code": "MZ" },
"Myanmar", "code": "MM" },
"Namibia", "code": "NA" },
"Nauru", "code": "NR" },
"Nepal", "code": "NP" },
"Netherlands", "code": "NL", "eea":true },
"Netherlands Antilles", "code": "AN" },
"New Caledonia", "code": "NC" },
"New Zealand", "code": "NZ" },
"Nicaragua", "code": "NI" },
"Niger", "code": "NE" },
"Nigeria", "code": "NG" },
"Niue", "code": "NU" },
"Norfolk Island", "code": "NF" },
"Northern Mariana Islands", "code": "MP" },
"Norway", "code": "NO", "eea":true },
"Oman", "code": "OM" },
"Pakistan", "code": "PK" },
"Palau", "code": "PW" },
"Palestinian Territory, Occupied", "code": "PS" },
"Panama", "code": "PA" },
"Papua New Guinea", "code": "PG" },
"Paraguay", "code": "PY" },
"Peru", "code": "PE" },
"Philippines", "code": "PH" },
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"Pitcairn", "code": "PN" },
"Poland", "code": "PL", "eea":true },
"Portugal", "code": "PT", "eea":true },
"Puerto Rico", "code": "PR" },
"Qatar", "code": "QA" },
"Reunion", "code": "RE" },
"Romania", "code": "RO", "eea":true },
"Russian Federation", "code": "RU" },
"Rwanda", "code": "RW" },
"Saint Helena", "code": "SH" },
"Saint Kitts and Nevis", "code": "KN" },
"Saint Lucia", "code": "LC" },
"Saint Pierre and Miquelon", "code": "PM" },
"Saint Vincent and the Grenadines", "code": "VC" },
"Samoa", "code": "WS" },
"San Marino", "code": "SM" },
"Sao Tome and Principe", "code": "ST" },
"Saudi Arabia", "code": "SA" },
"Senegal", "code": "SN" },
"Serbia", "code": "RS" },
"Seychelles", "code": "SC" },
"Sierra Leone", "code": "SL" },
"Singapore", "code": "SG" },
"Slovakia", "code": "SK", "eea":true },
"Slovenia", "code": "SI", "eea":true },
"Solomon Islands", "code": "SB" },
"Somalia", "code": "SO" },
"South Africa", "code": "ZA" },
"South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands", "code": "GS" },
"Spain", "code": "ES", "eea":true },
"Sri Lanka", "code": "LK" },
"Sudan", "code": "SD" },
"Suriname", "code": "SR" },
"Svalbard and Jan Mayen", "code": "SJ" },
"Swaziland", "code": "SZ" },
"Sweden", "code": "SE", "eea":true },
"Switzerland", "code": "CH" },
"Syrian Arab Republic", "code": "SY" },
"Taiwan", "code": "TW" },
"Tajikistan", "code": "TJ" },
"Tanzania, United Republic of", "code": "TZ" },
"Thailand", "code": "TH" },
"Timor-Leste", "code": "TL" },
"Togo", "code": "TG" },
"Tokelau", "code": "TK" },
"Tonga", "code": "TO" },
"Trinidad and Tobago", "code": "TT" },
"Tunisia", "code": "TN" },
"Turkey", "code": "TR" },
"Turkmenistan", "code": "TM" },
"Turks and Caicos Islands", "code": "TC" },
"Tuvalu", "code": "TV" },
"Uganda", "code": "UG" },
"Ukraine", "code": "UA" },
"United Arab Emirates", "code": "AE" },
"United Kingdom", "code": "GB", "eea":true },
"United States", "code": "US" },
"United States Minor Outlying Islands", "code": "UM" },
"Uruguay", "code": "UY" },
"Uzbekistan", "code": "UZ" },
"Vanuatu", "code": "VU" },
"Venezuela", "code": "VE" },
"Viet Nam", "code": "VN" },
"Virgin Islands, British", "code": "VG" },
"Virgin Islands, U.S.", "code": "VI" },
"Wallis and Futuna", "code": "WF" },
"Western Sahara", "code": "EH" },
"Yemen", "code": "YE" },
"Zambia", "code": "ZM" },
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{ "name": "Zimbabwe", "code": "ZW" }
]

While this does represent an insecure implementation of encrypted communications, the
data appears to be public, non-sensitive data and we can understand why they may not be
concerned about implementing security in this instance.

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is even more important than the security of the IoT device itself
since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Kasa For Mobile Application is identified as com.tplink.kasa_android and we reviewed
build number 7.1.1. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture some high-level
information about the application, the results are shown below.

Figure 32: Results from VirusTotal On Application
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This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed in the table
below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Kasa

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Kasa

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Kasa

ACCESS_NOTIFICATION_POLICY

Normal Permission

Kasa

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Kasa

CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Kasa

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE

Normal Permission

Kasa

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Kasa

INTERACT_ACROSS_USERS

Signature Permission

Kasa

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Kasa

MANAGE_DOCUMENTS

Signature Permission

Kasa

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Kasa

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Kasa

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Kasa

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Kasa

WRITE_SETTINGS

Signature Permission

This set of permissions is concerning as the application is able to access the user’s exact
location, record audio, and a number of other activities that are more broad than other
devices reviewed.
For a description of what each type of permission means, see the table below as described
by the Android developer site.

Dangerous Permissions

Dangerous permissions cover areas where the app wants data or resources that involve the user's private information, or could
potentially affect the user's stored data or the operation of other apps. For example, the ability to read the user's contacts is a
dangerous permission. If an app declares that it needs a dangerous permission, the user has to explicitly grant the permission to
the app. Until the user approves the permission, your app cannot provide functionality that depends on that permission.

Signature permissions

The system grants these app permissions at install time, but only when the app that attempts to use a permission is signed by the
same certificate as the app that defines the permission.

Normal permissions

Normal permissions cover areas where your app needs to access data or resources outside the app's sandbox, but where there's
very little risk to the user's privacy or the operation of other apps. For example, permission to set the time zone is a normal
permission
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Special permissions

There are a couple of permissions that don't behave like normal and dangerous permissions. SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW and
WRITE_SETTINGS are particularly sensitive, so most apps should not use them. If an app needs one of these permissions, it must
declare the permission in the manifest, and send an intent requesting the user's authorization. The system responds to the intent
by showing a detailed management screen to the user.
SOURCE: https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Kasa for Mobile application communicates with in some form or
fashion.

As evidenced by the graph, the communications within the application are relatively limited
and focus primarily on communications with infrastructure under the domain tp-link.com.
There is nothing of significant concern revealed by this analysis for this application.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://iot.tpri.tp-link.com/
http://iot.tpri.tp-link.com/set_timezone
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/
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http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://tpra.tp-link.com/bind_cloud
http://tpra.tp-link.com/block_client_mac
http://tpra.tp-link.com/change_password
http://tpra.tp-link.com/close_iot_network_enrollment
http://tpra.tp-link.com/disable_guest_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/disable_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/enable_guest_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/enable_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/execute_iot_scene
http://tpra.tp-link.com/factory_restore
http://tpra.tp-link.com/force_iot_device_reset
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_blocked_client_count
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_blocked_client_list
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_client_list
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_cloud_bind_status
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_cloud_firmware_info
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_device_name
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_firmware_upgrade_status
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_guest_wireless_config
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_internet_speed
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_iot_device_info
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_iot_device_list
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_iot_device_list_by_category
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_iot_device_remove_status
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_location
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_region
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_screen_access_pin
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_system_info
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_system_time
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_timezone_index
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_wan_config
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_wan_connectivity
http://tpra.tp-link.com/get_wireless_config
http://tpra.tp-link.com/notify_onboarding_status
http://tpra.tp-link.com/notify_screen_access_pin
http://tpra.tp-link.com/open_iot_network_enrollment
http://tpra.tp-link.com/pause_internet_access
http://tpra.tp-link.com/reboot
http://tpra.tp-link.com/remove_iot_device
http://tpra.tp-link.com/resume_internet_access
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_device_name
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_guest_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_guest_wireless_dual
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_iot_device_control
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_iot_device_name
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_location
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_login_credential
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_nickname
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_region
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_system_time
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_timezone_index
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_wan_config
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_wireless
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_wireless_advanced
http://tpra.tp-link.com/set_wireless_dual
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http://tpra.tp-link.com/start_firmware_upgrade
http://tpra.tp-link.com/start_internet_speed_test
http://tpra.tp-link.com/stop_force_iot_device_reset
http://tpra.tp-link.com/unbind_cloud
http://tpra.tp-link.com/unblock_client_mac
http://tpra.tp-link.com/wan_mac_clone
http://www.google-analytics.com
http://www.tp-link.com
http://www.tp-link.com/en/faq-1333.html
http://www.tp-link.com/en/faq-2009.html
http://www.tp-link.com/faq-1534.html
http://www.tp-link.com/faq-944.html
http://www.tp-link.com/us/products/details/cat-5515_KC120.html
http://www.tp-link.com/us/smarthome/sr20
http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink
http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema
http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.w3.org/2000/svg
http://www.w3.org/2000/xmlns/
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-encoding
http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope
http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/feature#
http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace
http://xml.org/sax/properties/lexical-handler
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/features.html#indent-output
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/features.html#process-namespaces
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/features.html#validation
https://%s:10443/services/device_manager/
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://assets.tplinkra.com/datasets/country-codes.json
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ifttt.ifttt
https://plus.google.com/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.tplinkra.com/images/kasa/hs210-onboarding/Double+Checking.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.tplinkra.com/images/kasa/hs210-onboarding/ITW3ConnectToNetWorkSoftAP-Android.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.tplinkra.com/images/kasa/hs210-onboarding/OTW3COneDownOneToGo+Disabled+Wi-Fi.mp4
https://sdk.hockeyapp.net/
https://ssl.google-analytics.com
https://staging.kasasmart.com/1/legal/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=hp_bc_nav?ie=UTF8&nodeId=201952240
https://www.google.com
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googletagmanager.com
https://www.kasasmart.com/1/legal/
https://www.tp-link.com/us/faq-2101.html

Based on the URLs above, we see no items of significant concern.
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Privacy Policy Review
Company

TP-Link

Location

https://www.tp-link.com/us/privacy

Named
Companies

TP-Link Technologies Co., Ltd., and its affiliates
2.1 Information You Knowingly Provide to Us
We receive and store the information you knowingly provide to us. When you register or update your
account, make a purchase online, or otherwise interact with the Products/Services (e.g., create your
account ID in our websites, use the cloud platform, register for the partner program, apply for jobs,
purchase a product and so on), you may provide us personal information such as your name, email
address, street address, mobile, home, and work phone numbers, payment information, and account
information, such as user ID, password, Product and Service preferences, contact preferences, firmware
version, IP address, and MAC address, etc. You may also provide other information that potentially could
be used to identify you, such as the names and images that you associate with account users, your
locations, devices, scenes, device configuration details, demographic information, third-party account
credentials, schedules and audio/video recordings. Further, you may upload/share/post on our website or
through our Products/Services. For example, you may post information in a public space on our website,
such as message boards. As another example, you may choose to upload/share/post audio/video content
recorded by your Kasa Cam and stored by Kasa Care.

Types of
Information
They Collect

2.2 Information We Receive from Third-Parties
Some third-party services that you choose to integrate with the Services may transmit personal information
into your account with us. You authorize that such third-party information is covered under this Policy and
we may use it just as we use the information we collect directly from you. This information may include, but
is not limited to, account credentials, names, avatars, profile information, configuration information,
images, and linked users (e.g., friends).
You may also voluntarily provide your personal information to us via third-party service providers that help
us operate our Services.
2.3 Information We Collect Automatically
Some information is automatically collected as you use the Products/Services. For example, when you
connect hardware devices or third-party services to your account, those hardware devices may report
usage information to the Services and the Services may read, process, and store this information for the
purposes described in this Policy. Such information is usually associated with the usage of the particular
hardware device or third-party service, such as when a motion sensor senses motion. The Services will
receive information about the device activation, as well as the information that you have chosen to
associate with the device or service such as device name, group name, and location name. The type of the
device or service from which information is received will change the types and quantities of information
that is received.
Other information automatically collected may include your IP address, location, mobile device
information, operating system, browser type, demographic information, application information, URL
information such as click-through paths, identity of pages you interact with, time spent on those pages, and
other information associated with how you interact with the pages and Services.
We may transfer “cookies” to your device when you interact with the Services. These cookies allow us to
recognize your device and browser, and keep track of how you interact with the pages of the Services. We
may also use cookies to help complete online orders or transactions. For more information about cookies
and your ability to limit or remove cookies, please see the Your Choices section below.
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3. HOW WE USE THE PERSONAL AND NON-PERSONAL INFORMATION WE COLLECT
During your use of the Products/Services, we may gather personal and non-personal information from our
users and will use this information in connection with the Products/Services as follows:
3.1 To Provide Our Products or Services and Contact You
We use personal and non-personal information to deliver the basic functionality of the Products/Services;
provide functionality to certain features that you choose to use; allow you to create, modify, and view your
account information; and allow you to customize, rate, and review the Products/Services. We may use any
means that you have provided us to contact you, such as the email address you use to register for and log
in to your account. We may contact you in order to respond to your requests and to provide you
information about your account. We may also use personal information to process claims we receive in
connection with the Products/Services.
How They Use
It

3.2 To Market and Improve Our Products/Services and for Other Legitimate Business Interests
The profile you create on our website helps improve your interaction with our Products/Services. This
information allows us to personalize the Products/Services; analyze how you use the Products/Services;
and communicate promotional offers, special events, user surveys, and other marketing communications
with your consent when this is required under applicable law. In certain cases as described below, we may
also share some personal information with third parties for these purposes. See the Your Choices section
below for information about how you can opt-out of certain communications.
Your information may be stored in our cloud platform as required to use our Products/Services. We may
track your IP address and MAC address to make our cloud platform work more efficiently and provide you
with more customized Products/Services.
3.3 To Comply with Applicable Laws and Our Policies
We use personal information to comply with our legal obligations and our policies; establish, exercise or
defend a legal claim; protect against, identify and prevent fraud, criminal liability and other liabilities; and
monitor and report compliance issues.
7. YOUR CHOICES
TP-Link gives you choices in how you receive a variety of information that complements our products and
services. You can also contact us to change your privacy preferences. For example, you can control how
and when you want to receive notifications from us by following instructions within the notices (e.g.,
clicking on “unsubscribe” at the bottom of notification emails). You may not opt-out of administrative
emails for your registered account (e.g., emails about your transactions, policy changes, forgot password
and confirmation emails).

Ability
Withdraw
Consent?

We use both session and persistent tracking technologies. Tracking technologies (e.g., cookies) can either
be persistent (i.e., they remain on your computer until you delete them) or temporary (i.e., they last only
until you close your browser). You are always free to decline tracking technologies if your browser permits,
although doing so may interfere with your use of the Products/Services. Refer to the help section of your
browser, browser extensions, or installed applications for instructions on blocking, deleting, or disabling
tracking technologies such as cookies. TP-Link does not currently take actions to respond to Do Not Track
signals because a uniform technological standard has not yet been developed. We may adopt a standard
once one is created.
You may encounter tracking technologies/cookies from our third-party service providers, such as Google
Analytics, that we have allowed to assist us with various aspects of our operations and Products/Services.
On certain pages of the website you also may encounter tracking technologies from third-parties that we
do not control.
For more information about HTTP cookies and how to disable them, you can consult the information at
http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/ and www.allaboutcookies.org/manage-cookies/.
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4.1 Our Corporate Family
We may share the information we collect about you with our corporate family, including our affiliates and
subsidiaries.
4.2 Other Entities with Your Consent
Some third-party services that you choose to integrate with the Services may receive personal information
from your account. You authorize us to transmit your personal information to third parties when you
choose to integrate their services with our Services. Information collected by such third-party services is
subject to their own terms and policies.
4.3 Service Providers and Other Third-Parties
Your personal and non-personal information may be provided to our partners for use in their promotional
and/or marketing practices. Your personal information will be anonymized so that you will not be
personally identifiable by such information. We may also aggregate the anonymized information and
provide it to our partners so they may use it to determine and understand how people interact with and
use our Services. We will not disclose aggregated information to a partner in a manner that would identify
you personally, as an individual, except as outlined below.
Who They
Share With

We may engage third-party companies and individuals to perform services on our behalf (e.g., without
limitation, software maintenance services, advertising serving technologies, e-mail service providers,
delivery services, database management, web analytics and other services). These third parties may have
access to your personal information. If they do, this access is provided so that they may perform these
tasks on our behalf and they are not authorized by us to otherwise use or disclose your personal
information, except to the extent required by law.
4.4 Change of Control
TP-Link may elect to buy or sell assets. When buying or selling assets, customer information may be one of
the assets that is transferred. Personal and non-personal information may also be transferred or acquired
by a third-party in the event that TP-Link is acquired, enters bankruptcy, or goes through some other
change of control.
4.5 Legal and Law Enforcement
Please be advised that we may disclose information that you have provided us if we have a good faith
belief that such disclosure is necessary to (a) comply with the law or legal process served on us; or (b)
protect and defend the rights and property of TP-Link or others. In any event, we will disclose information
only in accordance with applicable regulations.
We have implemented measures, including encryption and SSL technology, designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from unauthorized access, use, alteration, and disclosure.

How They
Protect Your
Information

Your account’s privacy and security is protected by your password. In order to prevent unauthorized access
to your account and personal information, you should select a strong password and protect it by limiting
access to your computer, device, browser or application and by signing off after you have finished
accessing your account. If you use a third-party service to sign into your account, you should protect that
account accordingly as well.
While we strive to always protect the privacy of your account and personal information in our records, we
cannot always guarantee it will be completely secure. The security of your personal information may be
compromised by unauthorized entry, unauthorized use, hardware failure, software failure, and other factors
at any time.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent

The privacy policy for the TP-Link device was clean and well written. They are pretty open
about the types of information they collect and interestingly enough even reveal they receive
information from third-party integrations that the user may make. This language is as follows,
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“Some third-party services that you choose to integrate with the Services may transmit
personal information into your account with us.”
They also clearly state how they protect personal information and we did not have findings
that countered those claims. It is interesting to note the disclaimer they chose to include,
basically trying to absolve themselves of responsibility in the event of a breach. “While we
strive to always protect the privacy of your account and personal information in our records,
we cannot always guarantee it will be completely secure. The security of your personal
information may be compromised by unauthorized entry, unauthorized use, hardware failure,
software failure, and other factors at any time.”
It would be interesting to gain a legal perspective on why this would be included and if it
would hold up in the event of a breach.

Summary
When compared to the other devices reviewed, this device was pretty boring, which we see
as a good thing. While it is just a “smart plug” we found that it appears to be well
implemented. Our findings are as follows:
1) This device utilized well-implemented encrypted communications. We were not
able to successfully capture information aside from the download of a file containing
country codes from one of their web servers. This finding did not concern us given
the information disclosed and the fact that no other encrypted communications were
weak.
2) The privacy policy is clear and well written. When compared with a number of the
other privacy policies, the TP-Link policy was clear, concise, and well written.
3) The Android application is almost OK. We found limited third-party connections in
the Android application but did find permissions that were concerning. If those
permissions were disabled or removed, we would be much more comfortable overall
with this device.
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Zmodo 720P HD Mini WiFi Smart Security Camera Two-Way
Audio Night Vision (ZM-SH75D001-WA)
Overview
We tested one (1) Zmodo device: a security camera. This
device required the Zmodo smartphone application
developed by Zmodo Support.
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the Zmodo
camera hardware is manufactured by Shenzhen RF-Link
Technology Co., LTD.

Zmodo HD Mini WI-Fi Smart Security Camera
Name
Smart Security Camera
Brand
ZModo
Model Number
ZM-SH75D001-WA
IP Address
10.10.86.209
Device Type
Camera
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Shenzhen RF-Link Technology Co.,
Manufacturer
LTD.
Android App Name
Zmodo
Android App Developer
Zmodo Support

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 33: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see above, most communications, outside of a few Google-related
communications, are to the IP block 50.128.0.0/9, which are Comcast IP Addresses. While we
did not do additional research on the infrastructure for every device, this infrastructure stands
out as unique, so we did a slightly deeper dive. Looking at the domain myzmodo.com, we
see a number of servers that have historically resolved to that domain as follows.
Related Hostnames

IP Address

11-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.212

11-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.210

11-APPACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.170

11-APPSSHARE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.244

11-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.23

11-DEVMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.190

11-USRS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.180

11-WEB.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.142

12-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.133

12-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.211

12-APPACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.171

12-APPSSHARE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.245

12-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.24

12-DEVMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.191

12-USRS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.181

13-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.130

13-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.218

13-APPACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.172

13-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.168

14-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.131

14-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.219

14-APPACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.173

14-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.169

15-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.214

15-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.136

16-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.137

17-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.240

17-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.138

18-ALERTSFILE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.241

18-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.139

1Z1-DEVUPGRADE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.192

1Z2-DEVUPGRADE.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.193
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1Z3-DEVMNG2.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.194

1Z4-DEVMNG2.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.195

1Z5-DEVMNG2.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.196

1Z6-DEVMNG2.MYZMODO.COM

50.226.99.197

21-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.19

21-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.23

22-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.20

22-DEVACCESS.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.24

23-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.25

24-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.9

25-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.25

26-ALERTSMNG.MYZMODO.COM

50.233.84.9

MAIL.MYZMODO.COM

116.7.225.73

Looking at a relationship diagram of these hostnames and IPs, we see that one of them is not
like the others.
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It appears that most of this infrastructure is located within the US based on our research,
however, their mail server is the one unique address in the group and it is a ChinaNet IP
address in Beijing, China. Our research also indicated that this infrastructure appears to be
related to the companies CoolPodz, eptco.com, and HomeSecurity361. All of these
companies appear to be located at the address 1401 Interstate Dr., Champaign, IL 61820,
which happens to be the US-Location for Zmodo on their website. These connections are
strange and certainly worth further investigation.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 34: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.
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Figure 35: Count of communications from all devices over test period

This device had a few spikes of data flow, but mostly maintained a relatively low volume of
communications.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
443
6000
6102

Protocol
udp
tcp
tcp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System (DNS)
Encrypted Web Communications (HTTPS)
Unknown
Unknown

Notes
Normal
Expected
Non-standard port
Non-standard port

Ports 53 (DNS) and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections. Ports 6000 and 6102
are not expected, but that doesn't mean they're not necessary (or malicious). The chart
below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the ports
associated with those communications.
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Figure 36: Communications by port number and external hosts

As shown above, we see a large number of connections related to port 1900, however these
communications are all to a multicast address, 239.255.255.250. This is likely streaming
traffic on the local network between the Android device and the camera.
Looking at packet capture data acquired by the Dark Cubed platform for port 6102 results in
packets that look similar to the following:
Follow: tcp,hex
Filter: tcp.stream eq 0
Node 0: 10.10.86.209:42402
Node 1: 50.226.99.164:6102
00000000 c1 a2 37 9b bb c4
00000010 07 a6 16 bb 5f 3b
00000020 b8 84 15 32 25 cd
00000000 c1 a0 7d f6 31 28
00000010 fa 29 95 7f 23 0f
00000020 a0 a8 18 9d 12 c5
00000028 c1 a2 70 54 de f7
00000038 62 95 51 74 3a 08
00000048 dd b7 52 fd 40 fe
00000026 c1 a0 74 e6 8e 48
00000036 45 49 9c 6f 9c 6f
00000046 1f c8 11 8d ad a5
00000050 c1 a2 15 6f 2c 84
00000060 90 e6 34 4f c8 7b
00000070 2f c4 37 c6 b2 8d
0000004C c1 a0 00 76 da 5b
0000005C 11 5a e8 ff c8 7c
0000006C 4b db 65 1d f9 b6

37
71
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12

99
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00000078
00000088
00000098
00000072
00000082
00000092
000000A0
000000B0
000000C0
00000098
000000A8
000000B8
000000C8
000000D8
000000E8
000000BE
000000CE
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While the communication is not encrypted, the enclosed data likely is making it difficult to
understand what is being sent.
Looking at statistics collected by the Dark Cubed platform, the number of connections to port
6000 are minimal, but the amount of data sent per connection could be cause for further
investigation.
Looking at the Dark Cubed UI for one of the IP addresses we see that approximately 5MB of
data was sent to this IP and 1MB of data was downloaded.

We can also see that both the Android phone and the Zmodo camera communicated with
this server.
However, looking at the packet capture data associated with these communications, we are
unable to gain visibility into what is being communicated due to the content of the messages
being encrypted.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed two open ports: tcp 4444 and tcp 8000.
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The full scan data is as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.209
Host is up (0.0079s latency).
Not shown: 998 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
4444/tcp open krb524?
8000/tcp open http-alt?
MAC Address: F0:85:C1:DF:23:7C (Shenzhen Rf-link Technology)
Device type: general purpose
Running: Linux 2.6.X|3.X
OS CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:2.6 cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:3
OS details: Linux 2.6.32 - 3.10

While Nmap identifies the open port 4444/tcp as being used for an Kerberos authentication
service running on the device, it's much more likely the device is running an nv-video service
on port 4444 instead.
The http-alt service identified by Nmap is an insecure web server running directly on the
camera, listening on port 8000 (instead of the standard port 80 for HTTP), but we were
unable to interact with the device on this port.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the main open ports
being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and encrypted web
traffic respectively. However, on one of their servers, which is attributed to an IP on a block of
IPs connected to Comcast, we are seeing both ports 6000 (x11) and port 1936 (rtmp) as
showing open. This IP appears to be associated with two distinct domains related to ZModo,
with both referencing devaccess.myzmodo.com. We did not attempt to connect with these
ports as we did not have permission to do so, however it is very curious that these ports are
open, and it would be worth further investigation.
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Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device. The Zmodo camera was not validating server certificates, so
we were able to inspect traffic it was sending over port 443 (HTTPS). Examples of such traffic
are included below.
Dev Upload File
We saw numerous examples of jpg images and video files being uploaded to Zmodo servers
that were not validating SSL certificates. This means that anyone between the Zmodo camera
and the server could intercept these messages and view the images or video files.
POST /fileserver/dev_upload_file HTTP/1.1
Host: 11-alertsfile.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
286
--------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="alarm_id"
5b625479f45c8c33d066b7d2
--------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="tokenid"
UsVBmNsPfmGGvAhRtlxLtBZHv5za9a
--------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="physical_id"
ZMD14CWE2201551
--------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="video_last"
12
--------------------------47b49e348fdd7353
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="video_file_name"; filename="alert_0_ZMD14CWE2201551.h264"
Content-Type: application/octet-stream
[CONTENT REMOVED]

As we see above, this is a video file associated with an alert from the camera.
POST /fileserver/dev_upload_file HTTP/1.1
Host: 14-alertsfile.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 15778
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------64bc97405c45aa84
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
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--------------------------64bc97405c45aa84
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="alarm_id"
5b61190654b9c94cc676faab
--------------------------64bc97405c45aa84
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="tokenid"
gbqUCTBnY5KpKRRVdoxEu5YAOK4C24
--------------------------64bc97405c45aa84
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="physical_id"
ZMD14CWE2201551
--------------------------64bc97405c45aa84
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="image_name[]"; filename="Pivot_img_180801_022053.jpg"
Content-Type: image/jpeg
[CONTENT REMOVED]

The above image is for an image, the image can be reconstructed as shown below.

Figure 37: Image captured as a result of lack of secure communications

As you can see from the above example, we were able to intercept still camera frames
(thumbnails) being uploaded to a file server and render the JPEG as a result. This is very scary
that we can do this with both images and video and shows a complete lack of regard for
security by Zmodo.
Alert Message
POST /message/msgnotify HTTP/1.1
Host: 16-alertsmng.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 1528
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------c752f2570a23e987
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
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--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="tokenid"
UsVBmNsPfmGGvAhRtlxLtBZHv5za9a
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="physical_id"
ZMD14CWE2201551
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="alarm_interval"
754
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="channel"
0
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="check_type"
1
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="delta"
0.033803
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="is_main"
0
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="movition_last"
2
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="position"
{"x":0.056338,"y":0.337500}
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="speed"
0.000000
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="time"
1533171561
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="type"
0
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="video_last"
5
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="width_height_div"
1.500000
--------------------------c752f2570a23e987-HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2018 00:59:24 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
X-Powered-By: PHP/7.2.4
2f
{"result":"ok","id":"5b62576c8169db710f4abdbf"}
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Dev Login
GET /factorydevice/devlogin?physical_id=ZMD14CWE2201551 HTTP/1.1
Host: 12-devaccess.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2018 00:46:47 GMT
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
48f
{"dev_conn_addr":"50.226.99.162:6102,50.226.99.163:6102,50.226.99.164:6102,50.226.99.165:6102,50.226.99.16
6:6102,50.226.99.167:6102","file_server_addr":"https:\/\/11-alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/12alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/13-alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/14alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/15-alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/17alertsfile.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/18alertsfile.myzmodo.com","session":6000,"result":"ok","addition":"[REMOVED]","dev_access_addr":"https:\/\/1
1-devaccess.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/12-devaccess.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/13devaccess.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/14devaccess.myzmodo.com","heartbeat_interval":90,"encrypt_key":"[REMOVED]","alerts_addr":"https:\/\/11alertsmng.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/12-alertsmng.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/15-alertsmng.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/16alertsmng.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/17-alertsmng.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/18alertsmng.myzmodo.com","timestamp":1533170807,"encrypt_key_id":"[REMOVED]","dev_mng_addr":"https:\/\/1z3Devmng2.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/1z4-Devmng2.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/1z5-Devmng2.myzmodo.com,https:\/\/1z6Devmng2.myzmodo.com"}
0

This content is especially concerning give the previous analysis we performed related to the
encrypted traffic on ports 6000 and 6102. It is likely that the encryption keys provided in
these messages (which we have removed for security sake), could be used to decrypt the
remaining traffic. We did not attempt to decrypt the traffic using these keys due to time
constraints.
Sync
POST /factorydevice/sync HTTP/1.1
Host: 1z6-Devmng2.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 269
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------f11cd1446125b379
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
--------------------------f11cd1446125b379
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="baseinfo"
{ "tokenid": "StRnZFp9Uqgi7ceRhdDucAw1tQZGsq", "physical_id": "ZMD14CWE2201551", "device_type": "0",
"synckey": "1533009624" }
--------------------------f11cd1446125b379-HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Wed, 01 Aug 2018 20:05:14 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
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Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
312
{"result":"ok","synckey":"1533009624","data":{"could_i_frame_interval":10,"could_record_resolution":2,"for
ce_push_secondary_number":3,"push_condition_list":[{"if_push":"1","push_type":"2","picture_count":"0","vid
eo_last":"10","video_bitrate":"0","delta":"1.5-100","push_time":"","width_height_div":"1.54.5","speed":"","movition_last":"0-31536000","is_main":"1","alarm_interval_span":"120031536000","alarm_interval":900,"change_bitrate_interval":0},{"if_push":"1","push_type":"2","picture_count"
:"0","video_last":"5","video_bitrate":"0","delta":"1.5-100","push_time":"","width_height_div":"1.54.5","speed":"","movition_last":"0-31536000","is_main":"0","alarm_interval_span":"1801200","alarm_interval":900,"change_bitrate_interval":0}],"time_offset":"0","time_zone":"UTC","status":5}}
0

Cover Report
POST /fileserver/cover_report HTTP/1.1
Host: 17-alertsfile.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 41379
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------fb66478c4ea7c284
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
--------------------------fb66478c4ea7c284
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="tokenid"
N7rVOmF3MA5zim0mX19PfMqFCGrdUp
--------------------------fb66478c4ea7c284
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="physical_id"
ZMD14CWE2201551
--------------------------fb66478c4ea7c284 0
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="channel"
0
--------------------------fb66478c4ea7c284
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="image_name"; filename="Pivot_img_180801_040128.jpg"
Content-Type: image/jpeg

Again, we see another image being sent over an encrypted connection which is very
vulnerable.
Confrpt
POST /factorydevice/confrpt HTTP/1.1
Host: 1z3-Devmng2.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 753
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------b422966f3eb30abe
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
--------------------------b422966f3eb30abe
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="baseinfo"
{ "tokenid": "l0KbqPGiIXsMf6ohV76VOeqay2Hdez", "physical_id": "ZMD14CWE2201551", "device_type": "0",
"gateway_mac": "08:62:66:97:62:D8" }
--------------------------b422966f3eb30abe
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="confinfo"
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{ "device_channel": "1", "device_ionum": "0", "device_model": "SD-H2907", "device_version":
"V8.0.0.0;V8.0.0.0;V8.0.0.0;V8.0.1.26", "device_capacity": "1644239105", "device_extend_capacity":
"1075648883", "device_supply_capacity": "1073742022", "resolution": "{ \"HD\": \"1280*720\", \"SD\":
\"320*240\", \"LD\": \"320*240\" }", "aes_key": "83F920E1DD9C4D32A4B4E12D6626CE2E" }
--------------------------b422966f3eb30abe-HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 04:00:24 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
28
{"result":"ok","data":[],"addition":"0"} 0

UNPNP Report
POST /factorydevice/upnp_rpt HTTP/1.1
Host: 1z5-Devmng2.myzmodo.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 1158
Expect: 100-continue
Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="physical_id"
ZMD14CWE2201551
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="upnp_video_port"
0
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="local_video_port"
8000
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="tokenid"
l0KbqPGiIXsMf6ohV76VOeqay2Hdez
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="device_mac"
f0:85:c1:df:23:7c
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="local_ip"
10.10.86.209
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="net_mask"
255.255.255.0
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="gateway_ip"
10.10.86.1
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="gateway_mac"
00:30:18:01:44:36
--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054
Content-Disposition: form-data; name="ssid"
IOT
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--------------------------f06e12f8130fd054-HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 04:00:27 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
28
{"result":"ok","data":[],"addition":"0"}
0

In the above communication we actually see the device sending information home on the
local network to include some network addresses, the MAC Id of our gateway, and the
network name.
Zmodo Application Results
The Zmodo smartphone application also failed to validate server certificates, so we were able
to inspect HTTPS traffic from/to the app as well. We found examples of twenty (20) different
types of communications which could be easily intercepted between the Android application
and Zmodo servers. The extent to the information that can be collected by someone with a
very low level of sophistication is shocking.
An example of such traffic is below.
POST /zmd/user/getprofile HTTP/1.1
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 34
User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 8.1.0; Nexus 5X Build/OPM4.171019.016.A1)
Host: 11-appsshare.myzmodo.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
tokenid=i72hr2lfb5k6ng885n0hvcims1
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx/1.8.1
Date: Fri, 27 Jul 2018 20:34:44 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: keep-alive
X-Powered-By: PHP/5.5.3
Set-Cookie: tokenid=99teum4f1jr2b5cr8idffvjik3; path=/; domain=meshare.com
Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
Pragma: no-cache
{"result":"ok","data":{"id":"12930938","username":"allyouriot","email":"allyouriot@gmail.com","password":"
ae3e02685469d234b49b602b67cbed2b","create_time":"1532124888","firstname":"john","lastname":"smoth","nickna
me":"allyouriot2","photoid":"","gender":"0","birthday":"2017-09-12","country":"United
States","location_level1":"","location_level2":"","location_level3":"","zip_code":null,"showdevice":"0","a
bout":"","timestamp1":"1532723626560","timestamp2":"1532723626560","flag":"1","account_id":"","account_typ
e":"0","photo_url":"","phone_number":null,"phone_region":null,"company_id":"0","platform":"2","own_idc":"1
"},"addition":""}

Formatting the data so that it is more readable shows the following.
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{
"result":"ok",
"data":{
"id":"12930938",
"username":"allyouriot",
"email":"allyouriot@gmail.com",
"password":"ae3e02685469d234b49b602b67cbed2b",
"create_time":"1532124888",
"firstname":"john",
"lastname":"smoth",
"nickname":"allyouriot2",
"photoid":"",
"gender":"0",
"birthday":"2017-09-12",
"country":"United States",
"location_level1":"",
"location_level2":"",
"location_level3":"",
"zip_code":null,
"showdevice":"0",
"about":"",
"timestamp1":"1532723626560",
"timestamp2":"1532723626560",
"flag":"1",
"account_id":"",
"account_type":"0",
"photo_url":"",
"phone_number":null,
"phone_region":null,
"company_id":"0",
"platform":"2",
"own_idc":"1"
},
"addition":""
}

The above example includes a password field for the email address allyouriot@gmail.com,
which is the email that was used to register and sign into the Zmodo smartphone app for this
assessment.
What is even more revealing about this data is knowing what password we used, we were
able to validate that the password field in the above captured packet is hashed using the
insecure MD5 hashing algorithm. This means that it would be trivial to reverse engineer
passwords in large numbers if we had access to a data store of Zmodo passwords!
We see another example of this data when we changed the password in our Zmodo Android
application.
POST /zmd/user/modifypwd HTTP/1.1
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 121
User-Agent: Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 8.1.0; Nexus 5X Build/OPM4.171019.016.A1)
Host: 12-usrs.myzmodo.com
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
tokenid=i72hr2lfb5k6ng885n0hvcims1&password=0cb38b27f8793eec411548175860100b&oldpassword=ae3e02685469d234b
49b602b67cbed2bHTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Fri, 27 Jul 2018 20:35:15 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
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Connection: close
Vary: Accept-Encoding
X-Powered-By: PHP/5.5.3
Set-Cookie: tokenid=h11qjdd0m4si8q42vh25v5vf23; path=/; domain=meshare.com
Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
Pragma: no-cache
Content-Encoding: gzip
[CONTENT REMOVED]

Here again we see a straight MD5 hashing being used and both the old and new passwords
being revealed. However, we also see something new here, which is the reference to the
domain meshare.com. This appears to be a third-party service used by Zmodo to store data.
While we did not attempt to compromise their platform, it would be interesting to see what
could be done with user credentials and the cookies provided within these messages to
exploit the meshare infrastructure.

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Zmodo application is identified as com.zmodo and we reviewed build number 8.0.0. .
We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture some high-level information about the
application, the results are shown below.
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Figure 38: Results from VirusTotal on Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed in the table
below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Zmodo

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

AUTHENTICATE_ACCOUNTS

Legacy Permission For Old API

Zmodo

BATTERY_STATS

Normal Permission

Zmodo

BLUETOOTH

Normal Permission

Zmodo

BLUETOOTH_ADMIN

Normal Permission

Zmodo

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

DISABLE_KEYGUARD

Normal Permission
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Zmodo

FLASHLIGHT

Normal Permission

Zmodo

GET_ACCOUNTS

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

GET_TASKS

Depreciated

Zmodo

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Zmodo

MANAGE_ACCOUNTS

Legacy Permission For Old API

Zmodo

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Zmodo

READ_CONTACTS

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

READ_SMS

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

READ_SYNC_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Zmodo

READ_SYNC_STATS

Normal Permission

Zmodo

RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED

Normal Permission

Zmodo

RECEIVE_SMS

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

RESTART_PACKAGES

Depreciated

Zmodo

USE_CREDENTIALS

Legacy Permission For Old API

Zmodo

VIBRATE

Normal Permission

Zmodo

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Zmodo

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Zmodo

WRITE_SETTINGS

Signature Permission

Zmodo

WRITE_SYNC_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

This application by far had more permission requirements than any of the other applications.
This expansive set of permissions is a significant cause of alarm. Even more concerning we
see permissions enabled that Google says should NOT be used by third-party developers
AND we see legacy permissions that should not be used anymore. This raises some serious
concerns about the security of this application.
We not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Zmodo application communicates with in some form or fashion.
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As evidenced by the graph, there is a significant number of external communications at play,
to include some hard-coded IP addresses and third-party sites such as sho-ai.com,
meshare,com, sharesdk.cn, polites.com, yimg.com, and mob.com.
While we didn’t have time to verify every domain, we did look at the polites.com and found
that the URL referenced in the application (http://schemas.polites.com/android) is a broken
link and the domain polites.com is now a website for “Jason’s Blog.” Sites like mob.com and
sharesdk.cn appear to be Chinese mobile application support infrastructures used in
applications such as this. Meshare appears to provide a core piece of the functionality for the
application and funlux appears to be related to Meshare.
These connections are confusing at the least and likely concerning, but definitely warrant
further investigation and review.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://10.100.14.35:99
http://10.80.6.30:88/v1/swift
http://192.168.10.1:8087/cgi-bin/output.cgi
http://192.168.10.1:8087/cgi-bin/wlaninfo.cgi
http://api.exc.mob.com:80
http://api.share.mob.com:80
http://api.user.mob.com/login
http://api.user.mob.com/logout
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http://api.user.mob.com/modify
http://c.data.mob.com/v3/cdata
http://devs.data.mob.com:80/dinfo
http://devs.data.mob.com:80/dsign
http://init.sms.mob.com/v2/sdk/init
http://l.mob.com/url/ShareSdkMapping.do
http://l.yimg.com/a/i/us/we/52/
http://m.data.mob.com/v3/cconf
http://schemas.android.com/apk/lib/com.google.android.gms.plus
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://schemas.google.com/AddActivity
http://schemas.google.com/BuyActivity
http://schemas.polites.com/android
http://up.sdk.mob.com
http://up.sharesdk.cn/upload/image
http://www.funlux.com/getfunlux
http://www.funlux.com/privacy-policy/
http://www.funlux.com/terms-of-use/
http://www.google-analytics.com
http://www.meshare.com/getmeshare
http://www.meshare.com/privacy-policy/
http://www.meshare.com/terms-of-services/
http://www.sho-ai.com/
http://www.sho-ai.com/contact.html
http://www.sho-ai.com/privacy-policy.html
http://www.sho-ai.com/terms-of-services.html
http://www.zmodo.com/getzmodo
http://www.zmodo.com/privacypolicy/?utm_source=Android&utm_medium=privacy_policy&utm_campaign=in_app_visit
http://www.zmodo.com/store/?utm_source=Android&utm_medium=store&utm_campaign=in_app_visit
http://www.zmodo.com/terms-ofservices/?utm_source=Android&utm_medium=ToS&utm_campaign=in_app_visit
https://%s:%d/device/recordlist
https://11-APPsShare.myzmodo.com
https://11-alertsfile.myzmodo.com
https://11-alertsmng.myzmodo.com
https://11-appaccess.myzmodo.com
https://11-appsdiscover.myzmodo.com
https://11-appssupport.myzmodo.com
https://11-tasksadddev.myzmodo.com
https://11-usrs.myzmodo.com
https://11-web.myzmodo.com
https://1Z1-DevUpgrade.myzmodo.com
https://1z3-devmng2.myzmodo.com
https://accounts.google.com
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/v2/auth?
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://app.meshare.com
https://devupgrade.meshare.com
https://graph.facebook.com/v2.8
https://graph.facebook.com/v2.8/
https://graph.facebook.com/v2.8/me/feed
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https://graph.facebook.com/v2.8/me/photos
https://misc.meshare.com
https://mobilecrashreporting.googleapis.com/v1/crashes:batchCreate?key=
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://plus.google.com/
https://plus.google.com/share?
https://ssl.google-analytics.com
https://user.funlux.com/app/shop
https://user.funlux.com/app/support
https://user.meshare.com/app/support
https://user.zmodo.com/app/support
https://www.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/dialog/feed?
https://www.facebook.com/dialog/oauth
https://www.google-analytics.com
https://www.google.com
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/plus.login
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/plus.me
https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v4/token
https://www.googleapis.com/plus/v1/people/
https://www.googletagmanager.com
https://www.meshare.com/qrcodeconnection
https://www.meshare.com/store
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Privacy Policy Review
Company

Zmodo

Location

https://www.zmodo.com/privacy-policy/

Named Companies

Zmodo Technology Corporation Ltd.

Zmodo may collect information about how you use our services (including our websites and
applications) by using cookies and similar technologies, and our servers may collect similar
information when you are logged in to the website or application. Depending on the website or
application, this information may be anonymous or it may be associated with you. The personal
information we collect may include:

Types of
Information They
Collect

- contact details, such as your name, title, company/organization name, email address, telephone and
fax numbers, physical address, etc;
information about your company, and job function;
- your email marketing preferences;
- payment information, such as name, billing address and payment card details, including card
number, expiration date and security code, which is collected and stored by our third-party payment
processor on our behalf; we store only the last four digits of your payment card and the expiration
date;
- financial information (including credit card or account information);
- information such as your nationality and country of residence that allows us to determine your
eligibility under export control regulations to receive information about certain technologies;
- information used to customize and facilitate your use of our websites, including login and technical
information;
- inquiries about and orders for our products and services;
- information that assists us in identifying the products and services that best suit your requirements;
- information that assists us in improving our products and services;
- event registration information;
- feedback from you about our websites and our products and services generally; and
- any information as collected pursuant to the description under "information collected automatically"
below.
We may collect the following information, including personal information while you are using Zmodo
Products and Services as defined in Terms of Services, including Zmodo Site, Zmodo Web Services,
Zmodo Mobile Apps, and Zmodo Subscribed Services:
- Setup information and account information you provide, such as your date of birth, gender, email
address and Wi-Fi network information;
- Data from the sensors built into the device, such as motion sensors, temperature sensors, light
sensors, humidity sensors;
- Video and audio signals and data;
- Technical, usage and performance information from the device;
- Shared content.
OTHER
- When you download and use our Services, we automatically collect information on the type of device
you use, operating system version and system and performance information.
- We send you push notifications from time-to-time in order to update you about any events or
promotions that we may be running. If you no longer wish to receive these types of communications,
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you may turn them off at the device level. To ensure you receive proper notifications, we will need to
collect certain information about your device such as operating system and user identification
information.
- We collect your location based information for the purpose of allowing you to share your location
while using the Moments function. We will only share this information with our mapping provider for
the sole purpose of providing you this service. You may opt-out of location based services at any time
by editing the setting at the device level or by emailing us at privacy@zmodo.com
- We use mobile analytics software to allow us to better understand the functionality of our Mobile
Software on your phone. This software may record information such as how often you use the
application, the events that occur within the application, aggregated usage, performance data, and
where the application was downloaded from. We do not link the information we store within the
analytics software to any personally identifiable information you submit within the mobile application.

Zmodo uses the information we collect about you in a number of ways, such as:

How They Use It

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

- Providing you with products and services as well as any support or information you have requested;
- Better understanding how products and services are being used so we can improve them;
- Diagnosing problems in our products and services;
- Sending you business messages such as those related to payments or expiration of your
subscription;
- Sending you information about Zmodo and its controlled subsidiaries and affiliates, such as new
application releases, special offers, and similar information;
- Reducing fraud, software piracy, and protecting our customers as well as Zmodo;
- To administer our services or website (including any searches or requests for information about our
products or services);
- For assessment and analysis of our market, customers, products and services, including asking you
for your opinions on our products and Services and carrying out customer surveys;
- To enable us to monitor, review and improve the products and services which we offer;
- For internal record keeping.

You may opt-out of location based services at any time by editing the setting at the device level or by
emailing us at privacy@zmodo.com
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Who They Share
With

Except as described below, personal information you provide to Zmodo will not be shared outside of
Zmodo and its controlled subsidiaries and affiliates without your permission.
- Disclosure to service providers. Zmodo contracts with other companies to provide services on our
behalf, such as hosting websites, sending out information, processing transactions, and analyzing our
websites. We provide these companies with only those elements of your personal information they
need to deliver those services. These companies and their employees are prohibited from using that
personal information for any other purpose.
- Disclosure to distributors. In responding to a request made by you, we may share your personal
information with companies that distribute our products. In those cases, we provide these companies
with only those elements of your personal information they need to respond to your request, and
these companies and their employees are prohibited from using that personal information for any
other purpose. In some cases, we may seek your permission to share your information with distributors
for marketing purposes other than responding to a request from you. However, we will not share your
information for such marketing purposes unless we have obtained your express consent to do so.
- Disclosure in connection with transactions. In connection with certain transactions, we may disclose
some or all of your personal information to financial institutions, government entities, and shipping
companies or postal services involved in fulfillment.
- Disclosures in connection with acquisitions or divestitures. Circumstances may arise where for
strategic or other business reasons Zmodo decides to sell, buy, merge or otherwise reorganize
businesses in some countries. Such a transaction may involve the disclosure of personal information to
prospective or actual purchasers, or receiving it from sellers. It is Zmodo's practice to seek appropriate
protection for information in these types of transactions.
- Disclosure for other reasons. We may disclose personal information if required in response to lawful
requests by public authorities, including to meet national security or law enforcement requirements, to
do so by law or in the good-faith belief that such action is necessary to comply with legal requirements
or with legal process served on us, to protect and defend our rights or property, or in urgent
circumstances to protect the personal safety of any individual.
- We may also disclose your personal information to any other third party with your prior consent.

How They Protect
Your Information

We are committed to ensure that your Personal Data is kept and stored securely and we maintain
reasonable physical, technical and organizational measures and procedures to safeguard and secure
the information we collect through our Services and our website.
This has been done with a view to preventing unauthorized or unlawful processing of your Personal
Data and accidental, unauthorized or unlawful access, use, processing, copying, alteration, transfer,
loss or destruction of, or damage to your Personal Data. Whilst we have done all of this, and comply
with the standards required by applicable laws, we cannot guarantee that your Personal Data is secure
when submitted or otherwise communicated through insecure means. We protect the security of your
Personal Data by:
- using encryption where appropriate;
- using password protection where appropriate; and
- limiting access to your Personal Data (for example, only our staff or employees who need access to it
for the purposes described in this Privacy Policy will have access to it).
- However, these measures do not release you from taking appropriate steps to keep your Personal
Data safe and secure, in particular by avoiding obvious user ID's or passwords, by changing your
password regularly and by ensuring that you do not disclose your password(s) or grant any other
person access to your user account and your Personal Data.
We endeavor to protect the privacy of your account and other Personal Information we hold in our
records, but we cannot guarantee complete security. Unauthorized entry or use, hardware or software
failure, and other factors, may compromise the security of user information at any time. If you have any
questions about the security of your personal information, you can contact us at privacy@zmodo.com.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent
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Given our findings on this device in conjunction with the details from their privacy policy, we
are even more concerned about this device. First, they clearly collect a large amount of
information from their users and the clearly state that they pretty much will share your
information with anyone they choose to. This statement in particular is almost laughably
broad “Disclosure to service providers. Zmodo contracts with other companies to provide
services on our behalf, such as hosting websites, sending out information, processing
transactions, and analyzing our websites. We provide these companies with only those
elements of your personal information they need to deliver those services. These companies
and their employees are prohibited from using that personal information for any other
purpose.” Now, we are not lawyers, but we read this to state that they can share personal
information with anyone they are working with and they will decide what they should share or
not. Because they are disclosing this, you don’t get a choice.
Further, they also have a brief section on security, which on the surface is a good thing, but
they state that they protect information by the following means:
•
•
•

using encryption where appropriate
using password protection where appropriate; and
limiting access to your Personal Data (for example, only our staff or employees who
need access to it)

Based on our findings, the encryption is not secure, passwords are sent over those unsecure
connections and are stored in unsecure hashing algorithms, and due to these weaknesses,
they cannot limit access to your information to anyone.

Summary
The Zmodo device was certainly the least secure and most concerning device reviewed in
this study for a number of reasons. Our key findings for this device are as follows:
1. The ownership of this company raises concerns. While all of the myzmodo
infrastructure is US-based, the headquarters is in China as is their main mail server.
This makes us wonder if the US-based location is only to try to convince retailers that
there is nothing to be concerned about.
2. There are strange communications on odd ports. We saw non-standard ports
being used for communications and those communications were sending encrypted
content. It is unclear why this is needed
3. All encrypted communications were susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks.
All communications sent over port 443 from both the device and the Android
application as encrypted web communications did not verify SSL certificates. This
means all personal information to and from the device is at risk. It is also unlikely that
neither the device nor the Android application has ever been subject to a security
audit.
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4. Anyone could intercept video or images from this device. Given the weakness of
the encryption, anyone with a little bit of effort could capture both pictures and video
from this device.
5. The Android Application has very concerning permissions. There are very strange
permissions granted to the Android application that warrant further review. The types
and volumes of permissions were not normal given the other devices we tested.
6. Their privacy policy is broad and concerning. Given the volume of information they
collect, the lack of security protection, and the broad nature of their privacy statement,
we are highly concerned about the personal information and privacy of anyone using
a Zmodo device.
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Vivitar IPC-113 Wide Angle WiFi Camera (IPC113-WHT)
Overview
We tested on device with the brand Vivitar: a Smart Security
camera. This device is available off-the-shelf at Walmart
among other places. This device required the Vivitar Smart
Home Security smartphone application developed by Sakar
International Inc.

Vivitar IPC-113 Wide Angle WiFi Camera
Name
Smart Security Camera
Brand
Vivitar
Model Number
IPC113-WHT
IP Address
10.10.86.213
Device Type
Camera
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Shenzhen Bilian Electronic Co. LTD
Android App Name
Vivitar Smart Home Security
Android App Developer
Sakar International, Inc.

Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI) lookup
on the MAC address of the device, the Vivitar camera
hardware is manufactured by Shenzhen Bilian Electronic Co. LTD.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block

Figure 39: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see, this device communicates with a significant number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Alibaba Technology Co in China. The activity
associated with Amazon, as evidenced by traffic to the IP Address 54.213.230.177 as an
example, is spread across a number of ports and protocols with a heavy focus on 1021. It is
not immediately obvious what is been sent on this port, but it appears to be related to
command and control of the device.

And this.

Looking at one of the Alibaba IP addresses, we see it geolocates to San Mateo, CA, but it is
registered to Alibaba, a Chinese company. The San Mateo location appears to make sense
given they have a U.S. Office in San Mateo.
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From a traffic perspective, we see a good spread of communications across ports to a single
server from this device.

Looking specifically at the DNS traffic, we see traffic that looks like the traffic we are seeing on
other ports, and WireShark calls it out as a “Malformed Packet.”

However, on the surface it looks similar to the traffic we saw going to the server on AWS.
We are not sure as to why they use both AWS and Alibaba servers for the management of this
device, but that appears to be the case.
A quick look into the infrastructure related to Vivitar by looking at the domain vivitar.com
reveals five domains all tied to the same IP address.
NS.VIVITAR.COM

207.126.55.162

NS2.VIVITAR.COM

207.126.55.162

VIVITAR.COM

207.126.55.162

WWW.VIVITAR.COM

207.126.55.162

MAIL.VIVITAR.COM

207.126.55.162
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This IP address, is owned by Project Management, Inc. in Kansas City, MO, but the domain
has registered through a proxy since 2011, at which time it was registered by Sakar
International, Inc. Sakar is based in New Jersey which happens to be the same company as
that which developed the Android Application. There are a number of other domains that
also resolve to that IP address, to include:
•
•
•

PRONGMOBILE.COM
CAMELIOTABLET.COM
SAKARHELP.COM

According to the Vivitar website, the brand Vivitar was acquired by Sakar International in
2008 and according to the Sakar International website, “Sakar is headquartered in Edison,
New Jersey, with additional offices in the United Kingdom, Canada, Latin America, Hong
Kong and China.” Even with this mention, there is not an obvious link to Alibaba, and the
reason for their use of Alibaba infrastructure warrants further investigation
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 40: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.
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Figure 41: Count of communications from all devices over test period

As we can see, this device was very quiet compared to the other devices on the network.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
20
21
23
25
53
67
80
99
110
123
123
143
161
161
162
170
179
443
443
554
873

Protocol
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
tcp
udp
udp
tcp
udp
udp
udp
udp
tcp
udp
udp
udp
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992
993
998
1021
1021
1053
1053
1054
1055
41

udp
udp
udp
tcp
udp
tcp
udp
udp
udp
ports

The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the
ports associated with those communications.

Figure 42: Communications by port number and external hosts

As shown above, a majority of the communications for this device occurred on port 1021 with
the IP address 54.213.230.177 which happens to be the Amazon web server mentioned
earlier.
Based on our findings we can only assume that Vivitar is simply using a block of ports to
manage all command and control communications using similar protocols. One reason for
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doing this could be to have a flexible enough infrastructure to get through firewall blocking
rules, however why these communications do not just flow over port 443 is unclear.
We were unable to gain visibility into these communications given the limited time we had for
analysis.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed four open ports on this device, ports 23, 80, 554, and 8001.

The detailed results of the scan are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.213
Host is up (0.0044s latency).
Not shown: 996 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
23/tcp
open telnet
| fingerprint-strings:
|
GenericLines:
|
CAMERA login:
|
CAMERA login: IP CAMERA login:
|
GetRequest:
|
HTTP/1.0
|
CAMERA login:
|
Help:
|
HELP
|
CAMERA login:
|
NCP:
|
DmdT^@^@^@
|
^@^@^@^A^@^@^@^@^@
|
NULL:
|
CAMERA login:
|
RPCCheck:
|
^@^@(r
|
SIPOptions:
|
OPTIONS sip:nm SIP/2.0
|
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP nm;branch=foo
|
From: &lt;sip:nm@nm&gt;;tag=root
|
&lt;sip:nm2@nm2&gt;
|
Call-ID: 50000
|
CSeq: 42 OPTIONS
|
Max-Forwards: 70
|
Content-Length: 0
|
Contact: &lt;sip:nm@nm&gt;
|
Accept: application/sdp
|
CAMERA login:
|
tn3270:
|
^@IBM-3279-4-E
|_
^YIP CAMERA login:
80/tcp
open tcpwrapped
| http-methods:
|_ Supported Methods: GET HEAD POST OPTIONS
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|_http-title: Did not follow redirect to http://10.10.86.213:8001/
554/tcp open rtsp
| fingerprint-strings:
|
FourOhFourRequest:
|
HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:50 GMT
|
Content-Length: 12
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=IPCamera
|
Unauthorized
|
GetRequest:
|
HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:40 GMT
|
Content-Length: 12
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=IPCamera
|
Unauthorized
|
HTTPOptions:
|
HTTP/1.1 405 Method Not Allowed
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:45 GMT
|
Content-Length: 18
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
Method Not Allowed
|
RTSPRequest:
|_
RTSP/1.0 401 Unauthorized
|_rtsp-methods: ERROR: Script execution failed (use -d to debug)
8001/tcp open rtsp
| fingerprint-strings:
|
FourOhFourRequest:
|
HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:45 GMT
|
Content-Length: 12
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=IPCamera
|
Unauthorized
|
GetRequest:
|
HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:40 GMT
|
Content-Length: 12
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=IPCamera
|
Unauthorized
|
HTTPOptions:
|
HTTP/1.1 405 Method Not Allowed
|
Server: TAS-Tech IPCam
|
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 118 17:04:50 GMT
|
Content-Length: 18
|
Cache-Control: no-cache
|
Method Not Allowed
|
RTSPRequest:
|_
RTSP/1.0 401 Unauthorized
|_rtsp-methods: ERROR: Script execution failed (use -d to debug)

The telnet service identified by Nmap is a well-known insecure protocol for remote
management. The rtsp service identified by Nmap is the Real-Time Streaming Protocol,
which allows media players and video recorders to directly connect to and stream video from
the camera.
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Starting with port 23, we discovered it is easy to access this port with a simple telnet client
and we are greeted with a login prompt as shown below.

We did try default passwords such as admin:admin and root:root for access, with no success.
Rather than waste time trying to brute force this account, we will just flag the fact that this
camera likely has default credentials that could be discovered with some additional work.
Accessing port 80 triggers a redirect to port 8001, which asks for a login.

The most obvious credentials didn’t work here again, which is a good thing.
When trying to access port 554 we receive the same sign in prompt as port 8001 and again
the default passwords we tried did not work.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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Similar to the port communication findings, we see that this infrastructure is incredibly noisy.
The servers that this device communicate with have a very large number of ports open and
we can only assume that this complexity could create security risks. This is far and away the
most unique of the infrastructures we observed within this study.
Looking at just one of the IP addresses in this set, an Alibaba IP Address, we see the results of
the NMap scan as follows.
Nmap scan report for 47.88.15.235
Host is up (0.072s latency).
Not shown: 991 closed ports
PORT
STATE
SERVICE
22/tcp
filtered ssh
80/tcp
open
http
81/tcp
open
hosts2-ns
443/tcp open
https
1052/tcp open
ddt
1053/tcp open
remote-as
1054/tcp open
brvread
2048/tcp open
dls-monitor
8080/tcp open
http-proxy

This is about as far as we were able to go within the context of this report, but it is intriguing
to see this infrastructure as such an outlier.
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Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
While we did not intercept any communications coming from the device (mostly because
encrypted web traffic was not heavily utilized), we did intercept one type communication
numerous times from the Android Application.
These communications were with the Alibaba-related server 198.11.168.174. The text below
shows the content of these communications.
POST /v5/push?client_id=68d13e195c92240f0fbe728004a08360&token=3.1923f14c60d512ff63da23ac2845915c HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 209
Host: 198.11.168.174
Connection: Keep-Alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip
User-Agent: okhttp/3.8.1
{"body":{"location":"","phone_type":"google","supported_platform":[1,3]},"dana_time":1532787108907,"app_di
d":"fbd64e4d6381c8af00c5725e25e62e54","cmd":"SelectPushPlatform","page":0,"page_size":0,"request_id":0}HTT
P/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sat, 28 Jul 2018 14:11:46 GMT
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: 132
Connection: keep-alive
X-Kong-Upstream-Latency: 41
X-Kong-Proxy-Latency: 0
Via: kong/0.10.1
{
"body": {
"use_platform": [
"1",
"2"
]
},
"code": 0,
"code_msg": "",
"count": 1,
"request_id": 0
}

While not much can be gleaned from these communications we do see that they are using a
platform known as Kong, which enables microservices, as part of their infrastructure. It is
strange that of all the communications from this device that only these messages were
intercepted. We can only assume that this was a recent add on to the platform, but had to be
implemented over port 443 for some reason.
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Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Vivitar Smart Home Security Application is identified as itdim.shsm and the Android
Manifest file did not have a build number included. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal
to capture some high-level information about the application, the results are shown below.

Figure 43: Results from VirusTotal on Application
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Interestingly enough, one of the virus scanner engines detected a trojan in this file, but we
have to assume this is a false positive. However, this was the only application of the group we
reviewed where this occurred.

This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed in the table
below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Vivitar

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

BLUETOOTH

Normal Permission

Vivitar

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

GET_ACCOUNTS

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Vivitar

MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Vivitar

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Vivitar

READ_CONTACTS

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

READ_LOGS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Vivitar

READ_PHONE_STATE

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Vivitar

SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW

Special Permission

Vivitar

VIBRATE

Normal Permission

Vivitar

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Vivitar

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission
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As shown by the table above, there are a number of very concerning privileges in use here,
including a number of permissions that are not for use by 3rd party applications. Further this
device also gains access to fine location details and has the ability to record audio, read
contacts, external storage, and write to external storage. These permissions are a serious
concern for this Android application.
We did not find any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Vivitar application communicates with in some form or fashion.

As evidenced by the graph, the Vivitar application is second only to the Geeni application
with respect to third party domains and certainly communications with a number of domains
worth further investigation to include communications with the Alibaba cloud (aliyuncs.com),
qq.com, baidu.com, hicloud.com, ictun.com, huawei.com, and airtakeapp.com to name a
few. Interestingly enough, while this device does not appear to be directly related to the
Merkury devices, it may share some commonalities with those devices with respect to the
infrastructure utilized. This is revealed by the domains airtakeapp.com and, which appears to
be related to the IoT Platform provider Tuya.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
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URL
http://10.0.2.2:3000/
http://10.95.41.15:8080
http://112.74.15.239:443/query
http://198.11.172.169:443/query
http://54.93.73.119:443/query
http://58.96.174.209:443/query
http://a.gw.airtakeapp.com/gw.json
http://a.gw.getairtake.com/gw.json
http://danale_pay_wap/?action_status=
http://default/default/
http://m.baidu.com
http://mns.aliyuncs.com/doc/v1
http://open.weixin.qq.com/connect/sdk/qrconnect?appid=%s&noncestr=%s&timestamp=%s&scope=%s&signature=%s
http://pingma.qq.com:80/mstat/report
http://play.google.com/store/apps/category/GAME
http://resolver.msg.xiaomi.net/psc/?t=a
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://vivitar.com/
http://www.sakar-software.com/manuals/smhsmanual.html
http://xmlpull.org/v1/doc/features.html#process-namespaces
https://120.25.129.41/query
https://47.88.66.93/query
https://47.89.2.5/query
https://a1.mb.airtakeapp.com/api.json
https://a1.mb.getairtake.com/api.json
https://api-m.paypal.com/v1/
https://api-m.sandbox.paypal.com/v1/
https://api.braintreegateway.com/
https://api.paypal.com/v1/tracking/events
https://api.sandbox.braintreegateway.com/
https://api.tuisong.baidu.com/rest/3.0/clientfile/updatesdkconfig
https://api.tuisong.baidu.com/rest/3.0/oem/upload_unbind_oem
https://app-dns-eu.ictun.com/query
https://app-dns-hk.ictun.com/query
https://app-dns-sz.ictun.com/query
https://app-dns-us1.ictun.com/query
https://app-dns.ictun.com/query
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://app.nexshome.com/
https://b.stats.paypal.com/counter.cgi?p=
https://cms.paypal.com/jp/cgi-bin/marketingweb?cmd=_render-content&content_ID=ua/Legal_Hub_full&locale.x=en_US
https://cms.paypal.com/jp/cgi-bin/marketingweb?cmd=_render-content&content_ID=ua/Legal_Hub_full&locale.x=ja_JP
https://default/
https://devices.whatie.net/device/appDevice/getAppDeviceList
https://devices.whatie.net/device/appDevice/getHomeDeviceList
https://devices.whatie.net/device/appDevice/getRoomDeviceList
https://devices.whatie.net/device/appDevice/getSharedDeviceList
https://devices.whatie.net/device/productType/getProductTypePageByApp
https://e.crashlytics.com/spi/v2/events
https://files.whatie.net/server/server/customer/updateCustomerPortrait
https://files.whatie.net/server/server/feedback/addFeedback
https://hack.tuisong.baidu.com/statistics/msg_ack
https://hack.tuisong.baidu.com/statistics/msg_action
https://hack.tuisong.baidu.com/statistics/xiaomi/msg_ack
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https://hack.tuisong.baidu.com/statistics/xiaomi/msg_action
https://lbsonline.pushct.baidu.com/lbsupload
https://license.eapil.com:7080/AccessCenter/sdk/action
https://license.eapil.com:7080/AccessCenter/sdk/adaptor/
https://license.eapil.com:7080/AccessCenter/sdk/licenseVerify
https://long.open.weixin.qq.com/connect/l/qrconnect?f=json&uuid=%s
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/clock/addClock
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/clock/deleteClock
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/clock/editClock
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/clock/editClockStatus
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/clock/gainClockList
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/device/editDeviceByDevId
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/device/unbindOfflineDevice
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/netConfig/applyConfigureToken
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/addScene
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/deleteFailedDevice
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/deleteScene
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/getSceneDevices
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/getScenes
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/resetFailedDevice
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/updateScene
https://msg.whatie.net/mqtt/scene/updateSceneStatus
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=%1$s&rdid=%1$s&rdot=%2$d
https://plus.google.com/
https://plus.google.com/%s/about
https://query.hicloud.com/hwid/v2/CheckEx.action
https://settings.crashlytics.com/spi/v2/platforms/android/apps/%s/settings
https://statsonline.pushct.baidu.com/pushlog_special
https://svcs.paypal.com/AccessControl/LogRiskMetadata
https://uri.paypal.com/services/expresscheckout
https://uri.paypal.com/services/loyalty/memberships/update
https://uri.paypal.com/services/mis/customer
https://uri.paypal.com/services/payments/basic
https://uri.paypal.com/services/payments/funding-options
https://uri.paypal.com/services/payments/futurepayments
https://uri.paypal.com/services/paypalattributes
https://uri.paypal.com/services/pos/payments
https://uri.paypal.com/services/wallet/financial-instruments/view
https://uri.paypal.com/services/wallet/money-request/requests
https://uri.paypal.com/services/wallet/sendmoney
https://users.whatie.net/server/appVersion/getLastedVersion
https://users.whatie.net/server/customer/getCustomerInfo
https://users.whatie.net/server/customer/updateCustomerName
https://users.whatie.net/server/defaultPicture/getDefaultPictureList
https://users.whatie.net/server/device/shareDeviceByApp
https://users.whatie.net/server/device/shareDeviceByEmail
https://users.whatie.net/server/device/unbindDevice
https://users.whatie.net/server/feedback/addFeedback
https://users.whatie.net/server/feedback/getFeedbacks
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/addHome
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/editHomeName
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/exitHome
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/getUserHomeList
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/member/addMember
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https://users.whatie.net/server/home/member/deleteMember
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/member/getMemberList
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/member/transferAdmin
https://users.whatie.net/server/home/transferHome
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/addCustomer
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/checkVerifyCode
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/customerLogin
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/customerLogout
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/customerSetPassword
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/sendVerifyCodeToCustomer
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/sendVerifyCodeToCustomerRe
https://users.whatie.net/server/login/setPasswordByOldPassword
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/addRoom
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/addRoomDeviceByDefault
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/deleteRoom
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/getCustomerRoomVoList
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/getRoom
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/getRoomList
https://users.whatie.net/server/room/updateRoom
https://www.google.com
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games_lite
https://www.huawei.com/auth/account/base.profile
https://www.huawei.com/auth/sns/friends.account
https://www.huawei.com/auth/sns/read
https://www.huawei.com/auth/sns/write
https://www.paypal.com
https://www.paypal.com/%s/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_account-recovery&from=%s&locale.x=%s
https://www.paypal.com/%s/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=p/gen/ua/policy_privacy-outside
https://www.paypal.com/%s/webapps/mpp/ua/useragreement-full
https://www.paypal.com/signup/account?country.x=%s&locale.x=%s
https://www.paypal.com/webapps/accountrecovery/passwordrecovery
https://www.paypal.jp/jp/contents/regulation/info/overseas-remittance/
https://www.paypalobjects.com/webstatic/otc/otc-config.android.json
https://www.paypalobjects.com/webstatic/risk/dyson_config_android_v3.json

What is most concerning about these results are the connections to organizations such as
Huawei, ictun.com, Baidu, and QQ. There is no obvious connection with this company to
China, however it has all of the fingerprints of a Chinese company given the urls observed. To
go one step further, when we were looking at the results in VirusTotal, we noticed that there
were actions within the Android app named “Tuya.” We show this information below, but
this causes us to think that there is a good likelihood this device is also partially using the
Tuya platform that is being used by the Merkury devices.
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Figure 44: Intent filters for the Android application as shown by VirusTotal

Privacy Policy Review
Company

Vivitar

Location

http://www.vivitar.com/privacy%20policy

Named Companies

None

Types of Information
They Collect

- The “personal data” used in this regulation refers to information that can be used to identify you.
- It is not subject to your own permission or mandatory regulations in accordance with relevant laws
and regulations.
- When you register on the company's website and use our services, we will ask you to set your email
address and password to identify you in order to use it if you lose your password.
- When you sign up for this account, you should provide your company with your email address. You
can also choose to fill in relevant additional information (including but not limited to your company's
province and city, time zone and zip code, real name, etc.).

How They Use It

The company does not [sic] You will voluntarily dispose of your personal data or disclose it to third
parties.

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

Silent

Who They Share
With

- As part of its normal operating procedures without the user's permission, the company promises not
to disclose or provide information to third parties.
- When a government agency requires the company to disclose personal information in accordance
with legal procedures, the company will provide personal information according to the requirements
of law enforcement agencies or for public safety purposes. In the event of any disclosure in this case,
the company will not assume any responsibility.
- However, we reserve the right to carry out additional processing in certain circumstances within the
scope permitted or required by law, or in order to cooperate with judicial or criminal investigations.

How They Protect
Your Information

- If you disclose your password, you may lose your personally identifiable information and may result in
legal consequences for you.
- If the account or password is potentially or practically dangerous for any reason, you should
immediately contact the company. The company will not be responsible for any action before the
company takes action.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent
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The privacy policy for Vivitar was the most bizarre and brief of all of the privacy statements we
reviewed. Further, this privacy statement also included bizarre spelling mistakes such as this
sentence, “The company does not [sic] You will voluntarily dispose of your personal data or
disclose it to third parties.”
Given the other findings on this device, we have a high level of concern associated with this
device and the protection of the privacy and security of its users.

Summary
The Vivitar device was certainly one of the most confusing devices we reviewed in this study.
Based on our analysis, we have the following key findings:
1) Further investigation should be performed on the connections of this company
to Chinese companies. We certainly recognized the brand name and had high
hopes for this device given that brand recognition. However, we quickly found out
that this brand is no longer connected to the previous company after the 2008
acquisition. It is now owned by a company with no obvious ties to China, yet the
software and communications have a number of ties to Chinese companies to include
Alibaba, Huawei, and Baidu. We are suspicious, but not confident that this is another
device that is utilizing the Tuya platform.
2) The strange nature of communications from the device and the Android
application warrants further study. We were certainly surprised to see the broad
swath of ports that the Vivitar device communicated on, but not using the specific
protocols. For example, using port 53, which is typically reserved for DNS traffic for
command and control is definitely abnormal. Further, the servers that this device
communicated with had a very large number of open ports, causing further confusing.
3) We had limited success on man-in-the-middle attack, but. While we only
intercepted one form of communication, it certainly causes concern. We can only
assume that this communication is related to a new feature that was added to the
camera, one which required communication on port 443. The fact that SSL certificate
verification was not implemented is just strange.
4) Most communications are encrypted. Even though the device makes use of
traditional encryption channels, all of the communications to the Alibaba and Amazon
servers appear to be at least sending encrypted messages. This prevents us from
having any visibility into what is being communicated back and forth.
5) Their privacy policy is, ahem, unique. While most companies had relatively robust
privacy policies, Vivitar’s policy is short and awkward. From our perspective this is not
a good sign.
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Guardzilla GZ502B All-In-One Video Security System
(GZ502B)
Overview
We tested one (1) Practecol device: a security camera.
This device required the Guardzilla smartphone
application developed by Guardzilla.
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the Guardzilla
camera hardware is manufactured by Shenzhen Bilian
Electronic Co. LTD.

Guardzilla All-In-One Video Security System
Name
Guardzilla
Brand
Practecol
Model Number
GZ502B
IP Address
10.10.86.212
Device Type
Security System
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
Shenzhen Bilian Electronic Co. LTD
Android App Name
Guardzilla
Android App Developer
Guardzilla

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 45: Overview of network traffic from this device

As we can see, this device communicates with a significant number of unique IP addresses,
however only about half of the activity was related to Amazon Web Services. We also see a
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number of connections to Chinese-based IPs such as Chinanet, Alibaba, and the IP assigned
to the group No.31, Jin-rong Street. When compared with other devices reviewed, the
variety of communications to and from this device are much more diverse and therefore
concerning.
Looking at one of these communications associated with the IP Address 122.226.84.253 in
Dark Cubed, we see a relatively small number of outbound communications on an unknown
UDP port 10240.

Looking at the packet capture for these communications, we see it appears to be a small
encrypted message from the camera to the server.

Another one of the IP addresses, 114.215.137.159, which is related to Alibaba shows slightly
more activity, but again these communications are encrypted. Interestingly enough, we also
saw the Android Device and the Merkury camera communicating to this same IP address
which raises questions about the relationship between Merkury, Guardzilla, and Alibaba.
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Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 46: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.
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Figure 47: Count of communications from all devices over test period

As we can see, this device was by far the most “chatty” of all of the devices, however upon
further analysis, we see that most of this noise is related to a design decision by the company
to have the camera send very small thumbnail images on a routine basis to Amazon S3 and
then load those images in the Android application on the phone so that the user has up-todate images on activity. There were no other anomalies in the network traffic for this device
worth discussing.
Inspecting unencrypted HTTP traffic a little further, it looks like the Guardzilla device is
programmed to *raise* alarms via HTTP. This means it could (potentially) be pretty easy to
generate false alarms for devices.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80
123
443
1042
9462
10001,
10002, +

Protocol
udp
tcp
udp
tcp
udp
udp
udp

Purpose
Domain Name System (DNS)
Unencrypted Web Traffic (HTTP)
Network Time Protocol (NTP)
Encrypted Web Traffic (HTTPS)
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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268 other
ports

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 123 (NTP) and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections.
The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the
ports associated with those communications.

Figure 48: Communications by port number and external hosts

As revealed above most traffic is related to DNS on port 53 and then Encrypted HTTP traffic
on 443. We also see unencrypted network traffic on port 80 to a single IP address.
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The exceptionally large number of additional high numbered ports are not expected, but that
doesn't mean they're not necessary (or malicious). Looking at packet capture data acquired
by the Dark Cubed platform for some of the higher numbered ports results in packets that
look similar to the following:
Follow: udp,hex
Filter: udp.stream eq 0
Node 0: 10.10.86.212:58491
Node 1: 68.34.192.9:1042
00000000 51 cd 92 6c 40 d1
00000010 fa 0d d9 ad 75 b5
00000020 f5 84 33 50 59 5e
00000028 51 cd 92 6c 40 d1
00000038 fa 0d d9 ad 75 b5
00000048 f5 84 33 50 59 5e
00000050 4e 6d 9d 8c 40 d1
00000060 fa 0d d9 ad 75 b5
00000070 72 59 50 33 84 5e

40
75
5e
40
75
5e
40
75
5e

ca
6f
72
ca
6f
72
ca
6f
f5

2d 2d 28 2d c0 e7 ca d8
68 94 cc b8 d5 b3 6e 9d

Follow: udp,hex
Filter: udp.stream eq 0
Node 0: 10.10.86.212:45768
Node 1: 18.217.69.212:10002
00000000 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1
00000010 fa 0d d9 ad 75 b5
00000020 0e 8b 8d 2c 94 d0
00000030 6f 6e 9d cc 42 f1
00000040 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000050 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000060 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000070 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000080 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000090 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000A0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000B0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000C0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000D0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000E0 6e 2e ad 83 40 d2
000000F0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000100 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000110 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000000 7e 2a 9d ec 40 d0
00000010 fa 0d d9 ad 75 b5
00000020 fa ed 97 0c 70 d1
00000030 6f 6e 9d cc 42 f1
00000040 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000050 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000060 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000070 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000080 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000090 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000A0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000B0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000C0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000D0 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000E0 6e 2e ad 83 40 d2

40
75
40
6d
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
10
40
40
40
40
75
40
6d
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
10

ca
6f
ca
40
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
6f
ca
40
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca
ca

--(-....
h.....n.

2d 2d 28 2d 80 e7 ca d8
68 94 cc b8 d5 b3 6e 9d
52 a6 1b a1

Q..l@.@.
....u.uo
..3PY^^r
Q..l@.@.
....u.uo
..3PY^^r
Nm..@.@.
....u.uo
rYP3.^^.

2d
68
3e
2d
37
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
37
2d
2d
2d
68
3e
2d
37
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d

>/..@.@.
....u.uo
...,..@.
on..B.m@
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@...
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
~*..@.@.
....u.uo
....p.@.
on..B.m@
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@.@.
n...@...

--(-@...
h.....n.
>.;.l.A.
-m(....
7...@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
7..-@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
--(-@...
h.....n.
>.;.l.A.
-m(....
7...@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...
-m(.@...

2d 2d 28 2d c0 e7 ca d8
68 94 cc b8 d5 b3 6e 9d

2d
94
7f
6d
ed
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
ed
6d
6d
2d
94
7f
6d
ed
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d
6d

28
cc
3b
28
bc
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
b2
28
28
28
cc
3b
28
bc
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

2d
b8
1f
0c
cf
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
2d
0c
0c
2d
b8
1f
0c
cf
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c
0c

40
d5
6c
60
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
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While we did not dig deeper into this analysis, we did recognize that the appearance of this
data in its encrypted form is similar to some of the encrypted traffic we observed coming
from the Merkury camera, raising questions about the purpose of these communications and
the content.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one port open on the device: TCP Port 23.

The telnet service identified by Nmap is a well-known insecure protocol for remote
management.
Using a telnet client we were able to access this port as expected, however the default
passwords we attempted did not work.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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In addition to the normal ports 53, 80, and 443 for DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and
encrypted web traffic respectfully, we see a few other ports open. The 10001 port
corresponds to the traffic we observed from the device and ports 8000 and 8080 are likely
also web server ports. Finally, we see port 22 for SSH open.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device. The Guardzilla was not validating server certificates, so we
were able to inspect traffic it was sending over port 443 (HTTPS).
We were able to intercept the uploading of binary files to AWS S3 with filenames like
vframe_xx_yy.zzzzz.bin, and while we didn't dig too deep into what these binary files were,
we suspect they're likely video snippets from the camera. We did note that in the message,
the reference “server side encryption” so it is likely they are implementing encryption at rest
for these files.
PUT /NZNWYTYZCC94SAVZ111A/201808010935/vframe_10_53.029993.bin HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (Compatible; s3; libs3 2.0; Linux armv5tel)
Host: motion-detection.s3.amazonaws.com
Accept: */*
Content-Length: 628116
Authorization: AWS AKIAJQDP34RKL7GGV7OQ:6CgK8XY/XRepGLGlgKyL7iMWM3s=
x-amz-server-side-encryption: AES256
x-amz-date: Wed, 01 Aug 2018 13:36:08 GMT
Expect: 100-continue
HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
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[CONTENT REMOVED]
x-amz-id-2: li2GuyktwDXhGkCTpiAkp3osVLD7CcPO8Ahkdi6dvhSqoKV1QXAKp5n0xBgwGjP1ZrvW4aKoi0w=
x-amz-request-id: 3B158E7BB3E7CDC3
Date: Wed, 01 Aug 2018 13:36:09 GMT
x-amz-expiration: expiry-date="Sat, 01 Sep 2018 00:00:00 GMT", rule-id="30 Day Cleanup"
x-amz-server-side-encryption: AES256
ETag: "8e2a0205df56a6a87b32e8fcdda7d735"
Content-Length: 0
Server: AmazonS3

Another communication intercepted appear to be related to logging security events
processed by the device.
GET /apns/apns.php?cmd=raise_event&uid=NZNWYTYZCC94SAVZ111A&event_type=1&event_time=1533171560 HTTP/1.1
Host: 54.68.243.114
Connection: keep-alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/536.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/19.0.1084.52
Safari/536.5
Accept: */*
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate,sdch
Accept-Language: zh-TW,zh;q=0.8,en-US;q=0.6,en;q=0.4
Accept-Charset: Big5,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.3
Pragma: no-cache
Cache-Control: no-cache
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2018 00:59:21 GMT
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: 6
Connection: keep-alive
Cache-Control: no-cache
Pragma: no-cache
Expires: -1
x-frame-options: DENY
x-content-type-options: nosniff
x-xss-protection: 1; mode=block
Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'self'; script-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline' 'unsafe-eval'
https://ssl.google-analytics.com https://assets.zendesk.com https://connect.facebook.net; img-src 'self'
https://ssl.google-analytics.com https://s-static.ak.facebook.com https://assets.zendesk.com; style-src
'self' 'unsafe-inline' https://fonts.googleapis.com https://assets.zendesk.com; font-src 'self'
https://themes.googleusercontent.com; frame-src https://assets.zendesk.com https://www.facebook.com
https://s-static.ak.facebook.com https://tautt.zendesk.com; object-src 'none'
X-Permitted-Cross-Domain-Policies: master-only
"true"

What we did find interesting here was that by posting the URL
discovered in this connection in our browser with a recent timestamp, we
were able to trigger a motion alarm on the Android application, even
though the camera was unplugged. This is concerning as it means that
anyone with a little information could at least trigger alarms on the
Guardzilla device. It also speaks to other potential weaknesses in the
system that may be able to be exploited by an attacker.
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Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The Guardzilla Application is identified as com.practecol.guardzilla2 and the Android
Manifest file did not have a build number. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture
some high-level information about the application, the results are shown below.

Figure 49: Results from VirusTotal on Application
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This application required a number of permissions for operation as shown in the table below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Guardzilla

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

BLUETOOTH

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

BLUETOOTH_ADMIN

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

BLUETOOTH_PRIVILEGED

Not Available to 3rd Party Applications

Guardzilla

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

GET_ACCOUNTS

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

GET_TASKS

Depreciated

Guardzilla

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Guardzilla

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

READ_LOGS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Guardzilla

READ_PHONE_STATE

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Guardzilla

VIBRATE

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Guardzilla

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

What is even more concerning is we found evidence of what is likely a back-end infrastructure
password hardcoded within their Android application. While we did not test this password or
attempt to access Guardzilla’s infrastructure, we have a high level of confidence that a
malicious attacker might be able to access sensitive information with this password. We have
decided to leave the password and the location within the Android application out of this
report to prevent others from using this for malicious means.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Guardzilla application communicates with in some form or
fashion.
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As evidenced by the above graph, the number of domains in the Guardzilla app are
surprisingly small and limited to guardzilla.com, Android.com and a hardcoded IP address.
Further details are provided by looking at the URLs referenced.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://52.42.235.244/
http://52.42.235.244/extend_promo_template.html
http://52.42.235.244/fcc_compliance.html
http://52.42.235.244/go360promo/go360_promo.html
http://52.42.235.244/gz_extras_template_new_android.html
http://52.42.235.244/ioc_%s.bin
http://52.42.235.244/ioc_0_2_0_3.bin
http://52.42.235.244/maas_cloud_services_template.html
http://52.42.235.244/new_user_help_template_android.html
http://52.42.235.244/sms_cloud_services_template.html
http://52.42.235.244/store/cloud/video_services_template_android.html
http://52.42.235.244/store/setup/video_services_template_android.html
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://www.guardzilla.com/legal/
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://apps-test.guardzilla.com/api/
https://apps.guardzilla.com/api/
https://apps.guardzilla.com/api/activitylog/%s.mp4
https://apps.guardzilla.com/api/activitylog/%s.mp4?token=%s
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://plus.google.com/
https://setup-videos.s3.amazonaws.com/outdoor_setup_180p.mp4
https://setup-videos.s3.amazonaws.com/share_camera_180p.mp4
https://www.bestbuy.com/site/guardzilla-360-outdoor-hd-network-surveillance-panoramic-camerawhite/6204590.p?skuId=6204590
https://www.google.com
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https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.guardzilla.com/buy
https://www.guardzilla.com/buy360/
https://www.guardzilla.com/gz360
https://www.guardzilla.com/products/guardzilla-360-degrees-outdoor-hd-wifi-video-security-camera/
https://www.guardzilla.com/support
https://www.guardzilla.com/tiles/guardzilla-help-tiles.json
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FWBD8MZ

Based on the URLs observed, we see that some of the functionality of the application is
occurring through a single, hard coded IP address, 52.42.235.244. Looking further into the
packet capture associated with this IP, we see that it appears that some of the visual elements
of the application are downloaded from this server for application functionality. This is
revealed by looking at the http related objects in the PCap.

However, we also see that there is a reference to a .bin file at this IP as well, which we assume
has to do with updating the firmware for the device.
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Privacy Policy Review
Company

Guardzilla

Location

https://www.guardzilla.com/legal/privacy-policy.pdf

Named Companies

Practecol, LLC

Types of
Information They
Collect

- Personal Information You Submit: Practecol collects personal information that you enter into data
fields or otherwise voluntarily provide via the Services. For example, you may submit your name,
postal address, e-mail address, and/or other personal information in order to receive information
about various subjects, subscribe for services, contact customer service, respond to surveys, or make
purchases. To protect your privacy, you should not provide Practecol with any information that is not
specifically requested. Likewise, you should not provide any information that you do not wish to share
with us. In addition, certain personal information may be collected using various technologies, such as
cookies, Internet tags, and web beacons. As detailed more particularly below, the Services do use
cookies to track user preferences.
- Passive Collection of Unidentifiable Information: The Services may also collect information about
your visits to the Services without you actively submitting such information. Unidentifiable information
may be collected using various technologies, such as cookies, Internet tags, web beacons, and log
files. If enabled, your Internet browser automatically transmits to the Services some of this
unidentifiable information, such as the URL of the Services you just visited, the browser version your
device is operating, your Internet service provider (ISP), Internet protocol (IP) address, date/time
stamp, referring/exit pages, and clickstream data, and other such information.. Passive information
collection technologies can improve your overall user experience by helping Practecol to provide
better service, customize sites based on consumer preferences, compile statistics, analyze trends, and
otherwise administer and improve the Services. Certain features of the Services may not work properly
or at all without use of passive information collection technologies. Information collected by these
technologies cannot be used to identify you without additional identifiable information. We do not link
this information with your personal information.
- If you use the Services on a mobile device, we may collect information from your device, including
device ID, your mobile carrier, and your physical (GPS) location.
- Once you have established your account on your mobile device or computer, we collect information
we receive from your mobile device or computer, such as your device’s type, number and the serial
number of its chip
Practecol may consolidate the personal information of individuals who use the Services. We use this
information to help us better design the Services and our products, to communicate information to
you, to enhance our marketing and research activities, and to facilitate other business functions.

How They Use It

Specifically, this information may be used:
(1) to provide the Services to you;
(2) to help Practecol better understand users’ use of the Services;
(3) to respond to specific requests from users;
(4) to provide notices to users; and
(5) to protect the security or integrity of the Services.
After you have supplied your personal information, we may use certain identifying technologies to
allow the Services to “remember” you and your personal preferences.
Practecol may also use this personal information for other business purposes, such as to provide you
notices regarding software and other updates to the Services or information about other Practecol
products or services, to invite you to participate in surveys about our products or services, or to notify
you about special promotions.
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Ability Withdraw
Consent?

If you have questions about the use, amendment, or deletion of personal information that you have
provided to us, or if you would like to opt out of future communications from a Practecol business or a
particular Practecol program, please contact us by clicking on the “Contact Us” link on the
www.Guardzilla.com webpage or by emailing
us at info@guardzilla.com. Alternatively, you may send a letter to the following address:
Practecol, LLC
Attn: Privacy Concerns
3155 Sutton Blvd, Ste. 202
Maplewood, MO 63143

Who They Share
With

- Personal information may be shared by Practecol with its affiliates and its vendors that help access
and manage the information (collectively, “authorized recipients”), but in all instances the information
will be used only for the purposes enunciated in this policy
- We occasionally hire other companies to provide limited services on our behalf, such as handling the
processing and delivery of mailings, providing customer support, hosting websites, processing
transactions, or performing statistical analysis of our Services and use of our Services by you and other
users. Those service providers will be permitted to obtain only the personal information they need to
deliver the service.
- We may also share your personal information with internet or telecommunications companies who
we use to provide the Services, solely for the purpose of allowing you to enjoy the full functionality of
the Services.
- We may access or disclose information about you, including the content of your communications, in
order to: (a) comply with the law or respond to lawful requests or legal process; (b) protect the rights
or property of Practecol or our customers, including the enforcement of our agreements or policies
governing your use of the services; or (c) act on a good faith belief that such access or disclosure is
necessary to protect the personal safety of Practecol’s employees, customers, or the public.
- Practecol reserves the right to disclose personal information to respond to authorized information
requests from government authorities, to address national security situations, or when otherwise
required by law
- If Practecol sells one of its product lines or divisions, personal information may be transferred to the
buyer so that the buyer can continue to provide you with information and services.

How They Protect
Your Information

Practecol takes reasonable efforts to ensure that your personal information is protected while you use
the Services. However, the confidentiality and security of personal information transmitted over the
Internet cannot be guaranteed. We urge you to exercise caution when transmitting personal
information over the Internet. Practecol cannot guarantee that unauthorized third parties will not gain
access to personal information; therefore, when submitting personal information to the Services, you
must weigh both the benefits and the risks.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent

Based on our review, there is not too much to say with respect to this privacy policy. It is
relatively robust and broad, but is in line with other decent policies. It is interesting that they
include language related to the security of their devices in a way that certainly hedges against
their responsibility. This language is as follows:
“Practecol takes reasonable efforts to ensure that your personal information is
protected while you use the Services. However, the confidentiality and security of
personal information transmitted over the Internet cannot be guaranteed. We urge you
to exercise caution when transmitting personal information over the Internet. Practecol
cannot guarantee that unauthorized third parties will not gain access to personal
information; therefore, when submitting personal information to the Services, you must
weigh both the benefits and the risks.”
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Given some of the findings of our analysis, we think that the “reasonable efforts” part of this
statement is not accurate. We would be surprised if either this device or the Android
application has undergone a security review from a reputable company, which would be
considered in our opinion a “reasonable effort.” We would be interested to hear a legal
opinion on if companies can truly “pass the buck” to consumers like Practecol tries to do in
this policy statement by saying, “Practecol cannot guarantee that unauthorized third parties
will not gain access to personal information; therefore, when submitting personal information
to the Services, you must weigh both the benefits and the risks.”

Summary
This device was among the scariest of the devices reviewed for a number of reasons, most
importantly due to the fact that it is advertised as a home security device that people should
rely on to protect their families. Our key findings are as follows:
1) While Practecol appears to be a US-Based company, there are strange
connections to China. When looking at the traffic associated with this device, we
certainly are seeing connections to and from Chinese-based companies such as
Alibaba. The purpose for these communications would be an interesting thing to
discover.
2) There are a large number of ports being utilized by the device. While most of the
devices reviewed utilize a limited number of ports for inbound and outbound
communications, we saw the Guardzilla use a large number of high numbered ports.
Attempts to gain visibility into these communications were not successful due to the
use of encryption.
3) Potential exposure of sensitive information due to insecure implementation of
SSL. We were able to intercept a relatively large amount of communications to and
from this device using our man-in-the-middle assessment. Based on our analysis, the
files being transmitted are likely binary representations of images and video, but we
did not take the time to attempt to reverse engineer those files.
4) The Android application is concerning. We are concerned about the permissions
used by the Android application, to include the use of three permissions that are
clearly defined by Google as not intended for use by third-party developers. Further,
we found a password within the Android application that may be able to be utilized to
compromise the Guardzilla infrastructure.
5) We were able to manipulate communications. Using data captured during the
man-in-the-middle assessment, we were able to trigger alerts on the Android
application, even when the Guardzilla device was unplugged.
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Wyze Labs Cam Pan (WYZECP1)
Overview
We tested one (1) Wyze device: a security camera.
This device required the Wyze smartphone
application developed by Wyze Labs, Inc.
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier
(OUI) lookup on the MAC address of the device,
the Wyze camera hardware is unknown.

Name
Brand
Model Number
IP Address
Device Type
Price
Purchase Location
Manufacturer
Android App Name
Android App Developer

Wyze Cam Pan
Wyze Cam Pan
Wyze Labs
WYZECP1
10.10.86.210
Camera
Walmart
UNKNOWN
Wyze
Wyze Labs, Inc.

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 50: Overview of network traffic from this device

As we can see, this device communicates with a significant number of unique IP addresses,
however most of those IPs are related to Amazon Web Service, to include the IP blocks
labeled as Level 3 Communications and Merit Network.
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Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 51: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 52: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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As we can see, this device was definitely one of the noisier devices tested with respect to the
volume of traffic.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

123
443

udp
tcp

8000

tcp

8443

tcp

8883
10001,
10240,
21047, +
78 other
ports

tcp
tcp/upd

Purpose
Domain Name System (DNS)
Unencrypted Web Communications
(HTTP)
Network Time Protocol (NTP)
Encrypted Web Communications
(HTTPS)
Alternate Unencrypted Web
Communications (HTTP)
Alternate Encrypted Web
Communications (HTTPS)
Unknown
Unknown

Notes
Expected
Expected
Expected
Expected
Expected
Expected
Not expected
Not expected

Unlike the other devices, we were able to find some information on the Wyze website related
to the ports required for device functionality. This information is included below.
If you have a firewall turned on, you need the following ports to be open in order for
the following features of your Wyze Cam Pan to work:
TCP 80: Local timelapse download
TCP 123: Internet time check
TCP 443: Cloud data transfer
TCP 8443: Cloud API
TCP 8605: Upgrade package download
TCP 10001: P2P streaming connection
TCP 10002: LAN firmware upgrade
TCP 22345: TCP control
UDP: Heartbeat and streaming
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The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the
ports associated with those communications.

Figure 53: Communications by port number and external hosts

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 123 (NTP) and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections.
Ports 8000 and 8443 are *likely* additional HTTP/HTTPS ports based on packet capture
analysis. Port 8883 is used for encrypted MQTT connectivity to the AWS IoT service. The
additional high numbered ports are not expected, but that doesn't mean they're not
necessary (or malicious). Looking at packet capture data acquired by the Dark Cubed
platform for some of the higher numbered ports results in packets that look similar to the
following:
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Follow: udp,hex
Filter: udp.stream eq 0
Node 0: 10.10.86.210:60381
Node 1: 50.19.254.134:10240
00000000 ee 2f 8c ec 40 d1
00000010 0a eb c9 98 05 95
00000020 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000030 43 68 61 72 6a 68
00000000 4e 26 9c 0c 40 d0
00000010 0a eb c9 98 05 95
00000020 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000030 fa ed 97 0c 70 d1
00000040 6e 2c 8d ac 41 a0
00000050 6e 2e 8d 8c 41 a0
00000060 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 90
00000070 73 68 61 72 6d 69
00000036 ee 2f 8c ec 40 d1
00000046 0a eb c9 98 05 95
00000056 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
00000066 43 68 61 72 6a 68
0000007E 4e 26 9c 0c 40 d0
0000008E 0a eb c9 98 05 95
0000009E 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 d0
000000AE fa ed 97 0c 70 d1
000000BE 6e 2c 8d ac 41 a0
000000CE 6e 2e 8d 8c 41 a0
000000DE 6e 2e 8d 8c 40 90
000000EE 73 68 61 72 6d 69

40 ca
03 89
40 ca

2d 2d 08 2d 20 e6 ca da
69 08 cb 48 e3 bf 8e fd
3e 6d 3b 1f 40 a4 cb d8

40
03
40
40
60
60
70
63
40
03
40

ca
89
ca
ca
d8
d8
ca
20
ca
89
ca

3d
69
3e
2d
2d
22
22
6d
2d
69
3e

2d
08
6d
66
6e
6d
0d
a3
2d
08
6d

68
cb
3b
28
28
c4
54
35
08
cb
3b

2d
48
1f
0c
0c
0a
ee
74
2d
48
1f

a0
e3
40
6c
10
40
40
7d
20
e3
40

e4
bf
a4
e4
e4
86
7e
65
e6
bf
a4

ca
8e
cb
14
ca
ca
ca

40
03
40
40
60
60
70
63

ca
89
ca
ca
d8
d8
ca
20

3d
69
3e
2d
2d
22
22
6d

2d
08
6d
66
6e
6d
0d
a3

68
cb
3b
28
28
c4
54
35

2d
48
1f
0c
0c
0a
ee
74

a0
e3
40
6c
10
40
40
7d

e4
bf
a4
e4
e4
86
7e
65

ca
8e
cb
14
ca
ca
ca

Follow: tcp,hex
Filter: tcp.stream eq 1
Node 0: 10.10.86.210:47394
Node 1: 198.255.38.154:21047
00000000 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1 40
00000010 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
00000020 0e 8b 8d 2c 92 d0 40
00000030 43 68 61 72 66 69 65
00000000 7e 2a 9d ec 40 d0 40
00000010 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
00000020 fa ed 97 0c 70 d1 40
00000030 43 68 61 72 66 69 65
0000003C 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1 40
0000004C 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
0000005C 0e 8b 8d 2c 92 d0 40
0000006C 43 68 61 72 66 69 65
0000003C 7e 2a 9d ec 40 d0 40
0000004C 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
0000005C fa ed 97 0c 70 d1 40
0000006C 43 68 61 72 66 69 65
00000078 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1 40
00000088 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
00000098 0e 8b 8d 2c 92 d0 40
000000A8 43 68 61 72 66 69 65
000000B4 3e 2f 8d cc 40 d1 40
000000C4 0a eb c9 98 05 95 03
000000D4 0e 8b 8d 2c 92 d0 40
000000E4 43 68 61 72 66 69 65

ca
89
ca
20
ca
89
ca
20
ca
89
ca
20
ca
89
ca
20
ca
89
ca
20
ca
89
ca
20

2d
69
3e
47
3d
69
3e
47
2d
69
3e
47
3d
69
3e
47
2d
69
3e
47
2d
69
3e
47

2d
08
76
72
2d
08
74
72
2d
08
76
72
2d
08
74
72
2d
08
76
72
2d
08
76
72

08
cb
3b
20
68
cb
3b
20
08
cb
3b
20
68
cb
3b
20
08
cb
3b
20
08
cb
3b
20

2d
48
1f
77
2d
48
1f
77
2d
48
1f
77
2d
48
1f
77
2d
48
1f
77
2d
48
1f
77

80 e6 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
48 a4 57 d8

de
fd
d8
d9
d8
d8
d8

ca da
8e fd
cb d8
de
fd
d8
d9
d8
d8
d8

80 e4 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
62 a4 e1 d8
80 e6 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
48 a4 57 d8
80 e4 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
62 a4 e1 d8
80 e6 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
48 a4 57 d8
80 e6 ca da
e3 bf 8e fd
48 a4 57 d8

./..@.@. --.- ...
........ i..H....
n...@.@. >m;.@...
Charjh
N&..@.@. =-h-....
........ i..H....
n...@.@. >m;.@...
....p.@. -f(.l...
n,..A.. -n(.....
n...A.. "m..@...
n...@.p. ".T.@~..
sharmic m.5t}e
./..@.@. --.- ...
........ i..H....
n...@.@. >m;.@...
Charjh
N&..@.@. =-h-....
........ i..H....
n...@.@. >m;.@...
....p.@. -f(.l...
n,..A.. -n(.....
n...A.. "m..@...
n...@.p. ".T.@~..
sharmic m.5t}e

>/..@.@.
........
...,..@.
Charfie
~*..@.@.
........
....p.@.
Charfie
>/..@.@.
........
...,..@.
Charfie
~*..@.@.
........
....p.@.
Charfie
>/..@.@.
........
...,..@.
Charfie
>/..@.@.
........
...,..@.
Charfie

--.-....
i..H....
>v;.H.W.
Gr w
=-h-....
i..H....
>t;.b...
Gr w
--.-....
i..H....
>v;.H.W.
Gr w
=-h-....
i..H....
>t;.b...
Gr w
--.-....
i..H....
>v;.H.W.
Gr w
--.-....
i..H....
>v;.H.W.
Gr w

As shown above, these communications appear to be relatively small, yet encrypted.
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Nmap Scan Findings
The Wyze camera was scanned with Nmap revealing two open ports: tcp 80 for insecure web
traffic and port 10002, which is labeled by Nmap as Documentum.

The detailed scan results are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.210
Host is up (0.0034s latency).
Not shown: 998 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
80/tcp
open http?
| http-methods:
|_ Supported Methods: GET HEAD POST
10002/tcp open documentum?
MAC Address: A4:DA:22:2E:6C:F9 (Unknown)
Device type: firewall
Running (JUST GUESSING): Fortinet embedded (87%)
OS CPE: cpe:/h:fortinet:fortigate_100d
Aggressive OS guesses: Fortinet FortiGate 100D firewall (87%)
No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal).

Accessing port 80, we get an empty response, while port 10002 shows a connection being
made via Telnet, but then immediately closed
Trying 10.10.86.210...
Connected to 10.10.86.210.
Escape character is '^]'.
HL???VwTVw
Connection closed by foreign host.

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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In addition to the normal ports 53, 80, and 443 for DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and
encrypted web traffic respectfully, we see a few other ports open. The 10001 port
corresponds to the traffic we observed from the device and ports 8000, 8800, 8080, and
8443 are likely also web server ports. Finally, we see port 8192 open as well, which we are
unsure of the purpose.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device. The Wyze camera was not validating all server certificates, so
we were able to inspect a portion of the traffic it was sending over port 443 (HTTPS).
The only encrypted traffic we were able to inspect was the downloading of private client and
server certificates for use with the encrypted MQTT connections to AWS IoT as shown below.
GET /iot_cert_files/client/wyzecp1_jef/a4da222e6cf9/2996b7d242-private.pem.key?X-Amz-Expires=1200&X-AmzAlgorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=[REMOVED]&X-Amz-Date=20180731T202120Z&X-AmzSignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=[REMOVED] HTTP/1.1
Host: wyze-iot.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com
Accept: */*
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-amz-id-2: T/oKGvbvLE0s9Bt41wr+3NMc8HTEmm9E4dH595bEkkVMTDlRqQazkD6lPrvFtc8hetHoGX+iBCk=
x-amz-request-id: 687BAA66DAE7D782
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 20:21:47 GMT
Last-Modified: Tue, 17 Apr 2018 23:47:12 GMT
ETag: "248b8fae6015a8e3c7333ede0a35c244"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
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Content-Type: application/octet-stream
Content-Length: 1679
Server: AmazonS3
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----[REMOVED]
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

GET /iot_cert_files/server/VeriSign-Class-3-Public-Primary-Certification-Authority-G5.pem?X-AmzExpires=1200&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=[REMOVED]&X-Amz-Date=20180731T202120Z&XAmz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=[REMOVED] HTTP/1.1
Host: wyze-iot.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com
Accept: */*
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-amz-id-2: 4nEQsqS30sUp/HAKNKgCXuiUGwAvRB2PI3iBmW6sM4o/Q2e2XJb+7yg/7xzK9jAyrlcG3xjL+gg=
x-amz-request-id: 5A2E857E2AE05C0D
Date: Tue, 31 Jul 2018 20:21:47 GMT
Last-Modified: Tue, 02 Jan 2018 08:55:36 GMT
ETag: "2c1b4b2fd443ee3f9fe2edc46ea797c9"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Type: binary/octet-stream
Content-Length: 1758
Server: AmazonS3
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----[REMOVED]
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

The MQTT client running on the Wyze camera does validate the server certificate, so SSL
interception wasn't possible there, but since we were able to intercept the downloading of
valid private certificates it is plausible that we could present the camera with our own
certificate to make it think the SSL interception certificate is a valid one. This, however, was
not tested, and thus is hypothetical.
In addition, we found that those requests also included credentials for AWS, which could be
utilized for malicious purposes. These credentials could potentially be utilized to access the
Wyze AWS infrastructure to access data, manipulate settings, or generally cause havoc
depending on the desires of the attacker.

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
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The Wyze application is identified as com.hualai and the Android Manifest file did not contain
a build number. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture some high-level
information about the application, the results are shown below.

Figure 54: Results from VirusTotal on Application

Interestingly enough, looking at the name of the application brings up a question as to why it
is named hualai. With a quick Google search we were able to find a link to the company with
a similar name. Their website (http://www.hualaikeji.com/cn) shows a camera that looks
identical to the Wyze camera as shown below from our perspective.
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This connection certainly warrants further investigation into Wyze and their relationship with
this company. While it might be easy to assume that the Chinese company may have copied
the U.S. product, we do not think this is the case given the application name and the names
the functions as displayed within VirusTotal.

Figure 55: Names of activities within the Wyze Android Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as shown in the table below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Wyze

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Wyze

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Wyze

BLUETOOTH

Normal Permission

Wyze

CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE

Normal Permission

Wyze

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Wyze

MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTINGS

Normal Permission

Wyze

MOUNT_UNMOUNT_FILESYSTEMS

Not For Use By 3rd Party Applications

Wyze

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Wyze

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Wyze

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Wyze

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Wyze Cam application communicates with in some form or
fashion.
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Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://data.flurry.com/aap.do
http://schemas.android.com/apk/lib/com.google.android.gms.plus
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://www.example.com
http://www.google-analytics.com
http://www.google.com
http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2010/smpte-tt
http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml
https://app-measurement.com/a
https://csi.gstatic.com/csi
https://data.flurry.com/aap.do
https://data.flurry.com/pcr.do
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_banner.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_expanded_banner.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/mraid/v2/mraid_app_interstitial.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/native_ads.html
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/production/native_ads.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/production/sdk-core-v40-impl.js
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/mads/static/mad/sdk/native/sdk-core-v40.html
https://imasdk.googleapis.com/admob/sdkloader/native_video.html
https://mobilecrashreporting.googleapis.com/v1/crashes:batchCreate?key=
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://plus.google.com/
https://proton.flurry.com/sdk/v1/config
https://ssl.google-analytics.com
https://support.google.com/dfp_premium/answer/7160685#push
https://www.google-analytics.com
https://www.google.com
https://www.google.com/dfp/debugSignals
https://www.google.com/dfp/inAppPreview
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https://www.google.com/dfp/linkDevice
https://www.google.com/dfp/sendDebugData
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games_lite
https://www.googletagmanager.com
https://wyze-static-temperature-ex.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/index.html
https://wyze-static-temperature-ex.s3.cn-north-1.amazonaws.com.cn/index.html

The Wyze application had a relatively limited number of third-party connections, with the
main connection being related to the third-party service Flurry to provide application
analytics.

Privacy Policy Review
Company

Wyze

Location

https://www.wyzecam.com/privacy-policy/

Named Companies

None
Two types of information may be collected when you visit our Site:

Types of Information
They Collect

Personal information (such as name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, password, or credit
card information), which is only collected by us if you voluntarily submit it to us. For example, if you
voluntarily place an order on the Site, we use the information we collect to confirm and process your
order, to keep you updated on the status of your order, and to respond to any questions you may
have. In each case, Wyze Labs, Inc. collects such information only insofar as is necessary or
appropriate to fulfill the purpose of the visitor’s interaction with the Site. Visitors can always refuse to
supply personally-identifying information, with the caveat that it may prevent them from engaging in
certain website-related activities, such as login, purchase, and interaction. If you voluntarily create an
account with us on our Site, we will receive the account information you submit so that we may better
ensure that you receive streamlined service, custom discounts, faster checkout, order history, and
other products, information and/or services you explicitly request. Where required, we also share this
information with certain intermediaries (such as freight carriers, shipping companies and product
manufacturers) to process and ship your order.
Aggregate/Analytics information (such as log files/information about how many visitors log on to the
Site and other non-identifying statistics), which is automatically collected from your use of the Site. Our
servers will log IP addresses and collect third-party sites (and information from these sites) from your
use of the Site. Wyze Labs, Inc. uses this information to measure the use of our Site, to improve the
content of our Site, and to provide our users with the best possible services. Our Site may also use
your IP address to help identify you and your shopping cart.

How They Use It

- we use the information we collect to confirm and process your order, to keep you updated on the
status of your order, and to respond to any questions you may have.
- Where required, we also share this information with certain intermediaries (such as freight carriers,
shipping companies and product manufacturers) to process and ship your order.
- If you place an order and/or create an account with us, we may also, from time to time, send you
information about special offers, new products and services, system changes and updates, and other
information we think may be of interest.
- Our servers will log IP addresses and collect third-party sites (and information from these sites) from
your use of the Site. Wyze Labs, Inc. uses this information to measure the use of our Site, to improve
the content of our Site, and to provide our users with the best possible services. Our Site may also use
your IP address to help identify you and your shopping cart.
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Should you have any questions or concerns about this Privacy Policy, please contact us here:
Ability Withdraw
Consent?

4030 Lake Washington Blvd. Suite 200
Kirkland, WA 98033
E-mail: support@wyzecam.com
Wyze Labs, Inc. does not rent, sell, or share personal information about you with other people or nonaffiliated companies except to provide services that you have requested, when we have your
permission, or under the following circumstances:
We believe it is necessary to share information in order to investigate, prevent, or take action
regarding illegal activities, suspected fraud, situations involving potential threats to the physical safety
of any person, violations of our Terms of Use, or as otherwise required by law.

Who They Share
With

We may transfer information about you if Wyze Labs, Inc. is acquired by or merged with another
organization. In this event, Wyze Labs, Inc. will notify you before information about you is transferred
and becomes subject to a different privacy policy.
We may share information collected from your use of the Site or the purchases you make with whom
we have marketing or other business relationships, in order to further improve/increase our services
and customer base.
We share information with certain intermediaries (such as freight carriers, shipping companies and
product manufacturers) where required to process and ship your order.
From https://www.wyzecam.com/wyze-cam-pan-security-and-privacy/

How They Protect
Your Information

Data Breach
Notification

We take our customers’ data safety very seriously. The communication requests between your mobile
device, the Wyze Cam, and the AWS Cloud Server are made via https (Transport Layer Security (TLS))
for alert videos. We use symmetric and asymmetric encryption, consistent hashing, and other ways to
make sure users’ information cannot be stolen. Each camera has its own secret key and certificate so
that we can validate its identity during handshake. The contents are encrypted via AES 128-bit
encryption to protect the security of the live stream and playback data. During the connection process,
every device in the process has its own secret key and certification, so that we can validate their
identity during handshake. Even if a hacker intercepts the data package, the data cannot be
decrypted.
Silent

The Wyze privacy policy was relatively straight forward, however like others is broad. They
state that they will not sell or share user’s personal information, but then go on to say “We
may share information collected from your use of the Site or the purchases you make with
whom we have marketing or other business relationships, in order to further
improve/increase our services and customer base.” This sentence is so broad that it is hard
to imagine them sharing with a company that they could claim does not meet that standard.
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Summary
While this device was not among the bottom of the devices reviewed it did have some
findings of concern, to include the following:
1) There is a strange connection with a Chinese company that is not obvious on the
Wyze website. According the Wyze website, Wyze is a company based in Seattle,
Washington and there is no stated connection to any Chinese companies. However,
their application appears to be linked to a Chinese company Hualai which also
advertises a camera that appears to be identical to the Wyze camera. At a minimum, it
is likely that this company just rebranded the product, but there is also the potential
for a more significant business relationship here. This is worth further investigation.
2) There are no obvious connections to servers in China. Unlike many of the other
devices, this device appears to communicate only with servers in the U.S. associated
with Amazon Web Services.
3) There are concerning permissions in the Android Application. The Android
application does have access to a number of concerning permissions, to include one
permission that Google states is not for use by third-party developers. It is important
to note however, that this application does not request access to location information,
which is a good thing.
4) Some encrypted traffic was vulnerable. We were able to capture some encrypted
communications and the content of those communications could be used to attack
their infrastructure. We were able to gain access to certificates and private keys,
which could be utilized to compromise future communications. We did not attempt to
validate any attack vectors associated with this information.
5) We found what appear to be AWS credentials in the traffic we captured from
vulnerable encrypted traffic. In addition to the certificates we found, we also
discovered some AWS credentials. Depending on the permissions associated with
these credentials an attacker could utilize these credentials to gain full access to the
Wyze infrastructure and cause a myriad of problems for the company and their
customers.
6) The privacy policy appears overly broad. Like other products, the privacy policy for
the Wyze camera was very broad and might be worth a review by a lawyer to
understand the implications.
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iHome Smart Plug (ISP6WC)
Overview
We tested one (1) iHome device: an outlet. This device
required the iHome Control smartphone application
developed by SDI Technologies.
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the iHome
outlet hardware is manufactured by AzureWave
Technology Inc.

iHome Smart Plug
Name
Smart Plug
Brand
iHome
Model Number
ISP6WC
IP Address
10.10.86.208
Device Type
Smart Plug
Price
Purchase Location
Walmart
Manufacturer
AzureWave Technology Inc.
Android App Name
iHome Control
Android App Developer
SDI Technologies

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 56: Overview of network traffic from this device

As we can see from above, this device maintains relatively limited communications primarily
to Amazon Web Services.
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Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 57: Count of communications from this device over test period

To get a better perspective on how this device compared to the other devices, we can also
view this traffic against the traffic of all of the other devices.

Figure 58: Count of communications from all devices over test period
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As we can see, this device had bursts of activity, but maintained a relatively low-level of traffic
volume over time.

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified this device
communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

443

tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System (DNS)
Unencrypted Web Communications
(HTTP)
Encrypted Web Communications
(HTTPS)

Notes
Expected
Expected
Expected

The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the
ports associated with those communications.

Figure 59: Communications by port number and external hosts
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Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections.
Looking at some of these communications, we get a feel for what is being communicated in
and out of the device over port 80. The excerpt below shows a small heartbeat update,
which includes a reference to newrelic, which is typically used for metrics and dashboarding.
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2018 23:56:46 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
Connection: keep-alive
Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=15552000; includeSubDomains
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
Access-Control-Expose-Headers: Link, Location, X-Result-Count, X-Calculation-Date
x-newrelic-app-data:
PxQGUFVUCAECR1hWDwkBU1cGFB9AMQYAZBBZDEtZV0ZaClc9HjNWERBhUgM1BkpFWQcEPhhFXwgDHEVHDRQGPh8UCT4XTF1fVkURJnQ1Gk
BIBhlRSlQWBghTVVByHANKSQAaEVQABVVWUgAGDQ9XBAJcAVYTTVUDCEVSPA==
75
{"timestamp":1532131006109,"offset":-14400000,"localTime":"2018-07-20T19:56:46.10904:00","nextChange":1541311200000}

We can also see communications related to keeping the device time up-to-date.
GET /time?tz=America/New_York HTTP/1.1
Host: time.evrythng.com
User-Agent: WMSDK

In addition, we also saw a number of communication attempts to ihomeaudio.com in what
appears tro be a firmware check, but as shown below, all of those attempts returned a 403
Forbidden error.
POST /api/v3/firmware/check/ HTTP/1.1
Host: www.ihomeaudio.com
User-Agent: WMSDK
Connection: keep-alive
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 46
{"product": "isp8_6_6x_fw","version": "0.3.4"}HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden
Server: awselb/2.0
Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 22:10:55 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 134
Connection: keep-alive
<html>
<head><title>403 Forbidden</title></head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<center><h1>403 Forbidden</h1></center>
</body>
</html>

Visiting the URL referenced above, shows us a web interface related to the Django REST
Framework, which should not be publicly exposed.
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Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one port as being open: TCP 80. The http service identified by
Nmap is an insecure web server running directly on the outlet.

The detailed results are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.208
Host is up (0.0042s latency).
Not shown: 999 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE VERSION
80/tcp open http
| fingerprint-strings:
|
FourOhFourRequest, GetRequest:
|
HTTP/1.1 505 HTTP Version Not Supported
|
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
|
Content-Type: text/plain
|
HTTP/1.0 clients are not supported
|
SIPOptions:
|
HTTP/1.1 500 Internal Server Error
|
Transfer-Encoding: chunked
|
Content-Type: text/plain
|_
HTTP/1.0 clients are not supported
| http-methods:
|_ Supported Methods: GET HEAD POST
|_http-title: Site doesn't have a title (text/plain).
1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the
following fingerprint at https://Nmap.org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?new-service :
SF-Port80-TCP:V=7.70%I=7%D=8/10%Time=5B6D9C46%P=x86_64-apple-darwin13.4.0%
SF:r(GetRequest,8E,"HTTP/1\.1\x20505\x20HTTP\x20Version\x20Not\x20Supporte
SF:d\r\nTransfer-Encoding:\x20chunked\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/plain\r\n\r
SF:\n22\r\nHTTP/1\.0\x20clients\x20are\x20not\x20supported\r\n0\r\n\r\n")%
SF:r(FourOhFourRequest,8E,"HTTP/1\.1\x20505\x20HTTP\x20Version\x20Not\x20S
SF:upported\r\nTransfer-Encoding:\x20chunked\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/plai
SF:n\r\n\r\n22\r\nHTTP/1\.0\x20clients\x20are\x20not\x20supported\r\n0\r\n
SF:\r\n")%r(SIPOptions,89,"HTTP/1\.1\x20500\x20Internal\x20Server\x20Error
SF:\r\nTransfer-Encoding:\x20chunked\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/plain\r\n\r\
SF:n22\r\nHTTP/1\.0\x20clients\x20are\x20not\x20supported\r\n0\r\n\r\n");
MAC Address: 40:9F:38:C5:1D:EC (AzureWave Technology)
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Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.

The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the only observed
open ports being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and
encrypted web traffic respectively.
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Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
The iHome outlet was validating server certificates, so we were not able to inspect traffic it
was sending over port 443 (HTTPS).

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is even more important than the security of the IoT device itself
since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
The iHome application is identified as com.sdi.ihomecontrol and the Android Manifest file
did not contain a build number. We uploaded the APK file to VirusTotal to capture some
high-level information about the application, the results are shown below.
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Figure 60: Results from VirusTotal on Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as displayed in the table
below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

iHome

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

iHome

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

iHome

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

iHome

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

iHome

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

iHome

INTERNET

Normal Permission

iHome

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android application. The graph below
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shows the domain names that the iHome application communicates with in some form or
fashion.

As evidenced by this graph, the communications from the application are relatively limited
and there are very few findings of interest.
Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://www.ihome.com/ihomecontrolapplearnmore
http://www.ihomeaudio.com/privacy_policy
http://www.ihomeaudio.com/privacy_policy/
http://www.ihomeaudio.com/products/
http://www.ihomeaudio.com/terms_and_conditions
https://api.evrythng.com/%s
https://api.status.io/1.0/status/5a835662fd94f97d486ed109
https://app.status.io/pages/5a835662fd94f97d486ed109
https://developer.nrel.gov/api/utility_rates/v3.json
https://e.crashlytics.com/spi/v2/events
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=SDI+Technologies
https://plus.google.com/
https://settings.crashlytics.com/spi/v2/platforms/android/apps/%s/settings
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
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https://www.ihomeaudio.com
https://www.ihomeaudio.com/support/product/%s

Privacy Policy Review
Company

iHome

Location

https://www.ihomeaudio.com/privacy_policy/

Named Companies

SDI Technologies Inc.
1. Collection of Your Personal Information.
(a) Information You Provide. In order to register as a user of the Services, you will be asked to create an
account which will require information which may include your
Name
Email address
Credit Card information
Address
Telephone Number
Third Party authentication login credentials.
In the event that you register with the Services using third party authentication credentials, such as but
not limited to Facebook, Twitter, OpenId or other social login in credentials, you authorize us to access
and store account information, such as a public profile (consistent with your privacy settings for that
account), your email address registered with that account, and other data associated with that account
including, but not limited to, interests, likes, gender, birthday, education history, relationship interests,
current city, photos, personal description, friend list, and information about and photos of contacts
who might be common contacts with other Services users.

Types of Information
They Collect

We may collect and store any personal information you provide while using our Service or in some
other manner. This may include identifying information, such as your name, address, email address,
GPS or other triangulation-based location data, telephone number, and, if you transact business with
us, financial information. You may also provide us photos, a personal description and information
about your preferences for recommendations.
(b) Information We Collect.
In addition to any Personal Information or other information that you choose to submit to us, our thirdparty service providers and we may use a variety of technologies that collect certain information
whenever you visit or interact with the Services (" Usage Information"). This Usage Information may
include, but is not limited to, the browser that you are using, your internet protocol (“IP”) address, GPS
or other triangulation-based location data, the URL that referred you to our services, all of the areas
within our services that you visit, and the time of day, among other information. Usage Information
may be non-identifying or may be associated with you. Whenever we associate Usage Information with
your Personal Information, we will treat it as Personal Information.
(c) Information Provided by Third Parties.
We may, from time to time, supplement the information we collect about you through our services
with outside records from third parties such as information that is publicly available and data that we
receive from other reputable and trusted sources in order to enhance our ability to serve you and to
tailor our content to you. We may combine the information we receive from those sources with
information we collect through our services. In those cases, we will apply this Privacy Policy to any
Personal Information received, unless we have disclosed otherwise. We may also collect information
about social network accounts and contacts from third party social media websites that provide access
to this information. We respect and follow the privacy policies of those third party services respectfully
with regard to the data we collect from them.
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We may use your Personal Information or Usage Information to:

How They Use It

Develop enhancements or improvements to the Services.
Communicate with you in response to your inquiries, provide the services you request, and to manage
your account.
Contact you to provide you with information about our services or electronic newsletters or special
promotions.
Verify any and all of the information provided to us as active and valid.
Contact you with regard to your use of our services, and, in our discretion, changes to our Services
and/or the Services’ policies.
Improve internal business operations and data analytics.
For purposes disclosed at the time you provide your information or as otherwise set forth in this
Privacy Policy.
We may also use your Internet Protocol (IP) address to help diagnose problems with our computer
server, and to administer our web site(s). We may send you strictly Services-related announcements on
rare occasions when it is necessary to do so.
We will not use your Personal Information to advertise unless you give us permission to do so.
We may extend any of our rights under this Privacy Policy to third parties performing services on our
behalf.
Company gathers and uses your information to operate and deliver the functionality of the Services
you have requested.

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

You are responsible for maintaining the accuracy of the information you submit to us, such as your
contact information provided as part of account registration. If your Personal Information changes, or if
you no longer desire to use the Services, you may correct, delete inaccuracies, or amend information
by making the change on your account page or by contacting us.
You may also cancel or modify your communications that you have elected to receive from our
services by logging into your user account and changing your communication preferences.
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Who They Share
With

- We may extend any of our rights under this Privacy Policy to third parties performing services on our
behalf.
- For the purpose of operating our business, we may share collected information, such as aggregated
user statistics and log data, with third parties for industry analysis, demographic profiling, to deliver
targeted advertising about other products or services. We do not sell, share, rent or trade the
information we have collected about you, including Personal Information, other than as disclosed
within this Privacy Policy or at the time you provide your information. We do not share your Personal
Information with third parties for those third parties' direct marketing purposes unless you consent to
such sharing at the time you provide your Personal Information.
- If required we will cooperate with government and law enforcement officials and private parties to
enforce and comply with the law. Thus, we may access, use, preserve, transfer and disclose your
information (including Personal Information), including disclosure to third parties such as government
or law enforcement officials or private parties as we reasonably determine is necessary and
appropriate to satisfy any applicable law, regulation, subpoenas, governmental requests or legal
process, to protect and/or defend the Terms and Conditions for online and mobile Services or other
policies applicable to any online and mobile services, including investigation of potential violations
thereof, to protect the safety, rights, property or security of the Company, our services or any third
party to protect the safety of the public for any reason, to detect, prevent or otherwise address fraud,
security or technical issues, and to prevent or stop activity we may consider to be, or to pose a risk of
being, an illegal, unethical, or legally actionable activity. Further, we may use IP address or other
Device Identifiers, to identify users, and may do so in cooperation with third parties such as copyright
owners, internet service providers, wireless service providers and/or law enforcement agencies,
including disclosing such information to third parties, all in our discretion. Such disclosures may be
carried out without notice to you.
- We reserve the right to disclose and transfer your information, including your Personal Information
and Usage Information to a subsequent owner, co-owner or operator of our services or applicable
database or in connection with a corporate merger, consolidation, restructuring, the sale of
substantially all of our membership interests and/or assets or other corporate change, including,
during the course of any due diligence process.

How They Protect
Your Information

We use a variety of security measures for protecting the Personal Information and Usage Information
we collect, however, as effective as encryption technology is, no security system can be guaranteed to
be 100% secure. We cannot guarantee the security of our databases, nor can we guarantee that
information you supply won't be intercepted while being transmitted to us over the Internet or
wireless communication, and any information you transmit to the Company you do at your own risk.
We recommend that you not disclose your password to anyone.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent

The privacy policy for iHome is relatively robust, however there is a clause within it that gives
us pause, namely, “we may extend any of our rights under this Privacy Policy to third parties
performing services on our behalf.” Based on our non-legal read, this is a pretty broad
blanket statement that we did not see explicitly stated on other privacy policies. Even more
concerning, we see the following statement related to the use of technical information,
“Further, we may use IP address or other Device Identifiers, to identify users, and may do so
in cooperation with third parties such as copyright owners, internet service providers,
wireless service providers and/or law enforcement agencies, including disclosing such
information to third parties, all in our discretion.”
Given these items, we would be very curious to hear a legal opinion on this privacy policy.
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Summary
In general, this device represents a relatively sound implementation of an IoT outlet with
some limited findings as follows:
1) Limited findings of concerns within the Android application. While the
Application does request coarse location, there were very few other items of concern
discovered, to included limited third-party connections within the application.
2) No ability to access encrypted traffic. SSL encryption as well implemented on this
device and we were not able to access encrypted traffic from either the device or the
Android application.
3) Some information passed over unencrypted traffic. If were to support the
company, we would advise them to not pass data in an unencrypted format, but we
can understand that given the minimal information being passed why they would not
want to invest in building that capability into this device.
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Oco 1 WiFI Camera
Overview
We tested one (1) Oco device: a security camera. This
device required the Video Surveillance
Ivideon smartphone application developed by Mobile
Video Solutions.

Name
Brand
Model Number
IP Address
Device Type
Price
Purchase Location
Manufacturer

Oco 1 WiFi Camera
Oco 1
Oco
CO-14US
10.10.86.215
Camera

Android App Name
Based on an Organizational Unique Identifier (OUI)
Android App Developer
lookup on the MAC address of the device, the Oco
camera hardware is manufactured by IttimTec ITTIM Technologies.

Walmart
Hangzhou Hikvision Digital
Technology Co.,Ltd.
Video Surveillance Ivideon
Mobile Video Solutions

Network Traffic Analysis
The two graphs below represent the connections made to and from this device. This data is
presented in two formats, first by IP address blocks to provide a perspective on the number
of unique networks with which this device communicates, and second, by organizations as
defined by the ownership of the IP block.

Figure 61: Overview of network traffic from this device
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As we can see from above, this device has a relatively unique profile as compared to other
devices. While most other devices appear to rely on Amazon Web Services, the Oco device
utilizes its own infrastructure associated with Servers.com. One of the associated IPs is
185.180.13.99. The ownership of this IP is unclear as it appears to be tied to Datacamp,
which is based out of the U.K., however we also see some connections to DataPeer s.r.o.
which is potentially in the Czech Republic. There may also be connections here to
CDN77.org. Finally, we see that this IP is related to the domain usa401.extcam.com.
Interestingly enough, this domain appears to be registered to an individual in Russia,
Vladimir Eremeev, which brings us full circle to Ivideon, the same company that produces the
Android application, of which Vladimir is the CEO. All communications with this IP address
were encrypted, so we do not have visibility into these communications.
Another perspective on the network traffic comes from looking at the volume of traffic over
the testing period. We generated the graph below from an ELK stack deployment
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) we had running throughout the analysis period to help
profile the communications of each device.

Figure 62: Count of communications from this device over test period

As you can tell, this was a late addition to the test group, but the communications remained
relatively limited as compared to other devices. To get a better perspective on how this
device compared to the other devices, we can also view this traffic against the traffic of all of
the other devices.
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Figure 63: Count of communications from all devices over test period

Port Communications Profile
In addition to scanning for open ports, Dark Cubed collected extensive data on each of these
devices using our lightweight sensor. This sensor reveals all traffic flowing to and from the
device. Analysis of the data collected by the Dark Cubed platform identified the Oco 1
camera communicating externally to the ports shown in the table below.
Port
53
80

Protocol
udp
tcp

123
443

udp
tcp

Purpose
Domain Name System (DNS)
Unencrypted Web Communications
(HTTP)
Network Time Protocol (NTP)
Encrypted Web Communications
(HTTPS)
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The chart below shows the top communications from this device with external hosts and the
ports associated with those communications.

Figure 64: Communications by port number and external hosts

Ports 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 123 (NTP) and 443 (HTTPS) are expected outbound connections.

Nmap Scan Findings
The Nmap Scan showed only one open port, port 9090.
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The detailed scan results are as follows.
Nmap scan report for 10.10.86.215
Host is up (0.0093s latency).
Not shown: 999 closed ports
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
9090/tcp open zeus-admin?
| fingerprint-strings:
|
FourOhFourRequest:
|
HTTP/1.0 404 Not found
|
Server: IVIDEON
|
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 14:09:53 GMT
|
Content-Type: text/html
|
Accept-Range: bytes
|
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
|
Content-Length: 48
|
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
|
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET, POST
|
&lt;title&gt;404 Not Found&lt;/title&gt;
|
&lt;h1&gt;Not Found&lt;/h1&gt;
|
GetRequest:
|
HTTP/1.0 404 Not found
|
Server: IVIDEON
|
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 14:08:15 GMT
|
Content-Type: text/html
|
Accept-Range: bytes
|
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
|
Content-Length: 48
|
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
|
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET, POST
|
&lt;title&gt;404 Not Found&lt;/title&gt;
|
&lt;h1&gt;Not Found&lt;/h1&gt;
|
HTTPOptions:
|
HTTP/1.0 404 Not found
|
Server: IVIDEON
|
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 14:08:55 GMT
|
Content-Type: text/html
|
Accept-Range: bytes
|
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
|
Content-Length: 48
|
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
|
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET, POST
|
&lt;title&gt;404 Not Found&lt;/title&gt;
|
&lt;h1&gt;Not Found&lt;/h1&gt;
|
RTSPRequest:
|
HTTP/1.0 404 Not found
|
Server: IVIDEON
|
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 14:09:00 GMT
|
Content-Type: text/html
|
Accept-Range: bytes
|
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
|
Content-Length: 48
|
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
|
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET, POST
|
&lt;title&gt;404 Not Found&lt;/title&gt;
|
&lt;h1&gt;Not Found&lt;/h1&gt;
|
SIPOptions:
|
HTTP/1.0 404 Not found
|
Server: IVIDEON
|
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 14:10:13 GMT
|
Content-Type: text/html
|
Accept-Range: bytes
|
Keep-Alive: timeout=5, max=100
|
Content-Length: 48
|
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
|
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET, POST
|
&lt;title&gt;404 Not Found&lt;/title&gt;
|_
&lt;h1&gt;Not Found&lt;/h1&gt;
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1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the
following fingerprint at https://Nmap.org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?new-service :
SF-Port9090-TCP:V=7.70%I=7%D=8/10%Time=5B6D9C4B%P=x86_64-apple-darwin13.4.
SF:0%r(GetRequest,12B,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20found\r\nServer:\x20IVID
SF:EON\r\nDate:\x20Fri,\x2010\x20Aug\x202018\x2014:08:15\x20GMT\r\nContent
SF:-Type:\x20text/html\r\nAccept-Range:\x20bytes\r\nKeep-Alive:\x20timeout
SF:=5,\x20max=100\r\nContent-Length:\x2048\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Origin:
SF:\x20\*\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Methods:\x20GET,\x20POST\r\n\r\n&lt;title&gt;4
SF:04\x20Not\x20Found&lt;/title&gt;\n&lt;h1&gt;Not\x20Found&lt;/h1&gt;\0")%r(HTTPOptions,12B
SF:,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20found\r\nServer:\x20IVIDEON\r\nDate:\x20Fr
SF:i,\x2010\x20Aug\x202018\x2014:08:55\x20GMT\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/htm
SF:l\r\nAccept-Range:\x20bytes\r\nKeep-Alive:\x20timeout=5,\x20max=100\r\n
SF:Content-Length:\x2048\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Origin:\x20\*\r\nAccess-C
SF:ontrol-Allow-Methods:\x20GET,\x20POST\r\n\r\n&lt;title&gt;404\x20Not\x20Found
SF:&lt;/title&gt;\n&lt;h1&gt;Not\x20Found&lt;/h1&gt;\0")%r(RTSPRequest,12B,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404
SF:\x20Not\x20found\r\nServer:\x20IVIDEON\r\nDate:\x20Fri,\x2010\x20Aug\x2
SF:02018\x2014:09:00\x20GMT\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/html\r\nAccept-Range:
SF:\x20bytes\r\nKeep-Alive:\x20timeout=5,\x20max=100\r\nContent-Length:\x2
SF:048\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Origin:\x20\*\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Metho
SF:ds:\x20GET,\x20POST\r\n\r\n&lt;title&gt;404\x20Not\x20Found&lt;/title&gt;\n&lt;h1&gt;Not\
SF:x20Found&lt;/h1&gt;\0")%r(FourOhFourRequest,12B,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20f
SF:ound\r\nServer:\x20IVIDEON\r\nDate:\x20Fri,\x2010\x20Aug\x202018\x2014:
SF:09:53\x20GMT\r\nContent-Type:\x20text/html\r\nAccept-Range:\x20bytes\r\
SF:nKeep-Alive:\x20timeout=5,\x20max=100\r\nContent-Length:\x2048\r\nAcces
SF:s-Control-Allow-Origin:\x20\*\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Methods:\x20GET,\
SF:x20POST\r\n\r\n&lt;title&gt;404\x20Not\x20Found&lt;/title&gt;\n&lt;h1&gt;Not\x20Found&lt;/h1
SF:&gt;\0")%r(SIPOptions,12B,"HTTP/1\.0\x20404\x20Not\x20found\r\nServer:\x20
SF:IVIDEON\r\nDate:\x20Fri,\x2010\x20Aug\x202018\x2014:10:13\x20GMT\r\nCon
SF:tent-Type:\x20text/html\r\nAccept-Range:\x20bytes\r\nKeep-Alive:\x20tim
SF:eout=5,\x20max=100\r\nContent-Length:\x2048\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Ori
SF:gin:\x20\*\r\nAccess-Control-Allow-Methods:\x20GET,\x20POST\r\n\r\n&lt;tit
SF:le&gt;404\x20Not\x20Found&lt;/title&gt;\n&lt;h1&gt;Not\x20Found&lt;/h1&gt;\0");
MAC Address: B0:41:1D:23:BB:39 (Ittim Technologies)
Device type: general purpose
Running: Linux 2.6.X|3.X
OS CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:2.6 cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel:3
OS details: Linux 2.6.32 - 3.10

Infrastructure Port Review
We also performed a very brief assessment of the associated infrastructure that each device
communicated with to profile the open ports in that infrastructure as revealed by an Nmap
scan. While we did not do a deep dive analysis, it was interesting to take a quick glance at
the number and types of open ports in the servers that this device communicated with to get
a feel for how “locked down” things potentially might be. The graph below shows the open
ports on the IP addresses that this device communicated with.
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The infrastructure associated with this device was tightly controlled with the only observed
open ports being port 53, 80, and 443 representing DNS, unencrypted web traffic, and
encrypted web traffic respectively.

Man-In-The-Middle Assessment
We also utilized the Dark Cubed platform to deploy SSL interception for all the IoT devices in
the test network. A self-signed certificate was used for the SSL interception, so any IoT
devices validating server certificates would fail to connect and send data. However, if an IoT
device was not validating server certificates, we were able to intercept and log any encrypted
traffic being sent by the device.
This device was validating SSL certificates and no data was able to be captured.

Android Application Analysis
The Android application associated with each of these devices also is a critical component
when considering the security of the IoT device. As the device relies on the Android
application for functionality, the security of the application is critical. We suggest that the
security of the application is maybe even more important than the security of the IoT device
itself since our phones hold more data and travel with us at all times. For this analysis, we
decompiled the Android application and performed automated searches and manual
reviews for items of interest. We did not attempt to reverse engineer or run any vulnerability
assessments on the software or the infrastructure to which it communicated.
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The Video Surveillance Ivideon Application is identified as com.ivideon.client and the
Android Manifest file did not contain a build number. We uploaded the APK file to
VirusTotal to capture some high-level information about the application, the results are
shown below.

Figure 65: Results from VirusTotal on Application

This application required a number of permissions for operation as shown in the table below.
Application

Permission

Google Classification

Ivideon

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Dangerous Permission

Ivideon

ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Normal Permission

Ivideon

ACCESS_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Ivideon

CAMERA

Dangerous Permission

Ivideon

CHANGE_WIFI_STATE

Normal Permission

Ivideon

GET_ACCOUNTS

Dangerous Permission

Ivideon

INTERNET

Normal Permission

Ivideon

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

Ivideon

RECORD_AUDIO

Dangerous Permission

Ivideon

WAKE_LOCK

Normal Permission

Ivideon

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Dangerous Permission

We did not identify any evidence of hardcoded passwords within the application.
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We also did a search for URLs embedded within the ‘const-string’ settings of the application.
This string is used to help define variables within the Android app. The graph below shows
the domain names that the Oco 1 application communicates with in some form or fashion.

Specifically, the following URLs were identified as being related to the application.
URL
http://downloads.extcam.com
http://hostname/?
http://ivideon.com
http://localhost/
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res-auto
http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android
http://www.google-analytics.com
https://api.ivideon.com
https://gate.hockeyapp.net/v2/track
https://go.ivideon.com/
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/gen_204?id=gmob-apps
https://plus.google.com/
https://sdk.hockeyapp.net/
https://ssl.google-analytics.com
https://streaming.ivideon.com
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/games_lite
https://www.googletagmanager.com
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Based on the URLs observed, we saw no significant items of concern, but we do see the
connections to Ivideon as expected. In addition, we see that this application is using a thirdparty service known as hockeyapp.net, a service for tracking application statistics and
performance.

Privacy Policy Review
Company

Oco

Location

https://www.ivideon.com/privacy/

Named Companies

MOBILE VIDEO SOLUTIONS INC (IVIDEON)
The data that we regularly collect about visitors to the Website (e.g., IP address, browser type, pages
accessed, duration of visit, etc.) does not necessarily enable us to personally identify you, and that is
not our intention.

Types of Information
They Collect

We do collect personally identifiable information about you, such as your name, email address, credit
card and/or bank account information, business name and address or other information that allows us
to identify you or that could reasonably be used to infer your identity, when you voluntarily provide it
by registering with us or using the Service. For analytical and marketing purposes, and to prevent
fraud, we also collect data related to your account, such as your IP-address and ISP name, referral
links, client software configuration, and payments history with third party services. Once you become a
user, you may provide additional information, such as your location, to allow us to provide locationbased feature. Providing additional information is optional.
To facilitate your use of the Service, IVIDEON may automatically collect certain types of information
listed above when you access or use the Service. In order to collect this data, IVIDEON may utilize
automated tools and files such as cookies. These automated tools and files may reside on our servers
or on your computer or device. If you restrict our ability to use automated tools and files, your ability to
access and use all or part of the Service may be limited or disabled completely.

How They Use It

IVIDEON uses your personally identifiable information primarily for the following purposes: (i) to
provide, test and improve our Service, features and content, (ii) to administer the Service, including to
verify your authority to access the Service, (iii) to provide customer support for the Service, (iv) to fulfill
requests you may make, (v) to personalize your experience, (vi) to provide or offer software updates
and product announcements, and (vii) to provide you with further information from us related to the
services that we believe you may find useful or interesting.
We use information we obtain by technical means (such as the automatic recording performed by our
servers or through the use of cookies) for the above purposes and in order to monitor and analyze use
of the Service, for the Service’s technical administration, to increase the Service’s functionality and
user-friendliness, to better tailor it to your needs, to generate and derive useful data and information
concerning the interests, characteristics and website use behavior of our users, and to verify that users
of the Service meet the criteria required to process their requests.

Ability Withdraw
Consent?

You may opt-out of receiving some or all non-Service related communications by updating your
profile on the Service. If you decide at any time that you no longer wish to receive any such
communications, please follow the unsubscribe instructions provided in any of the communications
sent to you, or update your profile information.
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IVIDEON does not share your personal information with third parties or the public except as set forth
herein.
Third Parties. We may share your personal information with our third-party service providers, such as
data storage providers, maintenance services, database management, web analytics, and payment
processing, which supplement and improve the Service. These service providers may have access to
personal information as needed to perform their functions and we will use commercially reasonable
efforts to prevent such third parties from disclosing your personal information, except for the purpose
of providing the services in question. We do not sell your personal information to third parties for their
own marketing purposes.

Who They Share
With

Research. We may use and disclose to third parties information we collect in aggregated, nonpersonally identifiable form for research and informational purposes and to help us make sales,
marketing and business decisions.
Mergers & Acquisitions. IVIDEON may disclose your personally identifiable information, as necessary,
in connection with a transfer or sale to another entity of all or substantially all of IVIDEON stock or
assets in IVIDEON line of business to which this Privacy Policy relates or upon any bankruptcy or other
corporate reorganization. We will continue to ensure the confidentiality of any personal information
and give affected users notice before personal information is transferred or becomes subject to any
new privacy policy of an acquirer of our business.
Special Circumstances. In addition, IVIDEON may disclose your personally identifiable information (a)
when requested to do so by law enforcement agencies; (b) when obliged to do so under applicable
law; (c) to protect the property rights of IVIDEON or a third party; (d) to protect the safety of the public
or any person, or to prevent or stop any activity that IVIDEON may consider to be, or to pose a risk of
being, illegal, unethical, inappropriate or legally actionable, or (e) when given permission to do so by
you.

How They Protect
Your Information

IVIDEON maintains data centers around the world to serve its international community of users. Our
data centers located in the United States serve users from the United States, Canada, Japan, and
South America. Data from users in Europe, the UK, and the Middle East is stored in our data centers in
Germany, the Netherlands and the UK. Southeast Asia, Australia and Oceania are served by our data
centers in Singapore. Finally, users from the CIS countries have their data stored in data centers
located in the Russian Federation, Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
We have put in place reasonable physical and technical measures to safeguard the information we
collect in connection with the Services. However, please note that although we take reasonable steps
to protect your information, no website, Internet transmission, computer system or wireless connection
is completely secure.

Data Breach
Notification

Silent

The privacy policy for Ivideon appears to be well constructed and clear. However, their
definition of how they will use personal data, like the other policies is very broad.
“IVIDEON uses your personally identifiable information primarily for the following
purposes: (i) to provide, test and improve our Service, features and content, (ii) to
administer the Service, including to verify your authority to access the Service, (iii) to
provide customer support for the Service, (iv) to fulfill requests you may make, (v) to
personalize your experience, (vi) to provide or offer software updates and product
announcements, and (vii) to provide you with further information from us related to
the services that we believe you may find useful or interesting.”
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This does create a small amount of concern around how they actually use the data they
collect.

Summary
There were limited findings associated with this camera, however we did develop a few key
findings.
1) While most devices we reviewed have some sort of connection to China, this
device has connections to Russia and Eastern Europe. We are not sure how strong
these ties might be other than the fact that the CEO of Ivideon appears to be Russian.
Ivideon makes the application and appears to run the infrastructure related to the Oco
1 camera. The connections and relationships may be worth a further review.
2) They utilize a separate infrastructure versus relying on Amazon Web Services.
While other companies tend to favor AWS for servers associated with their
infrastructure, the Oco 1 primarily uses a standalone infrastructure that appears to be
operated by Ivideon. We do not know enough at this time to say whether this is good
or bad, but it is an interesting finding to us.
3) The Android application and encrypted communications appear to be
implemented well. We were unable to gain additional visibility into communications
due to the use of well implemented encryption and there were no significant findings
of interest within the Android application outside of a few permissions labeled by
Google as “dangerous.”
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